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Background: Online marketplaces constitute one of the most successful business innovations of  

the Web 2.0. Nonetheless so far no branding theory has been connected to the topic 

of two-sided online marketplaces. This might be due to the high complexity and 

reciprocity of their value creation which however needs to be in order to apply any 

marketing and branding strategies. 

  

Purpose:  Therefore, the purpose is to understand and clarify the value creation processes of 

two-sided online marketplaces and develop branding theory based on the findings 

thereof. 

 

Method:  Within this thesis we conducted qualitative research.  The study is built on semi-

structured interviews with 15 respondents that have used various two-sided online 

marketplaces either as sellers and buyers.  

 

Conclusion: In order to understand the various variables of two-sided online marketplaces 

business model, we have identified, conceptualized and extended an integrative 

model to manage and brand their value. With the knowledge resulting from our 

literature review we built a model illustrating all pillars which influence value creation 

and thus brand perception and extended this model with the results of our own 

research. We have identified that while user behavior and preferences generally 

remain heterogeneous, commonalities such as social influences and convenience 

stick out most often for both user sides. Both pillars have barely been covered by 

research, which solely focused on network effects, price allocation and trust. 
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Glossary 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

The glossary chapter aims at providing a hands on the various abbreviations used in this paper to the reader. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

4Ps                                  Marketing Mix including Product, Price, Place and Promotion 

dimensions 

7Ps                                  Marketing Mix including Product, Price, Place, Promotion, People, 

Physical Evidence and Processes dimensions 

B2B                                 Business-To-Business 

B2C                                 Business-To-Consumer 

C2C                                 Customer-To-Customer 

CBBE                              Customer-Based Brand Equity 

MM                                 Motivational Model 

MSPS                              Multi-Sided Platforms 

OBC Online Brand Communities  

PE                                   Perceived Enjoyment 

PEOU                             Perceived Ease of Use 

PU                                   Perceived Usefulness 

SEO                                 Search Engine Optimizations 

TAM                               Technology Acceptance Model 

TSPS Two-Sided Platforms 

TSOM                              Two-Sided Online Marketplaces 

UGC                                User Generated Content 

UI                                    User Interface 

USP                                 Unique Selling Point 

UX                                   User Experience 
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1 Introduction 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

This part will present and discuss the background of this thesis and the problem the study is tackling. This 

will of course be followed by a clear presentation of the research questions and the purpose of this thesis. Finally, 

the chapter ends with a delimitation of the study in order to narrow down its scope. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

As the internet has developed to become an increasingly irreplaceable part of our lives in 

increasingly many aspects, new business models for online solutions evolved alongside of it. 

World-changing innovations arose especially since the beginning of the era of the ‘Web 2.0’ 

in 2004, characterized in particular by the change from static web pages to dynamic or user-

generated content and the growth of social media as well as through the extension thereof the 

‘Web 3.0’. The latter is defined by the use of connective intelligence in terms of connecting 

data, concepts, applications and at the bottom line: people. Big data, digitalized and automated 

business intelligence, individualized customer solutions and sharing societies are amongst 

other things the most dominant trends within the sector of online businesses these days 

(Tasner, 2011). The internet has come a long way since the start of Web 2.0. No other sector 

has been developing this much, this fast, concurrently opening new business opportunities for 

the creative and those who dare.  

In this master thesis, our particular focus lies on the business model of online marketplaces. 

Online marketplaces represent a business model, which was one of the most successful 

business innovations during the Web 2.0 era introducing now multi-million dollar companies 

such as Google, Amazon or Ebay, and it is still yielding new start-ups every year. In the last 5 

years the business model of online marketplaces has been experiencing a significant 

reinvention due to the trend of peer-to-peer solutions and sharing societies resulting in 

companies such as Uber, Airbnb, Netflix or Spotify (Banerjee, Johari, Zhou, 2016). All of 

which within a very short time managed to become some of the fastest growing businesses of 

the last decade and disrupt very traditional, seemingly stable industries to the core (Hagiu, 

2014). 

Eisenmann, Parker and Van Alstyne have already suggested in 2006 that the “distinct character 

of these businesses demands new approach to strategy” (Eisenmann et al., 2006, p.2). The difficulties 

connected to setting up an online platform are widely discussed and providers have 

traditionally struggled to establish and sustain their two-sided networks. One observation is 

that their common failures might have been caused by the creation of strategies for two-sided 

networks, which relied on theories, models, and paradigms that were developed in the context 
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of products without network effects. As a result, there is a probable cause that there have been 

many decisions made by managers of online marketplaces which were highly inappropriate 

for the specific economics of their industries (Eisenmann et al., 2006). Hence, we consider 

the question to be in place whether academic research was able to keep up with the 

extraordinarily rapid market and business model formation, transformation and innovation, 

which we have seen in this industry (Hagiu, 2014).  

One of our hypotheses is that, at this point in time strategies for the optimization of online 

marketplace performance through branding which practitioners bring forward are not, or not 

fully, underpinned by academic theory. Eisenmann et al. (2006, p.10) postulated that “the 

strategic implications of two-sided networks have gone largely unexplored”. While the authors admit that 

this lack of understanding was less problematic in the past due to the relatively little usage and 

competition between online marketplaces they predict that the markets of the future will be 

more competitive and less forgiving. We believe our markets reached this point today. 

1.1 Problem 

1.1.1 Problem Discussion 

From a business perspective, branding is a crucial part of any marketing strategy and much 

research has been done on the field of branding with respect to both online and offline 

businesses. Heding, Knutzen, Bjerre (2008) stress the significant importance of brand 

management as it is at the heart of the creation of a positive brand equity. With focus on 

online businesses Rowley (2004) has analyzed how the challenges differ for online branding 

as well as the increase of brand engagement taking advantage of these new tools, allowing 

improved customer relationships. However, if we take a closer look at the literature 

concerning the branding strategies of online marketplaces we can discover distinct 

shortcomings. In our analysis we concluded that branding and brand management are highly 

discussed and covered issues. Nonetheless the concepts and theories present paradoxes. 

Indeed, according to Lewis (2000, as cited in Högström, Gustafsson, Tronvoll, 2015) most of 

the brand management theory is pertinent individually. However it is hard to see the bigger 

picture when handling them simultaneously since they appear to be contradictory in some 

points. These complexities and contradictions have probably been the reason why barely any 

study has been crossing branding with the field of online marketplaces. The unique attribute 

of online and in fact also offline marketplaces is the at least twofoldness of the target markets. 

As transaction marketplaces act as intermediates or market makers in a broader sense they 

always need to attract at least two parties, namely sellers and buyers (Cortade, 2006). With 
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respect to branding this simple fact creates vastly uncommon issues for the intermediator. In 

order for a platform to work as a whole it will technically have to cater two sets of customers 

at the same time and thus create two rather independent, potentially very different brands 

based on two separate services and merge both sides adequately within one business model 

(Muzellec, Ronteau & Lambkin, 2015). This however would be contradictory to classic 

branding theory, which encourages to follow a segmentation, targeting, differentiation, 

positioning approach and then develop a marketing mix (Kotler and Armstrong, 2012). In the 

common marketing understanding, firms and brands should follow target groups of 

consumers but the overall strategy cannot satisfy very different customers. The idea of having 

two different brands for the same company is virtually unheard of. Indeed, traditional 

marketing and so branding approaches do not consider the branding paradox of online 

marketplaces, which relates to two very different sets of customers. We consider the general 

theory of brand management as suitable ground in order to finally develop a model which 

caters the business model of two-sided marketplaces as a whole with respect to the many 

intertwined relations within it.  

Branding, per definition, connects the unique story telling that characterize the brand's 

product and the firm´s position towards their competitors, that users will associate with your 

product, therefore the firm must trigger engagement with them (Busche, 2014).  Authors like 

Rowley (2004) show a much-nuanced analysis presenting the specific challenges of online 

branding. Indeed, the author explains how certain elements differ from a classic branding 

approach such as: webpages message capacity, multiple channel communication, online search 

keys, and increase of brand engagement with customers (Rowley, 2004). Wirtz, den Ambtman, 

Bloemer, Horváth, Ramaseshan, van de Klundert, Kandampully (2013) on their side accent 

the fact that online brand communities (OBCs) characterize the difference regarding an online 

firm customer relationship and engagement. In addition, Constantinides (2004) highlights that 

online marketing and online branding have nothing to do with a traditional approach, since 

the construction of a proper online experience requires functionalities, information and cues 

that can provide sharpened results. Even though these authors are all recognized in their field 

and all cover the segment of online branding, none of them treats the specificity of branding 

for online marketplaces. Thus our proposal is that in order to develop a distinct theory of 

branding strategies for the particular case of two-sided online marketplaces (TSOM) there is 

a need for further research. We identified a clear research gap which pays respect to the 

complexity and the inherent interplay of factors within the business model TSOM. We thus 
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strive to analyse and understand the processes involved in the creation of brand perception 

for this type of business.  

For online marketplaces, branding means establishing a brand image for an online platform. 

This platform creates intangible value through the distribution of user-generated content 

between its customers. In this process many other aspects are involved such as networking 

effects, price allocation between buyer and seller as well as trust creation both for the buyer 

and the platform. All of these aspects have been researched in depth in a multitude of contexts, 

however always in isolation from each other and from the platform as a whole. Despite strong 

reciprocal effects being in place between all these aspects of the business model, academic 

theory has failed to build a bridge between them. What is more, the platform managers have 

zero to no direct contact to these customers, as long as they, as an intermediate, live up to 

their value proposition of enabling frictionless transaction between buyer and seller. These 

three attributes of (1) intangible value, (2) content created by a third party and (3) little to no 

direct customer contact, present major challenges for traditional branding theory. While 

approaches such as the services marketing mix with the 7Ps touch the notion of intangible 

value (Ivy, 2008), they do not really address the specific case of online marketplaces. Content 

created by a third party is a topic that starts to be covered by scholars such as Arnhold (2010), 

who in his doctoral thesis defines this content as user-generated-content (UGC). Finally, 

indirect customer contact presents issues regarding trust. Trust, according to Amerland (2013) 

is one of the two vectors on which marketing is based. At the bottom line, while it is hardly 

possible to find empirical links between the theory of branding and online based marketplaces, 

the literature regarding the branding of intangible, user generated content is also rather poor 

if not even inexistent. 

On TSOM, the actual value of any transaction is for the buyer the tangible product or the 

services s/he receives from the seller and on the opposite side it is the money the seller 

receives in exchange for their offer (Muzellec et al., 2015). With this in mind, one could raise 

the question whether branding the value that originates from the intermediation service 

offered by the online marketplace is at all possible? Or if these platforms are in fact perceived 

solely as means to an end so that branding is actually becoming obsolete since the users on 

both sides have no grounds on which to build a relationship to the platform brand itself but 

only to each other? Successful branding is very strongly linked to a clear communication of 

the unique selling proposition of a company, the real value of their product. We could not 

find any research that has been done in order to understand the coherent theory behind, and 

the effect of, value creation on two-sided marketplaces. Hence there has been no theoretical 
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ground being set for the possibility of branding the value created by these platforms. Yet, we 

believe this might just be what it takes in order to structure and channelize the intertwined 

effects of its unique business model pillars that we identified and will look into in detail in our 

literature review. These are: networking effects, price allocation and trust creation. One of the 

key aims of our study and for future research has been to make their inherent relations visible 

and manageable. If it is not possible to understand how value is created on two-sided 

marketplaces it is also not possible to understand how they can be branded. We thus slightly 

pivoted the focus of our dissertation to understanding the value creation of TSOM in the first 

place and subsequently build an integrative model for brand management. 

In summary, our current empirical understanding of two-sided marketplaces looks roughly 

like it is illustrated in figure 1. We are aware of the different ‘pillars’ of the business model of 

two-sided marketplaces and have a rather precise understanding of their reciprocal influence 

on each other if only looking at two at a time. However, we have no empirically proven 

understanding of how these ‘pillars’ interplay to a total. It has not been studied how they 

contribute to the coherent total value created by the platform and how their effects might be 

different in different markets or types of marketplaces. We also lack academic theory of how 

they can strategically be turned into a brand.  

Figure 1 Model of the three main pillars of two-sided marketplaces 

 

 

Source: Own creation based on literature research 

The notoriously low switching costs as well as the traditionally large amount of subsidiary 

platforms on both sides of most markets offer users a particular ease of participating in more 

than one marketplace (Caillaud & Jullien, 2003). This customer behavior which is commonly 
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referred to as multi-homing, triggers high competition amongst platforms and commonly ends 

in one or a few online marketplaces holding monopolistic or oligopolistic market power. This 

is known as ‘winner takes all dynamics’ (Hagiu, 2014) (See Appendix I.7 for more on multi-

homing and winner takes all dynamics). While multi-homing of their users is something 

platform providers can hardly avoid, a strong brand can be a key factor to survival once a 

market narrows down to a monopolistic or oligopolistic setup.  

1.1.2 Problem Statement 

We claim that academic research has failed to create an integrative model, which pays respect 

to the reciprocal relations between the several aspects of the online marketplace business 

model. The aforementioned pillars have only been studied in seclusion but neither as a whole 

nor concurrently in reference to the overall goal of creating consistent, market-specific value 

as a two-sided intermediation service. Furthermore, we postulate that this shortcoming is also 

the reason for the lack of academic research in the field of branding and brand management 

with regards to the special case of two-sided marketplaces. We argue that a coherent 

understanding of a platform’s value proposition and its composition is an indispensable 

requirement for developing theories of branding strategy. However, this coherent 

understanding, even though some practitioners might have achieved it, has not yet been 

induced by academic research.  

1.1.3 Research Question 

In the context of understanding how the pillars of the two-sided marketplace business model 

coherently affect the overall value of the platform and in order to construct an integrative 

model, which would allow developing branding theories upon it we need to find answers to 

the following questions: 

A. What are the pillars of the two-sided marketplace business model that make the user 

of either side perceive the platform as valuable? 

B. Can we identify and define universal types of user groups which share homogenous 

appreciation of certain variables of the overall value proposition but heterogeneous 

appreciation in comparison to other groups? 

C. To what extend does the value proposition and the brand of a two-sided marketplace 

have influence on the user’s decision-making? 
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1.2 Purpose 

We intend to develop a model which pays respect to all pillars and the full reciprocity of the 

value creation process on TSOM and the subsequent integration thereof into a branding 

strategy. Thus, the purpose of this master thesis is to sharpen the understanding of the existing 

research gap. In the second step, our purpose is to receive insights into user perception, 

decision-making and behavior towards two-sided marketplaces. The gained insights shell then 

be used to develop an integrative model in order to not only set all aspects of the online 

marketplace business model in perspective to each other but also in perspective to the 

influence they have on the overall value creation of the platform as perceived by the user. All 

of these results will in the first place pave the ground not only for future theory on branding 

of TSOM but also for the future development of managerial models in order to structure tools 

and guidelines for the brand management of online marketplaces. 

1.3 Perspective 

The perspective of this study is twofold because we have two user groups: buyers and sellers. 

On either side we are interested in user perception of online marketplaces’ brands and 

understand the reasoning and dominant logic behind their decision making to join, use and 

eventually convert. Previous research suggests that while the reasoning on the seller side is 

mostly influenced by the amount and quality of potential buyers and the pricing structure of 

the platform, the formation of intentions and perception on the buyer side is much more 

complex. Thus we will conduct research on both user sides to an extend which allows us to 

confirm or adjust the available theory.  

1.4 Delimitation 

There are several delimitations to this study. First, marketplaces can be two- but also multi-

sided (LinkedIn) (Muzellec et al., 2015). In the context of our thesis, we will solely deal with 

two-sided online marketplaces and within this subcategory, we do not distinguish any further, 

whether a respective platform enables for peer-to-peer (C2C) or typical B2C connections. 

Furthermore, with reference to Filistrucchi, Geradin, Van Damme, Affeldt (2014) we do not 

observe potential differences in the outcome of our analysis caused by the categorization of 

platforms as transactional or non-transactional (see Appendix I.2 for the definitions). In 

addition to that, we also assume that a differentiation between centralized and non-centralized 

marketplaces as suggested by Einav, Farronato, and Levin (2016) would not make any 

difference for our study (see Appendix I.3 for definitions). We further acknowledge that due 
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to our aim of understanding the overall value and brand perception of users of two-sided 

marketplaces we are not looking in depth into user opinions of specific platforms or markets. 

Even though we consider this kind of research potentially very fruitful it would stretch the 

scope of this dissertation too much and would result in us sacrificing our overarching 

approach. 
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2 Frame of Reference 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

The aim of this chapter is to facilitate the reader's understanding of the chosen topic by analysing previous 

research and concepts. We intend to review and link literature in order to understand the implications of 

branding of two-sided marketplaces. First, we focus on the concept of branding and how it serves value creation. 

Second, we look into the theory of two-sided marketplaces and in particular, the previously elaborated three 

pillars and their effects on the value creation. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

As touched upon in the introduction we concluded that it is not possible to develop branding 

theory before the value creation process on TSOM, as a whole is understood in detail. Apart 

from that, it seemed also important to us to indicate the shortcomings concerning branding 

theory for two-sided marketplaces very clearly.  

2.1 Branding 

While the branding literature is relatively broad, the aim of this paper is to understand the very 

basic concepts and frameworks in order to ground our later understanding that no branding 

theory has been applied and modelled for TSOM yet. The ambition of this literature review is 

therefore to give a clear, concise and updated acumen of branding in its general sense with no 

pretension to cover everything. 

2.1.1 Definition 

Branding is such a discussed topic among scholars that definitions vary from one another. 

As described by the American Marketing Association (AMA, 2017) a brand is a “name, term, 

design, symbol, or any other feature that identifies one seller’s good or service as distinct from these of other 

sellers” (AMA, 2017). Rowley (2004) adds high brand equity, loyalty, awareness, patents or 

perceived quality are the attributes, which make a powerful brand in today’s society. Beyond 

the basic understanding of identifiability of the product by the brand, the difference made by 

added value, the product promise, it is the company’s commitment to deliver the customer’s 

promise that sets the brand statement higher (De Chernatony and McDonald, 1992, as cited 

in Rowley, 2004; Busche, 2014; Sterne, 2002). Another aspect of brands advanced by Doyle 

(2011) is that they are perishable and have to be seriously managed in order to sustain their 

position on a market. Kapferer (2008) and Doyle (2011) agree on the importance of treating 

the brand as a managed asset by using a set of marketing disciplines considering branding as 

a long-term commitment requiring the sustainability of resources and skills. As shown by 

Busche (2014) commitment and long-term sustainability can for instance be achieved by 

triggering conversation with consumers and essentially engage with them. When branding is 
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achieved properly and a company is successful on a market they usually decide to either create 

a new brand or to take an existing one from another product, which is called brand extension 

or line extension (Cooper, 1994). 

2.1.2 Brand Identity 

The brand identity section suggests that the concept of brand equity is central in any marketing 

and branding strategy and consequently its components needs to be addressed in order to 

integrate theoretical branding in our model. Keller, Apéria, and Georgson (2012) developed a 

model called the Customer-Based Brand Equity (CBBE) which defines the strength of brands 

as what customers learn, feel, see and hear while interacting with the brand. Aaker (1991; as 

cited in Rosenbaum-Elliott, Percy & Pervan, 2011) presents Brand Equity as an array of brand 

assets and liabilities, connected to a brand, its name and symbol that will affect the value of a 

product or service to a company positively or negatively. 

Coming back to the CBBE model, some researchers tried to identify whether consumers 

positively react towards a product because of the marketing strategy of the brand or not (Keller 

et al., 2012). This refers to the sensitivity of consumers and tests their reactivity to changes 

and actions the brand will take, analysing their reaction to draw conclusions. Their model 

allows to measure if consumers would be more willing to accept a brand extension, a price 

increase, secession of advertising or more inclined to see the brand through new channels with 

three elements: differential effect, brand knowledge, consumer response to marketing (Keller 

et al., 2012). It also allows the opposite analysis that a brand having a negative CBBE score 

would mean that consumers would mostly react in a negative way to the brand’s marketing 

activity (Keller et al., 2012). We consider the four following concepts as essential components 

of good brand equity: First, the consumer perspective means that brand equity origins from 

the consumer awareness of the brand, which prompts brand associated memory links 

(Rosenbaum-Elliott et al., 2011). In other words, brand equity originates from consumer 

perspective because it is their awareness that will foster memory association with the brand, 

followed by a formation of attitude and finally a preference, ending the buckle creating brand 

loyalty (Rosenbaum-Elliott et al., 2011). Second, a relatively broadly discussed concept within 

brand equity is brand awareness.  For the reasons that brand awareness is recognized to 

provide a significant competitive advantage especially when the third frequently noticed 

consideration is named recognition (Rosenbaum-Eliott et al., 2011). The authors emphasize 

on the fact that the force behind brand awareness is the sense of familiarity in consumers’ 

minds (Rosenbaum-Elliott et al., 2011). Aaker (1991; as cited in Rosenbaum-Elliott et al., 
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2011) further continues that brand awareness insinuate brand’s substance, presence and 

commitment. Third, brand attitude is defined by Rosenbaum-Elliott et al. (2011) as the 

memory’s association connected to the brand (expressed as ‘image’, ‘perceived quality’ or 

‘value’). It is of course clear that a brand must sustain a solid and positive brand association 

in order to achieve strong brand equity (Rosenbaum-Elliott et al., 2011). Fourth, brand loyalty, 

which is much more self-explicative, is a brand’s equity consequence (Rosenbaum-Elliott et 

al., 2011). In other words, as Rosenbaum-Elliott et al. (2011) explains, consumers with a loyal 

behavior towards the brand will less likely switch brands and adopt an unwilling behavior 

towards change. 

While so much explanation has been given around brand equity, many scholars link very 

closely the importance of brand equity within the construction of a good brand management. 

Heding, Knudtzen, Bjerre (2008) even sustain that the heart of brand management is the 

creation of a positive brand equity. 

2.1.3 Brand management 

Conferring Heding et al. (2008) improving both internal and external brand opportunities is 

the goal of a brand strategy, and it must be strategic, visionary and proactive. Lewis (2000, as 

cited in Högström et al., 2015) underlines the fact that in brand management theory most 

concepts make sense in isolation from each other, but become conflicting when treated 

together.  According to Heding et al. (2008), brand equity is considered as being created by a 

good marketing mix approach. Kotler et al. (2012) stress the importance of the customer 

centered approach while dealing with a company’s marketing strategy. While being such well-

known and simple concepts, the authors underline the importance of the marketing mix in 

such a competitive world, therefore they advise, to follow market segmentation, targeting, 

differentiation and positioning as well (Kotler et al., 2012). The company then decides on the 

strategy to adopt in order to fit to their positioning by deciding and designing their marketing 

strategy. Kotler et al. (2012) proposes the concept of the marketing mix with the 4Ps standing 

for Product, Price, Place and Promotion. Each of them are relatively self-explicative and helps 

to detail the approach the firm wishes to adopt in their strategy. This method is widely 

recognized and it is very relevant in regards to products, but another completing concept 

called 7Ps adds factors to strictly address service-orientated businesses. The 7Ps adds three 

variables, which are people, physical evidence, and processes (Ivy, 2008). These marketing 

processes and decisions are at the heart of shaping a product and therefore primordial when 

building brands. 
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When we see that brand management is not treated as such in a clear straight to the point way, 

some authors such as Louro, Cunha (2001) propose a model with several approaches to brand 

management. Krake (2005) synthesizes the brand management approach to two pillars on 

which marketing theory is based: the differentiation of a product and its 

particularity/uniqueness towards competitors and; added value, to the sense that in the 

customer’s perspective an un-branded article has less value than a branded one, and 

conversely. The study made by Louro et al. (2001) defines, analyses and characterizes brand 

management under four perspectives. The first is the product paradigm: which relates of the 

product orientation with the marketing mix; the second is the projective paradigm: it treats 

the issue of the brand identity as a core focus; the third is the adaptive paradigm: and refers 

to the brand image; while the fourth is the relational paradigm: and details customer 

relationship challenges (Louro et al., 2010). These model paradigms shown by Louro et al. 

(2010) allow us to demonstrate most of the focuses that firms have in regards to the way they 

treat brand management.  

There are many ways to approach the issue of brand management and one could argue that 

the variety makes it tough to cover as a whole, as we introduced with Lewis’ (2000, as cited in 

Högström et al., 2015) thoughts on the paradoxes of the brand management literature. 

2.1.4 Branding today 

Major shifts in brand management 

As demonstrated by Moore & Reid (2008) brand management has evolved from an 

information utility perspective (transactional) with quality or origin attributes in order to lower 

risks, to a complexification of brand attributes such as image-building, status, power or 

improvement of brand personality (transformational). Keller et al. (2012) allude how dramatic 

the change has been in the media environment and how marketing has gradually been taking 

over the internet.  Another emerging advertising channel that appeared and grew drastically 

the last decade is paid search services such as Google Search Engine Optimizations (SEO). 

Since around 90% of buying decisions nowadays start with a search on the internet, content 

matters more than ever before, since this is what SEOs evaluates for referencing and search 

results where links and keywords are primordial (Lieb, 2011). Albeit, the traditional content 

mass marketing has been based on a one-way stream, meaning that the establishment of 

brand’s identity and its authority and trust were limited (Amerland, 2013). Indeed, according 

to Amerland (2013) everything in marketing evolves from the need to develop the company’s 

identity through two vectors: authority and trust.  
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In branding of the internet 2.0, communication streams are ‘double-way’ where companies 

and customers interact each other’s. Also, the content strategy has been evolving. Indeed, we 

have seen a large transition to what is called today ‘content marketing’, which according to 

Gattis (2014) consists in giving higher estimates to the ‘members’ relationships and developing 

a consequential way of sharing and engaging prospects with useful information sought by 

consumers. Gattis (2014, p.52) even insists, “if traditional marketing is about selling, content marketing 

is about helping”. Lieb (2011, p.2) further continues, that “content marketing creates value and helps 

people”, while it also helps the customers to increase their education and information regarding 

the product. Another resource that has been found by brands has been social media platforms 

and the possibility to develop refined characteristics user profile oriented marketing campaign, 

which made advertising cheaper and easier. These phenomena signed the apparition of big 

data and its analysis, while classical media campaigns could not be tracked in order to provide 

accurate performance results, software can now track ads and get the linked sale, which allows 

providing useful campaign efficiency data (Keller et al., 2012). The internet growth has made 

branding and advertising switch to a more sensorial and experiencing approach taking full 

advantage of video and audio dynamic contents, with high level of detail and customization 

of advertising content (Keller et al., 2012).  

Evaluating brand performance 

According to Rajagopal (2008), measuring brand performance on a market can be achieved 

effectively using brand metrics. Creating and developing such systems is vital for sustaining a 

brand in time while monitoring and understanding its constant performance with the framework 

of customer values and against competing brands (Rajagopal, 2008, p.31). In his study Rajagopal (2008) 

developed a framework englobing the most common marketing activities firms undertake to 

monitor brand performance known as 5As, standing for: brand awareness, acquaintance, 

association, allegiance and appraisal split into two groups of indicators: performance and 

financial. Indicators such as brand acquaintance allow firms to audit consumers’ familiarity 

with the brand as well as their behavior towards it, and the brand association (Rajagopal, 2008). 

The other indicators such as allegiance and appraisal allow the firm to monitor and supervise 

loyalty and performance in regards of the investments made in branding (Rajagopal, 2008).  

Randall, Chapman (1993) proposes different assessments a firm can undertake and highlight 

in their analysis that initiating such activities is a good step, however, firms have to be careful 

since brand performance ratings can provide misleading information. Indeed, Randall et al. 

(1993) further continues that brand comparatives with competitors is primordial to assess the 

firm’s performance, cross information and avoid misleading conclusions as aforementioned. 
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Brand management for online businesses 

Online branding although presents different challenges for marketers. Indeed, online branding 

evolves around on web pages’ message capacity, multiple channel communication need, search 

keys for brand, and the increase of brand engagement with consumers (Rowley, 2004). Brand 

management for online businesses includes specific strategic stages such as: deciding the 

objectives and the message to be addressed, developing a design, creating a website relevant 

with the brand identity and other communication material in order to build the brand 

experience, and protect the brand (Rowley, 2004). Some even argue according to Rowley 

(2004) that in the current society we are living in with a constantly high level of information, 

brands play an even more relevant role because they present two major advantages for 

consumers: they reduce their search costs and they save their time. 

Brand management and so called brand building, meaning the strengthening of brands 

through their strategic development is a lasting trend in the field of branding (Rowley, 2004). 

Webpages are one of the pillars on which branding for online businesses is based, increasing 

accessibility and visibility. It is so important that it is not just any channel but it is becoming 

the main shop window for many businesses in regard of the information industry (Rowley, 

2004). However, Riezebos, Riezebos, Kist and Kootstra (2003) present a contrasted point of 

view on the effectiveness of the web presence of brands. Indeed, they state that while there is 

a clear proof of usefulness regarding business-to-business markets and online retailers, for the 

consumer market, he raises a nuanced opinion towards consumer products where online 

brand presence and management is not always useful and effective. In other words, the role 

of the web is highly dependent on the products’ characteristics. Rowley (2004) shares this 

opinion and defends that with the fulgurous development of the access to information, it is 

easier and easier to gather data and information about products and services online, which will 

in the end make brands no longer as meaningful and as strong and important as they were. 

The actual trend tends to active and informed consumers that will collect the information they 

seek and evaluate by their own judgements of the appropriateness of the product or service 

for them regardless or at least with slighter impact of the brand. Riezebos et al. (2003) 

distinguishes three kind of consumer products, which are the following: service, search goods 

and experience goods. First, for service products web presence is encouraged useful and most 

likely to achieve good performance since personal interaction is not felt needed (Riezebos et 

al., 2003). Second, for search goods the internet serves as a good purpose and a source of 

detailed information like design or facts, but with a limited role in the pre-sale step since the 

actual purchase happens off-line thereafter (Riezebos et al., 2003). Third, experience goods 
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take advantage of the web presence opportunity as an ‘experience communication’ but it will 

not serve any functional or characteristically need (Riezebos et al., 2003). 

While online businesses do not seem to present any specific difference other than just an 

increased accessibility and visibility, modern scholars proved that branding goes beyond this 

and presents challenges that needs to be addressed specifically. Indeed, it regards the type of 

product, the type of customer (B2C vs. B2B), and the information degree of the consumer for 

instance.  

Brand development, control and ownership 

Firms with high online presence and social media interactions have more and more felt that 

the decisions regarding their brands does not only involve their teams but the consumers 

themselves. Active customers steer the brand and influence others with reviews or posted 

content. According to Arnhold (2010) in the recent years, brand management has encountered 

two major trends, which have been reduced brand authenticity and consumer empowerment. 

More than a phenomenon, since social media are omnipresent and firms interacting with their 

customers, these last have a greater role in brand control. User-generated-content (UGC) 

involves two dimensions: content such as reviews and recommendations of products; but also 

content as product, for example when users post products on online marketplaces. This 

dimension of UGC goes even further to the point that users and customers are being granted 

by companies for partially taking over the strategic direction of the brand (Arnhold, 2010). 

This makes the brand ownership shared between both the company and its most engaged and 

active customers. While we admit that this was just considered as a phenomenon just a few 

years ago, researchers and scholars start to investigate the subject in more depth as it is 

becoming more and more relevant every day in the online industry. Christodoulides (as cited 

in Arnhold, 2010) underline that the marketing communications are shifting in the digital age 

from top-down marketing towards relationships oriented approaches. The whole question in 

this dimension is how much control and ownership should be left to users and how much the 

firm should keep control of. 

2.2 Two-sided Online Marketplaces 

Marketplaces, or multi-sided platforms (MSPS) are services that create value primarily by 

bringing together two or more typically rather fragmented and potentially very large customer 

or participant groups and providing the infrastructure needed to enable direct, preferable 

frictionless interactions between them (Einav et al., 2016). These platforms have distinct user 

groups and thus both costs and revenues on all sides of their network (Hagiu, 2014; Eisenman 
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et al., 2006). The distinction between MSPS and TSOM (two-sided platforms) is rooted 

simply, as the name suggests, in the amount of independent user or participant groups 

connecting on the platform (see Appendix I.1 for examples) (Muzellec et al., 2015). We 

appreciate the use of abbreviations, nonetheless do we find TSPS rather imprecise for our 

context and are using TSOM (two-sided online marketplace) throughout the rest of our thesis. 

A quote of a definition given by Cortade (2006, p.18) in which he on his part refers to Evans 

(2004) and Reisinger (2003) sums up the key criteria of two-sided marketplaces: “At any point 

in time there are (a) two distinct groups of customers; (b) the value obtained by one kind of customers increases 

with the number of the other kind of customers; and (c) an intermediary is necessary for internalizing the 

externalities created by one group for the other group.” 

Although online marketplaces can differ considerably in their set of specific features as well 

as in several aspects of their business model, they still share common elements. First of all, 

they lower the entry costs for sellers and thus enable peer-to-peer transactions between 

individuals or small businesses to compete in markets dominated by larger companies. While 

doing so online marketplace increasingly take advantage of technology such as data mining 

and advanced algorithms to optimize the matching success of buyers and sellers or to 

implement flexible, often individualized or demand driven pricing strategies (Einav et al., 

2016). By providing an infrastructure, implementing participation rules and thereby 

internalizing the externalities TSOM can create significant value by reducing search costs and 

complexity for the users on the buyer side and or transaction costs and friction for both sides 

(Eisenmann et al., 2006; Hagiu, 2014).  

In order to efficiently manage to do so marketplace platforms have to overcome several 

problems. One of these problems is to match buyers with sellers whilst keeping own costs as 

well as complexity and friction for the users on both sides as low as possible. The typical 

markets, which gain the most use of marketplaces, are often highly heterogeneous. This can 

be the case when buyers might have a very specific interest and sellers are very diverse in their 

types of offers. This represents a larger challenge for the platform than one might expect. As 

information about the participants, their intentions and price sensitivities is so dispersed, one 

of the key tasks of TSOM inherently is to be able to aggregate and channel information 

efficiently. This goal can however often be conflictive with the above-mentioned limitation of 

transaction costs. Thus, the trade-off between minimizing transaction costs and gathering and 

using information efficiently is one of the key strategical decisions marketplaces have to 

determine (Einav et al., 2016). 
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In two-sided networks cost and revenue originate from both the buyer and the seller side of 

the platform since the participants represent two very distinct groups of users. The platform 

incurs costs by being the intermediate between the two sides and could technically earn 

revenues from each of them (Eisenmann et al., 2006). The average cost for a platform, 

originating from any given side, declines with the total quantity of users that participate or 

transactions that are performed. This is a frequent trait of many TSOM for the simple reason 

that they usually have high up-front (fixed) development costs and low marginal costs when 

they gain in total user numbers or enable transactions (Hagiu, 2014). With decreasing average 

costs to scale being a common trade of TSOM, so are increasing returns to scale. This 

represents another characteristic which separates network platforms from most traditional 

businesses which tend to ‘hit a wall’ at some point when their market starts to exhausts and 

organic customer growth is becoming very costly and marketing intensive. In TSOM a growth 

in one user group will trigger increased attraction of the other — a phenomenon which 

economists refer to as the network effects (Eisenmann et al., 2006). 

2.2.1 Network Effects and Circular Conundrum 

One important feature of most TSOM is that the value to customers on one side of a platform 

increases with the amount and quality of participants on the other. This effect is known as the 

presence of network effects or in this case also referred to as ‘cross-side network effects’, 

‘indirect network effects’ (Hagiu, 2014) or ‘two-sided network effects’ (Eisenmann et al., 

2006). “With two-sided network effects, the platform’s value to any given user largely depends on the number 

of users on the network’s other side. Value grows as the platform matches demand from both sides” 

(Eisenmann et al., 2006, p.2). Cortrade (2006) frames the phenomenon in place slightly 

broader by illustrating the network effects as a subcategory of classical externalities; he calls 

them ‘membership externalities’. His definition thereof lets us believe that he is with a very 

high degree of certainty referring to the same effect. Following his interpretation which says: 

“The more consumers connected to the platform, the greater the number of consumers will want to join this 

platform” (Cortrade, 2006, p. 19), we can say that Cortrade does not distinguish in such detail 

as Haigu (2014) does, who refers to the effects on users of the other side as ‘cross-side network 

effects’ and on the effects on users of the same side with the classical term ‘network effects’.  

However, Cortrade (2006) still differentiates between two main sets of externalities. According 

to his observation besides the network effect there is also an effect in play, which he calls 

‘usage externalities’. These externalities arise from the amount of transactions caused, or 

enabled by the market place. Hence, externalities result from the amount of users but also 
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from the frequency of interaction between users of different sides. Hence Cortrade (2006) 

postulates that a platform becomes more attractive to potential users the more usage it triggers 

amongst them. Filistrucchi et al. (2014) approvingly seized Cortrade’s suggestions about two 

different kind of externalities being in place and extended the original usage externality. 

According to their findings, usage externalities not only occur depending on the amount or 

frequency of transactions but also to a strong extend on the “demand for usage by the other side” 

(Filistrucchi et al., 2014, p.299). In other words, platforms which solve a strong and mostly 

un-catered demand for at least one side of participants will generally be able to achieve 

stronger usage externalities. Examples for this are amongst other things paying or accepting 

payment with credit card or the one-click payment options offered by PayPal which added 

such high additional value to the online marketplace Ebay that PayPal ended up being acquired 

by Ebay in 2002 (Filistrucchi et al., 2014). The observation of usage externalities furthermore 

also confirms a theory about network effects in two-sided online marketplaces brought 

forward by Daniel, Hoxmeier, White and Smart already in 2004. These authors have identified 

the same network effects the aforementioned researchers underpinned in the years following 

them. In addition to that, however they also stated that as more users of either side actively 

engage in a marketplace, it becomes possible for the platform to offer added-value services. 

These additional services aim to improve the processes around the actual transaction, 

concurrently increase the “utility and attractiveness of marketplace participation and enhance 

sustainability” and thus spark usage externalities (Daniel et al., 2004, p.283). The idea of 

additional services has been picked up again by Hagiu and Spulber (2013).  

In light of the common understanding according to which the participation of either side 

depends on their expectations of participation from the other, they observed that 

marketplaces frequently provide so-called ‘first-party content’ on the platform in order to 

solve the coordination problem. First-party content is understood to be content generated by 

the intermediate itself with the aim to make the participation more attractive for one side of 

the network (typically, buyers) whose presence is expected to trigger participation from the 

other. Often this content is offered free or as part of a product bundle (Hagiu & Spulber, 

2013).  

Overall, the key question for online marketplaces to determine is why any party might join 

their network. The incentives for either side of the network can be and usually are highly 

different. (see Appendix I.4 for explanation) This means that two-sided online marketplaces 

need to formulate two independent value propositions - one for the buyer’s side and one for 

the seller's’ side. Due to a potentially much more complex incentive and demand structure on 
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the buyer's’ side two-sided online marketplaces frequently direct their core value proposition 

towards the buying users while those then become a large part of the value proposition for 

the selling customers whose decision of whether or not to join the platform more often than 

not depends on the number of potential buyers offered by the platform (Muzellec et al., 2015). 

Despite all the importance given to the amount of users the second most important attribute 

of an online marketplace, which highly affects the value of its platform, is the quality of the 

users on both sides of the network (Hagiu, 2014). If for example the user base on the buyer’s 

side is not of sufficient importance to sellers based on their characteristics or consumption 

behavior there will not be any cross-network effects these sellers would correspond to 

(Cortade, 2006; Muzellec et al., 2015). 

As much as network externalities are vital in a way that they enable exponential growth for 

online marketplaces, they are also one of the reasons why these businesses are so hard to build 

and in fact most of them fail already in an early stage (Eisenmann et al., 2006). This is because 

cross-network effects are helpful once a platform reached certain user base and growth 

thereof. However, when setting up a two-sided marketplace these effects represent an inherent 

chicken-and-egg problem. This chicken-and-egg problem means that users of either side have 

incentive to join without the other side being already present on the platform. (Hagiu, 2014) 

This initial entrance barrier is also called ‘circular conundrum’ and overcoming it is considered 

one of the most difficult challenges for TSOM (Spulber, 2010). The quintessence of circular 

conundrum is quite simply that in order to attract buyers a marketplace requires to attract 

sellers, and in order to attract sellers it requires to attract buyers. This clearly represents a 

market coordination problem since as previously explained, the participation of users on one 

side of the market is highly conditioned on their expectations about the participation of users 

on the other side of the market. For online marketplaces, which act as intermediaries it is 

crucial to overcome the circular conundrum by reason that, they need to be of value for both 

sides of their network in order to be economically viable (Spulbar, 2010). Spulbar (2010) 

developed three main methods which can lead intermediaries to solving the circular 

conundrum and which he sums up under the expression of cross-market coordination. The 

first method suggests fostering direct coordination between buyers and sellers and thereby 

reducing transaction costs and complexity. Secondly, platforms can provide media content 

and consumer rewards in order to spark participation incentives. The participation of one side 

of the market then might attract the other side. As a third method intermediary platforms can 

solve the circular conundrum by offering services, which strengthen their position as market 

makers and reduced perceived risk.  
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One fact that has consistently been proven in empirical research amongst others by Cortrade 

(2006), Eisenmann et al. (2006), Filistrucchi et al. (2014), Hagiu, A. (2014) and Muzellec et al. 

(2015) however is that there clearly is a stronger value in two-sided marketplaces for one side 

of the platform than for the other. Most researchers also agree that it tends to be the seller 

side, which gains greater value by accessing a large amount of potential customers. This 

skewness in value is also reflected in the monetization and in particular in price allocation 

strategies, which are common and mostly unique for two-sided marketplaces. 

2.2.2 Price Allocation 

In theory the global price level for the value generated by a platform should represent a 

composition of a price paid by the selling user and a price paid by the buying user. Evans 

(2004) with affirmation of Cortrade (2006) is the first one to postulate that there can be and 

usually is an asymmetry in price allocation. Therefore, in the light of the presence of network 

externalities, the goal of a two-sided marketplace is not to set cost-oriented, symmetric prices 

but to orientate pricing along the value generated for each side and resulting from that along 

the balance in demand between buyers and sellers. At the bottom line, price discrimination on 

two-sided marketplaces is possible and in fact a common tool to attract users to one of the 

sides (Cortrade, 2006; Bakos & Katsamakas, 2008).  Typically, on two-sided platforms there 

exists one group of participants who, if accumulated in sufficient numbers, is highly valued by 

the user group on the other side (Bakos & Katsamakas, 2008). The latter Eisenmann et al. 

(2006) refer to as the ‘money side’, while the opposite part of the network is called the ‘subsidy 

side’. Attracting a large quantity of subsidy-side users, or ‘marquee buyers’ as Cortrade (2006) 

names them, is inevitable in order to develop strong network effects. Bolt & Tieman (2008) 

suggest that, still within the circumstances of network effects there usually exists one group 

which’s demand is more elastic (less permanent or urgent) than the other groups demand. 

Thus, the side with significantly more elastic demand should be subsidized. This way Bolt & 

Tieman (2008) pay respect to the thought that the demand to join the platform might not only 

evolve from within the platform due to network effects but also externally simply due to the 

demand for the product or service the other side has to offer or the intermediation services 

of the platform.  One of the key pricing strategies in an environment of strong network effects 

is the ‘divide-and-conquer’ strategy. Following this approach intermediates subsidize the 

participation of one set of users (divide) and recover the loss on the other user side (conquer) 

(Caillaud & Jullien, 2003). Therefore, platforms tend to state the prices for participation on 

that side below the level its value would considered to be worth if it examined the subsidy side 
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as an autonomous market. Contrarious to that, the money side is charged a higher price than 

it would be charged if it were viewed as an independent market (Bakos & Katsamakas, 2008). 

Thus, the terms subsidy side and money side of the market. (Eisenmann et al., 2006). 

From economic theory, we are used to the notion that, in a market, one party acquires a 

product from another party. Applying this logic onto two-sided marketplaces only the network 

side with the paying user should be considered the platform’s market (Filistrucchi et al., 2014). 

In contrary to this belief, one of the most pattern-breaking contributions that can be retrieved 

from the research of two-sided markets is that giving away a product for free may can be a 

profit maximizing strategy. This is for the simple reason that offering a service for free 

potentially raises the number of people utilizing that service. With respect to the well-discussed 

network effects, platform providers can assume that despite recording losses on one side, they 

are likely to recover this loss on the other side. Usually achieving higher profits overall than 

they could if they charged a positive price on both sides of the transaction (Filistrucchi et al., 

2014). In line with this, Muzellec et al. (2015) developed the hypothesis that in all sustainable 

two-sided internet platforms the monetization of the business model is ‘B2B oriented’, 

referring to the sellers being the only party charged by the platform. 

Eisenmann et al. (2006) summed up all these hypotheses about price allocation on two-sided 

marketplaces in six main factors TSOM have to consider in order to make the right decisions 

about price allocation. (see Appendix I.5 for detailed explanations) 

1. Their overall ability to monetize on cross-side network effects.  

2. Each user group’s sensitivity to price. 

3. Each user group’s sensitivity to quality. 

4. Output costs. What is the marginal cost of each new subsidy side user? 

5. Same-side network effects in the context of perceived platform quality.  

6. Users’ value in terms of branding  

Overall pricing strategies according to most research always evolve around the question of 

how to get both sides of the network to join the platform in large numbers, while installing a 

pricing model that monetizes on these network effects and maximizes platform profits. (e.g. 

Caillaud & Jullien, 2003; Nair et al., 2004; Rysman, 2004; Parker & Van Alstyne, 2005; Rochet 

& Tirole, 2005; Armstrong, 2006; Eisenmann et al., 2006; Hagiu, 2007; Boudreau & Hagiu, 

2008; Clements & Ohashi, 2005; Lee, 2008). 
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2.2.3 Trust Creation 

“But price-setting may not always be enough. [...] Recent work suggests still much more scope for market 

failures around a multi sided marketplace that cannot be resolved through price setting alone” (Boudreau & 

Hagiu, 2008, p. 5). One of these issues is the creation of trust for and on the platform. Due 

to the clear risks of online trade, trust is an important factor to initiate and realize online 

transactions. The topic of trust and trust creation on e-commerce and in particular on online 

marketplaces has been widely studied (e.g. McKnight, Choudhury, Kacmar, 2002; Ribbink, 

Van Riel, Liljander, and Streukens, 2004; Lee & Kozar, 2006; Pavlou & Dimoka, 2006; 

Schlosser, White & Lloyd, 2006; Nelson & Shaw, 2009; Sun, 2010). Research has proven the 

important role of trust in interpersonal relationships, organizational behaviors, conflict 

management, and business transactions. Despite its relevance, there is no simple concept or 

uniform definition of trust (Sun, 2010). “There appears to be widespread agreement on the importance 

of trust in human conduct, but unfortunately there also appears to be an equally widespread lack of agreement 

on a suitable definition of the construct” (Hosmer, 1995, p.380; as cited in Sun, 2010). Mayer, Davis, 

and Schoorman (as cited in Sun, 2010) created one of the most frequently cited definitions of 

trust: “willingness to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will 

perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control the other 

party” (Mayer et al., 1995, p.712). It is commonly agreed on, that there are both cognitive and 

affective components in the action of trusting. Cognitive trust is defined as the belief that 

others “will not take advantage of the situation by behaving in an opportunistic manner, but, rather, will 

fulfil their expected commitment” (Gefen, 2004, p.264 as cited in Sun, 2010). The affective 

component of trust is commonly referred as the emotional bonds between trustors and 

trustees. Trust can maintain in situations where purely rational decisions based on prediction 

would not because to trust per definition means to act as if some rationally possible events do 

simply not occur. It is impossible to decide whether or not to trust a person based only on 

processing the given rational information. In order to be able to make a decision of whether 

to trust another party, one has to make a ‘cognitive leap’, which is only possible through 

irrational, emotional judgement. Hence, familiarity with a transaction’s counterpart is a major 

building block of trust. This is one of the many issues to overcome when trying to create trust 

amongst users of online marketplaces (Sun, 2010). Since electronic commerce is considered a 

form of social exchange in which most transactions are executed without any face-to-face, 

trust has been considered at least as important for transactions on online marketplaces as in 

common social exchanges. Some of the reasons for this are incomplete security regarding 

seller authentication and lack of product information, in particular regarding product quality, 
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as the products cannot be physically examined prior to any transaction (Nelson, Shaw, 

Michael, 2009). Trust makes users comfortable sharing personal information, making 

purchases and entering into business relationships with counterparts they have never met. 

According to McKnight et al. (2002), these behaviors are essential for the widespread adoption 

of an online marketplace.  

Furthermore, the vast majority of deals executed over online marketplaces is not exclusive. 

According to Chong et al., Resnick & Zeckhauser (as cited in Sun, 2010) just over 10 % of all 

seller-buyer pairs conducted more than one transaction and just over 1% more than four. It 

turns out, the fundamentally important trust component of familiarity is almost impossible to 

achieve in the case of online marketplaces.  Thus there must be other components, which 

enhance the user’s acceptance and usage of the platforms. To find these components we took 

a closer look at two components of trust in the context of two-sided marketplaces: user trust 

in the platform itself and user trust in other users, ergo the network of the platform. 

Platform Trust 

It has been observed that people develop trust perceptions for impersonal computers, 

computer applications and information resources on the Internet (Sun, 2010). Reeves and 

Nass (as cited in Sun, 2010) explained that users can perceive computers as social actors and 

apply social rules to them. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989 as cited 

in Sun, 2010) seems to be the dominant model and is accepted by the majority of e-commerce 

researchers to study user acceptance of e-commerce marketplaces. “According to the simplified 

TAM, one’s behavioral intention to use any given piece of technology is influenced jointly by the perceived 

usefulness (PU) and the perceived ease of use (PEOU) of the technology” (Sun, 2010, p. 188). PU and 

PEOU incorporate the influences of other factors the TAM, labelled as ‘external variables’. 

Davis (as cited in Sun, 2010) adjusted the TAM by developing the Motivational Model (MM) 

within which the PEOU is replaced by perceived enjoyment (PE) (see Appendix I.6 for 

definition). The argumentation for the MM is that PE becomes increasingly more important 

with the majority and acceptance of the platform, as for experienced, established users online 

systems are not assumed to be complex systems and thus ease of use is of secondary 

importance. Regardless of which model is the more accurate, some components have 

consistently proven to be relevant not only for two-sided marketplaces but also generally in e-

commerce. Three constructs that have shown their importance are: Web experience, personal 

innovativeness, and website quality. In line with this finding, it has been observed that users 

make judgements about the trustworthiness of an unknown marketplace in large parts 

according to their subjective perception of the website quality and its usability (McKnight et 
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al., 2002). When people find themselves in an uncertain situation, they seek a foundation for 

their beliefs through experiential evidence, for example by viewing a website and superficially 

judging its quality (McKnight et al., 2002). In this context (Nelson et al., 2009) analyzed how 

the typical website usability elements (graphical attractiveness, information, interactivity and 

ease of use) influence users’ attitudes and intentions towards the website. As a result, it turned 

out that ease-of-use, provided information and interactivity are the most influential elements 

in driving customers’ attitude and intentions for informational tasks.  

Ribbinik et al. (2004) discovered in their research on the same topic that customer satisfaction 

in terms of usability and most of all assurance of the platforms is the strongest driver of trust 

and with that loyalty. Ribbinik et al. (2004) further postulate that other website quality 

attributes (e.g. ease of use, customization and responsiveness) did not have a significant 

influence on the trust component. They concede however that the user interface dimensions 

have a strong positive impact on satisfaction and thus indirectly on trust. In 2006, Lee & Kozar 

underpinned the findings of their fellow researchers stating that online customers considered 

website quality as the most important factor in their decision making process followed by 

navigability and security, platform reputation and price saving potential. Schlosser et al. (2006) 

introduced a new approach to the matter stating that research should differentiate between 

trusting beliefs, which include perceived benevolence and integrity and trusting intention that 

includes the perception of ability. The first means that the user generally perceives a website 

as trustworthy and the latter that the user considers a website trustworthy enough for his/her 

perception to trigger a purchasing intention. As a result of their research Schlosser et al. (2006) 

could proof that a website’s design and functionality are found to be the most significant 

driver of purchasing intention.  

Hence, all significant scholars despite having different opinions on a detail level agree that 

high website quality in terms of a clean, intuitive website layout and state-of-the-art usability 

are the key drivers of platform trust. Referring back to TAM and MM this finding appears 

reasonable, as we would argue that PU, PEOU and PE all three add to the overall website 

quality. Overall research suggest that PE seems to be more relevant in the online selling 

context than PEOU, this however cannot be said for the buying context (Sun, 2010). Indeed, 

trust can be created in different ways for both sides of the network, which is the reason for us 

to take in both models as we have the assumption that it might be the case that both sides of 

the platform deliver very different results. 
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Network Trust 

Besides the trust in the online marketplace itself it also needs trust in your counterpart in order 

to be willing to engage into a transaction.”Sellers need to trust that buyers can complete transactions 

with competence, benevolence, and integrity and vice versa” (Sun, 2010, p. 187).  

It is common in the research on trust to define trust in the community of buyers instead of 

trust in specific buyers. This is because familiarity with a specific buyer is hard to achieve in 

the context of online marketplaces. Trust in the community of buyers is interpreted as a 

generalized trust definition (one-to-many), which has been found to be a major driver of trust 

in a specific buyer from within that community (one-to-one) (Pavlou and Gefen, 2004; as cited 

in Sun, 2010). For the buyer side there exists a commonly accepted view in the literature (e.g., 

Ba & Pavlou 2002, Doney and Cannon 1997, Singh and Sirdeshmukh 2000 as cited in Pavlou 

& Dimoka, 2006) which differentiates between two elements of trust: (a) benevolence 

(goodwill trust), and (b) credibility (competence and reliability). Applied to online 

marketplaces, benevolence is understood to be “the buyer’ belief that a seller has beneficial motives, 

is genuinely concerned about the buyer’s interests, and will act in a goodwill manner beyond short-term profit 

expectations” (Pavlou & Dimoka, 2006, p. 395). In the same context, credibility is defined as 

“the buyer’s belief that a seller is competent and reliable and will fulfil the transaction’s contractual 

requirements” (Pavlou & Dimoka, 2006, p. 395). When forming their trust beliefs people tend 

to rely on the opinions of other people from their community or of perceived credibility. For 

that reason it has become a trend amongst platforms to do devote little to no focus on up-

front screening or certification and instead leave the trust and opinion building process in 

terms to the participants themselves. This is frequently beinb solved by using continuously 

developing reputation and feedback systems (Einav et al., 2016). Online marketplaces such as 

eBay or Amazon have implemented feedback mechanisms, which enable the curation and 

presentation of information about past transactions between buyers and sellers of a particular 

platform. These mechanisms can facilitate transactions by minimizing the information 

asymmetry between buyer and seller and thus building trust between them. On top of that 

they also enable high quality, high frequency market participants to signal and reward their 

reputation as a superior and preferable member. If this was not possible high-quality sellers 

would be very likely to leave the platform. Furthermore, reviews and testimonials in form of 

text notes offer richer evidence of a user’s past transactions and their extraordinary - positive 

or negative - credibility and benevolence. Thus, feedback in form of texts can mitigate adverse 

selection and moral hazard (Pavlou & Dimoka, 2006). 
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On top of that, in order to maintain a high quality amongst users on both sides some platforms 

also introduced regulations to control and limit the membership on their platform, often in 

addition to the aforementioned review mechanisms (Einav et al., 2016).  
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3 Development of an Integrative Model  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

This chapter presents a climax of the previous chapter. Indeed, it brings together the theory of branding and of 

two-sided online marketplaces, in order to develop an integrative model that is meant to be proven by the 

empirical data on a later stage of the study. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Research in the field of two-sided online marketplaces has been done very thoroughly in some 

aspects such as the network effects, price allocation or trust building through technical 

optimization. Despite it showing significant shortcomings in terms of research breadth and 

interrelation of the different investigated theoretical pillars. Also in terms of answering the 

question of how the importance of the individual pillars differs for each side of the platform 

(buyers and sellers) and finally how TSOM create value as a whole. Our literature review 

proved our assumption right that there has no research been done on branding strategies for 

TSOM and, more importantly, we concluded that the academic efforts have fallen short of 

conducting sufficient research on the reciprocity of the TSOM business model itself, which is 

needed for developing a branding theory.  Yet we claim that this is exactly what should be 

done in order to connect the different pillars, which in practice are highly intertwined and of 

a reciprocal relationship, in theory however so far almost entirely observed and analyzed as 

isolated topics. Thus as a result of our literature review the initial main target of developing 

branding theory for TSOM shifted towards the target of developing an integrative, descriptive 

model which takes into account all the highly complex, reciprocal relationships which come 

to light if one examines a TSOM as a whole. We aim to bring the three aforementioned pillars 

and their inherent effects together under the roof of ‘Market optimized marketplace value’ 

and thus open the way for the development of branding theory for these platforms. Our strong 

focus on value creation originates from Hagiu (2014) who states as result of his research that 

creating user value is more important than creating new, direct revenue streams as value is 

what keeps the users coming and staying and thus increases the long term revenues generated 

through matches and transactions.  

Once we understood the value of a platform, it will become possible to brand this value. Thus 

in order to understand the possibilities for branding of two-sided marketplaces we first needed 

to develop a descriptive model which allows us to achieve a top-down point of view that 

brings the three aforementioned pillars and their inherent effects under one roof, which we 

call ‘market optimized marketplace value’ (see Figure 2). The reason we suggest a top down 

approach is simply that there is no one-size-fits-all solution within any of these pillars; we 

suggest not to examine them in seclusion. In the context of value creation Hagiu for example 
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found out that indeed “the strength of cross-side network effects on a two-sided marketplace is not solely 

determined by the number of members on its respective sides and the number of interactions they engage in”, 

but also by the member quality as quality increases user trust (Hagiu, 2014, p. 77).  There are 

tools available for two-sided marketplaces to create market entry barriers and thus regulate 

the quality of their network. Many of these tools relate to the pricing level and allocation. The 

key rules to be determined in this context are rules regulating the access (Who is allowed to 

join?) and rules regulating the interactions on the platform (What are the users allowed to do?) 

(Hagiu, 2014). The goal of regulating access is to make sure that the platform is able to gather 

users which from the respective other side of the network are perceived as the ‘right’ kind of 

participants. One prominent example for this strategy was Facebook. Mark Zuckerberg 

initially restricted the use of the platform to students of particular American elite universities 

in order to optimize positive interactions. The regulation of interactions aims at the platform 

being in control of steering user interactions to an extent where they can ensure users to match 

with the ‘right’ participants in the best way, once they were on board (Boudreau & Hagiu, 

2008). Combinations of these instruments can be used to minimize the user’s costs resulting 

from for example complexity, uncertainty, asymmetric information and coordination 

problems and thus increase the overall value brought to them by the platform (Boudreau & 

Hagiu, 2008). Hence, if a manager of TSOM intends to enhance the quality of its users, this 

can be achieved through higher pricing for entering the platform or through certain proof of 

quality requirements. Obviously, the choice in favor of tighter governance rules reflects to the 

same extend as exchange of quantity for quality, which in theory would diminish the network 

effects. However, the overall goal is to convert users into transactions and for that reason, in 

some cases, it can be a good trade-off to sacrifice user amount for user quality as this naturally 

increases the trust in the platform. Already in 2008 Boudreau and Hagiu argue that the 

platform value created through the network quality is not only much more significant and 

sustainable but also offers more potential for monetization than the network quantity does. 

They suggest “a two-step approach for a platform owner: 1) maximize value created for the entire ecosystem; 

2) maximize the value extracted” (money made) (Boudreau and Hagiu, 2008, p.26). 

Figure 2 Model to manage and brand the market optimized TSOM value 
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Source: Own creation based on literature research 

Now, taking also into consideration the trust created by the platform, which ultimately triggers 

conversion and which indirectly depends on both the quality and the quantity of users on both 

sides but also on the pricing of the platform usage, optimizing the overall value created by the 

TSOM becomes extremely complex. However, what already can be said is that each of these 

variables are of different importance for different markets and for different customers. 

Thinking it through this way it becomes clear that a top down approach is needed in order to 

adjust the three variables according to the target market and user groups and thus create 

‘market optimized marketplace value’ upon which a branding strategy can be developed. At 

the same time of course there is again a reciprocal relationship, which turns the top-down 

approach into a bottom-up system as the decisions made within the pillars lead to the overall 

marketplace value and finally the branding strategy. 

Creating any branding strategy for TSOM is a challenge for multiples reasons. Just considering 

the connections our thesis work is drawing explains the high complexity and uncertainty of all 

the factors involved in making the final value applicable to any brand strategy. The reciprocal 

relationships also happen to intervene at the branding level since a strategy is usually set before 

the first users, hence before the real effect of these relationships has been tested in practice. 

In our understanding, the branding strategy is influenced by the market optimized marketplace 
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value element of our model, which thus has to be understood first once the product is on the 

market or valuated through product research. Once set, the branding strategy will either 

contribute in a positive or negative way to the marketplace value. A strong, positive brand 

equity might enable a platform to overcome shortcomings within pillars that are actually 

prioritized by a user group. For example, can a price sensitive user converted into a buyer 

simply due to the trust initiated from the brand equity even if the price level is perceived too 

expensive. Obviously, this effect can also work the other way and in the same example a brand 

image of being ‘expensive and premium’ might distract price sensitive user groups even if they 

appreciate the quality. Uber for example realized that their initial ‘Uber black’ strategy was 

perceived unattractive by the large user groups which they needed to grow. Since pivoting 

their strategy and catering price sensitive users as their main value proposition they grew to 

the disruptive multi-billion dollar company they are today (Hempel, 2016). We believe and we 

hope that this elaboration in combination with our model illustrates how tightly intertwined 

the four variables: value, network effects, price allocation and trust really are and that it does 

not make sense to analyze them in seclusion as it has been done in previous research.  

Obviously, there is also a need for one or several dependent variables in order to measure the 

success of the value creation process and thus the user’s behavioral intention to conversion. 

In this remark we suggest to observe three dependent variables, which are: 

1. Conversion, both from visitor to a user and from a user to a buyer 
2. Retention, as the indicator of continued use of the particular marketplace  
3. Referral, as the indicator of the marketplace’s brand strength 

An important thing to note is that this model exists twice on each marketplace. Due to 

different utilization of the platform sellers and buyers who do not interact with the same web 

pages on the same marketplace website, can under some circumstances develop extremely 

divergent views regarding the trustworthiness of the same intermediate (Sun, 2010). The trust 

creation for sellers and buyers can in fact be substantially diverging from each other (Sun, 

2010). Therefore, it is needed to develop two different customer segmentations (Kotler et al., 

2012) in order to develop two distinct branding strategies for buyers and sellers respectively. 

The different characteristics and motives of these distinct customer segments spark the 

requirement of a simultaneous use of two versions of the model but as this clarifies the focus 

groups it simplifies the strategy for the marketer. It is indeed, easier to position and target 

customers with a fitting and adapted offer instead of trying to push a ‘one-size fits all’ approach 

that is most likely to fit nobody for its impersonality and non-responsiveness towards any of 

the customer expectations. 
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As we said in the introductory chapters can buyers and sellers of two-sided marketplaces 

perceive very different value, risk, use and thus branding from the same TSOM. Thus, it is 

essential to analyze the model separately for each side and get the branding right for both.  

Yet, online marketplaces that use the power of web content can present and canalize multiples 

aspects that could satisfy both buyers and sellers in one single strategy. As aforementioned, 

Constantinides (2004) underlines that shaping a proper online experience by combining 

functionalities, information, emotions, cues and stimuli can provide way better results than a 

simple marketing mix strategy. This is why we consider that the traditional marketing and 

advertising strategy can be proven obsolete in the case of TSOM.  
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4 Research Methodology 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

In the following chapter we present the research methodology we used for our study. The aim is to present the 

choices made and the argumentation behind. Of course, this chapter gives a chance to the reader to judge of the 

reliability, validity and consistency of the study. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

In this chapter we will systematically elaborate on the methodological choices we did when 

and before conducting our research. Saunders et al. (2012) introduced the model of the 

‘research onion’ which we are going to take advantage of in order to explain our decisions step 

by step - ergo layer by layer (see Figure 3: The Research Onion (Saunders et al., 2012)). We 

summarized our methods in table 1. 

Figure 3 The Research Onion 

 

Source: Saunders et al. (2012) 

Table 1 Summary of Methods 

Research Philosophy Interpretivism 

Research Approach Abductive Research 
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Research Strategy Semi-Structured Interviews 

Methodology choice Qualitative Study 

Time Horizon Cross-Sectional 

Data Collection Methods Face-to-Face, In-depth, Semi-structured Interviews 

Sampling Method Non-Probability Sampling 

Data Analysis Technique Content Analysis 

Source: Own creation 

4.1 Research Philosophy 

In the first layer we decide upon our research philosophy, which can be understood as our 

opinion and belief of the nature of reality, the creation and definition of acceptable knowledge 

and the importance and roles of values in research. This decision on our so-called 

epistemological considerations paves the ground for the research methods and strategies to 

be used during our research (Saunders et al., 2012). Considering the breadth, depth and 

complexity of the phenomena at hand we chose the category of interpretivism. Malhotra & 

Birks (2007) as well as (Saunders et al., 2012) give importance to the actors within a social set-

up as being the constructors of reality. Their diverse roles (e.g. buyer or seller) characteristics, 

experiences and opinions lead to distinctly subjective interpretations and perceptions of the 

value created on TSOM which is precisely what we intended to study. Our decision is 

underpinned by Morrison, Haley, Bartel, Sheehan and Taylor’s (2002) interpretation stating 

that meaning evolves through a person’s subjective interpretation and thus is not grounded 

within an object. By adopting the interpretivist perspective for our dissertation we illustrate 

our shared believe that reality, including opinions, perceived value and brand interpretations 

is dynamically evolving and based on multiple influences. It is not reducible to static 

generalizations (Malhotra & Birks, 2007). While previous research regarding branding and 

value creation of two-sided market places was focused on assessing consumers’ reactions to 

for instance pricing or network size mostly in a quantitative manner, the consumer-centric 

perspective we chose for this thesis enabled us to gather insights into the individual decision 

making processes and discover very differing logic in reasoning. (Malhotra & Birks, 2007). We 

consider this philosophy perfectly in line with our claim that in order to discover the potentials 

for branding of two-sided marketplaces, we not only need to understand the inherent 

structures, processes and relations in detail, but most importantly the user’ perception thereof. 
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4.2 Research Approach 

The second layer of the research onion represents the approach, which refers to the theories 

in place and your work in relation to them, your way of dealing with existing data and the 

general logic of your research. There are three typical research approaches in place; those are 

the deductive approach, the inductive approach and the abductive approach (Bryman & Bell, 

2007; Saunders et al., 2012). In order to take into account the knowledge we gathered through 

our extensive literature review and to be able to profit from the understandings we gathered 

throughout our primary data collection, we consider an abductive research approach to be the 

most suitable. (Dubois & Gadde, 2002). Abduction is an iterative strategy within which the 

researcher switches back and forth between data and research in order to test the presumably 

discovered theory. This can be understood as a combination of the deductive (theory to data) 

and the inductive approach (data to theory) (Suddaby, 2006; Saunders et al., 2012). We could 

not say that the aim of our study is to deduce hypotheses from already existing theories and 

then attempt to confirm or reject these, which would be a deductive approach. On the other 

hand we clearly developed our basic model which is a significant part of our research, based 

on scholars’ previous work. Thus we also could not claim that we produced entirely new 

theories solely from primary data collection, which would be induction. Hence an abductive 

approach enabled us to elaborate on new discoveries based on our primary data and yet 

structured logical due to our insights gained from existing research. (Malhotra & Birks, 2007; 

Reichertz, 2009; Saunders et al., 2012). The ideas concluded from the theoretical framework 

were a central part of our abduction since they not only paved the way for a targeted data 

collection and analysis but also were further developed and extended along the new insights. 

(Dubois & Gadde, 2002; Malhotra & Birks, 2007).  

4.3 Research Strategy 

The third layer of the research onion consists of research strategy. Saunders et al. (2012) 

underline the fact that the research questions and the objectives of the study should guide our 

choice of research strategy. The authors also mention that elements such as the extent of 

existing knowledge or the amount of time available to the writers should also be considered 

(Saunders et al., 2012). In the case of this paper, we considered both a survey and interviews 

as our research strategy. A survey is a common process in business research to define and 

answer question such as who, what, where, how much and how many questions, which 

therefore tends to be used for exploratory and descriptive search. Surveys are best used for 

collecting factual data from different group of people (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, Jackson, 
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2015). Previous research had shortcomings in the observation and analysis of users’ perception 

towards TSOM and the origin thereof, therefore we consciously wanted this dissertation to 

become exploratory in order to provide deeper insights (Saunders et al., 2012). Especially 

studying the influences on decision making which go beyond the three pillars of our basic 

model (Network Effects, Pricing and Trust) is barely research in this field. Hence in order to 

overcome this lack of in depth knowledge we chose semi-structured interviews as our research 

strategy over surveys. Since rich, unbiased information and insights are required when studying 

consumer perception, we selected semi-structured, in-depth face-to-face interviews as our 

main method for primary data collection. Since our respondents can express their thoughts, 

feelings and views in their own words the semi-structured interviews provide potentially 

deeper insights. Conducting our research in form of surveys would have limited responses to 

our preconceived ideas which was not at all our intention and thus underpinned our decision 

for interviews and against surveys (Kolb, 2008). We then organized and interpreted our 

findings in the light of pre-existing theory that resulted from the systematic literature review 

and which we illustrated in our basic model. As we integrated the new insights we gained into 

the model we reached the limits of it and thus used our findings to further develop the existing 

knowledge (Malhotra & Birks, 2007).  

4.4 Methodology Choice 

The methodological choice is the fourth layer of the research onion (Saunders et al., 2012). It 

follows the thinking described in the research strategy since the choice of strategy determines 

it. Because perception is a very personal and highly complex feeling, we adapted a qualitative 

and in-depth approach in order to have the potential of uncovering subconscious decisions 

and understand decision making processes. It needs to be kept in mind that the information 

richness obtainable through an interpretivist perspective and in especially, a qualitative 

approach reasons in favor of a smaller sample than deductive, quantitative approaches would 

require. Qualitative research is defined as the “type of research that offers findings not arrived at by 

statistical procedures or other means of quantification” (Corbin & Strauss, 1990, p.10). According to 

Corbin & Strauss this particular kind of research amongst other things commonly refers to 

people’s lives, life experiences, behaviors, emotions and feelings. Obviously generalizability 

on a large scale is neither realistic due to an unrepresentative sample size, nor in accordance 

with the interpretivist belief of the existence of multiple realities (Saunders et al., 2012). 

Nevertheless, as we intend to analyze how users of two-sided marketplaces perceive the value 

and react to such platforms, this seems like an appropriate approach.  
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4.5 Time Horizon 

According to Saunders et al. (2012), there are two kinds of studies: the ‘snapshot’ time horizon 

is what is considered as cross-sectional while the ‘diary’ perspective is what is called 

longitudinal. Easterby-Smith et al. (2015) clarifies that the longitudinal studies consists of 

repeated measurements that are taken over time and repeated visits to the same individuals 

are made. While we acknowledge the consistency of this design, it certainly does not fit in the 

time frame of our study. In addition, we aim at studying a particular phenomenon at a 

particular time, which is exactly what a cross-sectional study is about (Saunders et al. 2012). 

Cross-sectional studies also have the advantages of being ideal to explain how factors are 

related, in the case of this study the relation and influence of branding on online marketplaces 

performance. While cross-sectional studies are often used with questionnaires or surveys 

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2015), Saunders et al. (2012) argues that they can also be used in the 

case of qualitative methods since many interviews are usually conducted over a short period 

of time. 

4.6 Data Collection 

The sixth and final layer of the research onion is the data collection and analysis layer, which 

represents the toolkit of methods we will use to collect and analyze data (Saunders et al., 2012). 

Since we need to achieve extensive insights in the decision making process of both buyers and 

sellers who participated on two-sided marketplaces in the past we have decided to use in-

depth face-to-face semi-structured interviews as our tool for data collection.  

4.6.1 Participant Sampling Technique  

Sampling techniques can be divided into two types, probability sampling and non-probability 

sampling. Non-probability sampling is used in case a sample cannot be selected randomly 

from a sampling frame (Bryman & Bell, 2007; Saunders et. al., 2012). For our research we 

admit that it would be beneficial to have knowledge of the demographics of typical users and 

based on that build a sample, which represents their characteristics hence non-probability, 

modal instance sampling. However, we could unfortunately not acquire this knowledge and 

given this limitation we argue that a non-probability selection along the techniques of 

heterogeneity sampling and expert sampling is the most fruitful (Baker, Brick, Bates, Battaglia, 

Couper, Dever, Gile, Tourangeau, 2013). One aspect of this study was to find common user 

value across all types of two-sided online marketplaces. Based on that thought we considered 

it to be the most representative to find as heterogeneous participants (e.g. diversity in gender, 
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age, nationality) as possible (heterogeneity sampling) with the only variable generally 

connecting them being the fact that they have been actively using one or more TSOM, thus 

have some clear expertise in the use of these platforms (expert sampling) (Schillewaert, 

Langerak & Duhamel, 1998). A total of 10 to 20 interviews was the aim depending on when 

data saturation was reached and simply how much we can manage to conduct within the given 

time frame (Saunders et al., 2012). It was important to us to rather analyze a smaller amount 

of interviews in depth than only scratching on the surface of a very large amount. We 

obviously acknowledge that due to the broadness of this study and heterogeneity of the total 

amount of people which would fit our criteria a much larger sample would produce more 

feasible and representative results (Schillewaert et al., 1998). At the bottom line we evaluated 

non-probability sampling as the most appropriate techniques for our dissertation, based on 

the small sample size and the exploratory nature, which precludes generalizability to a larger 

population (Malhotra & Birks, 2007). As a result we conducted interviews with the following 

15 respondents. 

Table 2 List of Respondents 

 

Source: Own creation 

4.6.2 Execution of the Semi-structured Interviews 

For all interviews we chose a neutral surroundings that was comforting and uninfluential to 

the participants (Morrison et al. 2002). We recorded all interviews and enriched the 

respondents’ answers through notes of our own thoughts. Interviews were held by both 

interviewers on a one-on-one basis with the participant. The first two interviews we executed 

together which had several disadvantages. In order to gather primary data that provides the 

needed broadness across all types of TSOM we needed a high amount of interviews. We thus 

split up and each of us interviewed people in one-on-one interview sessions to make the 

Respondent Sex Age Date Type Nationality Duration Type Main platforms used

1 F 55 12.04.2017 seller Swedish 41 min Face-to-face Airbnb

2 M 28 13.04.2017 seller Swedish 41 min Face-to-face Blocket

3 F 35 17.04.2017 seller Swedish 30 min Face-to-face Blocket/Tradera

4 M 23 24.04.2017 buyer Canadian 34 min Face-to-face Airbnb/Uber

5 M 21 18.04.2017 buyer Swedish 22 min Face-to-face Blocket/Tradera

6 M 21 20.04.2017 seller Swedish 25 min Face-to-face Blocket/Tradera/Ebay

7 F 23 20.04.2017 seller Swedish 28 min Face-to-face Blocket

8 F 22 21.04.2017 buyer Swedish 20 min Face-to-face Booking/Airbnb/Momondo

9 M 23 21.04.2017 buyer Swedish 34 min Face-to-face Uber/Hotels.com/Airbnb

10 F 24 21.04.2017 seller Australian 33 min Skype Airbnb

11 M 23 25.04.2017 seller Swedish 24 min Face-to-face Tradera

12 M 26 23.04.2017 buyer Italian 29 min Skype Uber

13 M 24 24.04.2017 buyer German 32 min Face-to-face Ebay/Amazon

14 F 23 24.04.2017 buyer Swedish 24 min Face-to-face Uber

15 F 67 17.04.2017 buyer Swedish 41 min Face-to-face Airbnb
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process more efficient. To understand specific user opinions stemming from beliefs, 

motivations and perception, and considering that the perception of brands and values is 

complex, often subconscious and impacted by social desirability, these one-on-one in-depth 

interviews also turned out to be the most appropriate qualitative method (Malhotra & Birks, 

2007). It seemed as if participants could have a more natural conversion when only responding 

to a single interviewer. We always introduced the respondents to the formalities of the 

interview in a casual manner in order to establish rapport and empathy. We also informed 

them upfront that the session was going to be recorded yet anonymity and confidentiality 

would be ensured (Malhotra & Birks, 2007). Moreover, we emphasized clearly that our 

dissertation’s aim is to understand their subjective opinions and individual perceptions and 

resulting from that, there were no “right or wrong” answers to any of our questions (Morrison 

et al., 2002). After elaborating on the purpose of our study we started every interview with the 

question of how familiar the interviewee is with the term of two-sided online marketplaces. 

Most people have quite a clear idea of what it is and potentially feel comforted to recognize 

that they are in fact already familiar with the interview’s topic. If this is not the case the 

question at least enables us to identify that and deliver some further explanations. This way 

we could ease participant into the topic, a comfortable, casual atmosphere and motivate our 

respondents for the topic at hand (Kolb, 2008; Malhotra & Birks, 2007; Morrison et al., 2002). 

Again, our aim is to understand the decision-making process, brand and value perception of 

the users on both sides of a two-sided online marketplace. We developed a funnel that we 

consider to be accurately representing the complete user conversion process on either side of 

the platform. This funnel (as illustrated in Figure 4) also serves as a topic guide inheriting the 

general interview structure and question content of our interviews. This improves 

comparability of our findings from the different interviews and ensures that we cover all 

important aspects. 

Figure 4 The Conversion Funnel 
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 Source: Own creation 

As shown above, we identified a funnel of six stages in the transaction process. This allowed 

us to then formulate rather open question whilst having a clear idea where to lead the 

interviewee. By using open questions, we could mostly avoid yes or no answers by the 

participants, which helped to more clearly access their perceptions and to understand the 

reasoning behind the provided responses. We tried to stick with our topic guide rather 

stringent, nonetheless, the order of the question was kept flexible enough to adjust to the 

conversation’s individual flow. This way, if participants addressed interesting issues which we 

did not yet consider at all or would have intended to touch on in a later stage of the interview, 

we could still act on these points and thus develop holistic and in-depth view on participants’ 

perception (Barbour, 2007) (See Appendix II for the interview guide).  

4.6.3 Data Analysing Technique 

Since we are gathering qualitative data during the research process of this thesis it seems rather 

self-evident that we also fall back to a qualitative data analysis approach. In-depth semi-

structured interviews, as it is typical for qualitative data collection methods, generate large 

bodies of data. Therefore we needed to select a data analysis method that allows handling and 

sense making of large amounts of textual data in an efficient manner. Based on our model 

derived from the frame of reference and the generation of primary data along the funnel, we 

have a rather clear picture regarding what factors to explore. Due to that, content analysis 

seems to be the most appropriate method since it allows us to reduce, simplify and structure 
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the textual data of the interviews by applying keywords that derived from the systematic 

literature review and the respective funnel stages (Malhotra & Birks, 2007). The first step of 

our data analysis process was to gather all the information from our two data sources. We 

refer to two data sources since, besides interviewers’ responses which we recorded and 

transcribed word-by-word, we also included the notes which we took during the interviews 

(Dresing & Pehl, 2013). This process allowed us to reflect on the answers, our theoretical 

model and further shape it accordingly (Bucholz, 2000). All transcription literature has been 

motivating the importance of being explicit and detail orientated when transcribing interviews 

and we were doing our best conduct our transcripts as detailed as possible (Davidsson, 2009). 

We then seen the transcripts to the respective participants for confirmation and verification. 

In order to reduce data we scanned the transcripts for relevant information and set up a 

spreadsheet (see Table 3 below for an example and Appendix III for the full coding table) to 

summarize and display the findings of all interview in a unified and compressed, yet 

overarching manner (Malhotra & Birks, 2007). In terms of coding, we aimed at fulfilling the 

purposes provided by Corbin and Strauss (1990) as well as possible. During our coding 

process we reduced the textual data to a minimum through summarizing from entire quotes 

to specific meanings thereof. This way we were able to give a rather quantitative feel to the 

vast amounts of interview data in terms of it enabling us to identify the frequency of 

occurrence of certain findings and set up comparison between different interview findings 

(Malhotra & Birks, 2007; Mayring, 2000).  
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Table 3 Example of Coding Table 

 

Source: Own creation 
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4.7 Research Quality 

Illustrating thorough diligence and that ‘findings are based on practices that are acknowledged 

to be the bases of good research’ is crucial to any study (Denscombe, 2010, pp. 297-298). 

However, the quality of quantitative and qualitative research is assessed in different ways 

(Williams & Morrow, 2009). The positivist paradigm, which follows the understanding that 

the world can be explained by observable and quantifiable facts, cannot be applied to 

qualitative research despite it being conventional for quantitative research. Thus the common 

criteria for quality assessment, validity, reliability, generalizability and objectivity cannot be 

applied (Choudhuri, Glauser, & Peregoy, 2004; Denscombe, 2010).  For this reason qualitative 

research is often criticized for not being as credible as its quantitative counterpart. This is due 

to qualitative research grounding its focus on meanings and interpretation of words rather 

than numbers which some consider more scientifically thorough (Cope, 2014). In addition, 

the rather small sample size, which is used in qualitative studies severely, limit the 

generalizability of findings and conclusion. The fact that each study is of highly unique, 

individual character could lead to flawed or even false findings and interpretations (Daymon 

and Holloway, 2011). Subsequently qualitative researchers established different terminology 

and criteria to build trustworthiness and credibility in their work (Cope, 2014; Williams & 

Morrow, 2009). In this context we identified three categories to ensure the quality of 

qualitative research. These are data integrity, balance between reflexivity and subjectivity and 

clear communication of findings (Morrow, 2005; Williams & Morrow, 2009).  

4.7.1 Data Integrity 

Data integrity evolves around the dependability and adequacy of the data as well as the fit between 

retrieved data and according interpretation (Williams & Morrow, 2009).  

Dependability discusses the question if a replication of the study by fellow researchers would 

deliver similar results (Denscombe, 2010; Lincoln & Guba, 2000). We paid attention to 

dependability throughout this dissertation by preparing chronological and explicit descriptions 

of the methods we used and how we selected our participants. Furthermore we elaborated on 

the setup of the interview guide (funnel and questions), prepared interview transcriptions and 

illustrations on our data analysis procedures (Lincoln & Guba, 2000; Williams & Morrow, 

2009). Thus we left a so called audit trail which should enable other researchers to precisely 

replicate our study (Morrow, 2005). Nevertheless the individual interpretation of the findings 

by the researcher is an integral part of the data collection and analysis, therefore it is highly 
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unlikely for this study, if repeated by others to yield in the exact same results (Denscombe, 

2010).  

Adequacy of data refers to guaranteeing sufficient quality and quantity of gathered data. We 

attempted to ensure sufficient quality through the demographic diversity of our selected 

participants, who differed in age, gender and country of origin, enabling us insights in diverse 

perspectives (Williams & Morrow, 2009). Clearly we acknowledge that the quality sufficiency 

could have been enhanced if we had interviewed a wider range of nationalities since Swedish 

as a nationality is now relatively over represented in our study.  

Sufficient quantity does not necessarily relate to the absolute amount of conducted interviews. 

Instead it questions the criteria of redundancy and theoretical saturation (Morrow, 2005). If 

research comes to a point where the implementation of new data to the analysis does not 

result in new findings any longer, this state is referred to as redundancy (Lincoln & Guba, 

1985). Strictly speaking, full redundancy can never be reached. However in our case a certain 

redundancy and theoretical saturation became obvious after the first fifteen interviews. In the 

process of our analysis we had no need for new keywords and did not discover significantly 

new findings, which indicated that ideas were increasingly coincident. We thus stopped the 

data gathering process at that point and focused on a detailed analysis (Denscombe, 2010; 

Strauss, 1987 cited in Morrow, 2007; Williams & Morrow, 2009).  

As a third and last point data integrity can be increased by establishing transparency regarding 

connection between the primary data that has been collected and our interpretations thereof 

(Williams & Morrow, 2009). We made extensive use direct quotes in order to emphasize 

transparency in the findings and analysis part of our thesis. We hope for this to build a strong 

ground for our conclusion (Denscombe, 2010).  

4.7.2 Balance between Reflexivity and Subjectivity  

The second concept of trustworthiness is the balance between respondents’ replies 

(subjectivity) and its stringent interpretation by the researcher (reflexivity) (Williams & 

Morrow, 2009). We try to pay respect to this by implementing many sub questions in order to 

dig deeper in the meaning expressed by the interviewee. We also used summarizing questions 

to verify that the participant’s opinion was understood correctly. From the perspective of an 

interpretivist researcher, it is somewhat accepted that our own opinions may bias data 

collection and its analysis. We discussed our own views and ideas on the topic with each other 

and agreed on evading using judgmental questions of any kind, or questions that inherently 

express our opinion as much as possible (Malhotra & Birks, 2007; Saunders et al., 2012). 
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Subsequently in the coding process we analyzed and interpreted all interviews together in 

order to eliminate subjective, individual interpretations to the largest extent (Malhotra & Birks, 

2007; Williams & Morrow, 2009).  

4.7.3 Clear Communication of Findings  

For us and our dissertation to be considered trustworthy it is inevitable to verbalize our 

findings and their relevance in the clearest possible way. Thus we tried to keep all 

interpretations comprehensible and underlined their origins with many direct quotes (Long 

and Johnson, 2000). It is also important to provide evidence that the research questions have 

been answered. These answers we will elaborate in the conclusion chapter of this thesis. 

Furthermore, the reader must be led through the dissertation by a smooth and consistent flow 

(Williams & Morrow, 2009). Lastly, developing a model based on both the frame of reference 

and subsequently a modified version along our thesis results enabled us to visualize our 

findings and illustrate a read thread.  

4.8 Research Ethics 

In order to uphold our research integrity and trustworthiness, research ethics needs to be 

addressed in regard of how this thesis has been conducted. In the way we collect, but also use 

and analyze data for the purpose of our study incur ethical principles that have to be appraised. 

In order to proceed so, Saunders et al. (2012) suggests the necessity of respect, privacy, 

voluntary participation and confidentiality of the participants. This is of course a requirement 

in order to avoid negative effects on how data is handled. Mason (1996, as cited in Easterby-

Smith, 2015) continue in this thinking by saying that researchers should adopt a thinking and 

reflective behavior and be prepared to ask themselves about their research practice ethics 

regularly. Easterby-Smith et al. (2015) propose that there are three mains areas where it is most 

likely to get into trouble as a researcher.   

The first is the use of participant observation research method; this is when you participate in 

a situation and are observing and recording (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). The authors suggests 

to be as transparent as possible regarding the purpose of the study for the reasons that it might 

foster participants interests and cut suspicion regarding the treatment of the data. 

Second, is about trade-offs while conducting the fieldwork. That is during fieldwork in 

organizations some participants can read a lot between the lines and understanding the 

purpose of questions. Researchers are usually not specifically aware of the significance some 

questions can have in a given context and therefore it is required to be extremely careful 

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2015).  
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Third, the control and use of data in possession of the researcher. In almost all cases, the 

researcher has the ownership of the data and consequently act with responsibility and integrity 

by not communicating any information that might harm participants especially the least 

powerful ones (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). 

In the particular case of this thesis, all information considered as delicate are treated with the 

highest sensitivity in order to foster and secure trust and consideration for the participants 

involved in the study. We highly value the respondents of the study and therefore we ensured 

confidentiality of all the information they communicated at all time, from their recruitment to 

the actual interview and the further analysis of the data. Respect of the respondent’s privacy 

is a prime concern for us in order to ensure on one hand the trust of the respondents 

themselves, and on the other hand quality and unbiased data that could arise from a lack of 

trust. In regard to the need of anonymity mentioned by Saunders et al. (2012) we did not make 

use of any names from the interview process in order to prevent ourselves to use them at any 

stage of the study and therefore to avoid any prejudice. Voluntary participation is one of the 

other concerns expressed by Saunders et al. (2012) and we desired to be clear that participants 

in the study have been invited and accepted to participate as well as we did not impose any of 

them to answer questions they didn’t desired to. Finally, we can assure that the findings and 

analysis of our work have been conscientiously conducted in regards of ethics, since we took 

care of these considerations throughout all stages of the work. 
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5 Empirical Findings 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

In this chapter, the empirical data is presented. This section aims at presenting the most relevant parts of the 

empirical data and explains it in relation to the development of the new model. Finally, the chapter ends 

presenting the links between the pillars of the model. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

The starting point of our observations chapter is to show the general tendency of the results 

expressed by the study’s respondents. The conducted interviews brought up results that we 

did not expect or at least that we did not expect such a consensus on. 

We have been developing an integrated model in chapter three to illustrate the suggestions of 

the existing research on how to manage and brand the market optimized TSOM value. We 

find that the data we gathered not only confirms the model build upon the theoretical 

framework but even paves the ground for significant and yet targeted expansion of it. 

Therefore, the observations chapter aims at elaborating on our new understanding of the 

integrated model based on the answers of the interviews and illustrate the results in an 

extended and at the same time simplified, if not to say, optimized version of the model. A 

significant number of respondents expressed coherent opinions which offered us deeper 

insights in their decision making process than the existing literature did, this led us to redefine 

the extent and content of the existing pillars accordingly. In a second step we added three 

additional pillars, which from the analysis of our interviews we identified as significant for our 

model. In order to clarify our final model in the following sub chapters we will elaborate on 

each pillar individually along relevant understandings and quotes taken from our research. 

What has not changed is our understanding that in order to develop a brand for a two-sided 

marketplace it is inevitable to shape its value proposition in the first place. In addition, the 

interconnectivity and the reciprocity of the pillars has absolutely been approved as all 

interviewees displayed the content of specific pillars to be subject to others. Thus, we believe 

that all pillars are in dependence and influence to each other and that the product of all of 

them will lead to how the value proposition is perceived by the audience. We will come back 

to these relations once all pillars are explained individually. 

Figure 5 Final integrated model for two-sided online marketplaces 
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Source: Own creation 

5.1 Network Effects 

Part of our observations was how strictly respondents were differentiating between the 

network quantity and quality, which gave us cause to distinct between the two in our 

observations and analysis.  

5.1.1 Network Quantity 

We observed that the decision making of most respondents both on the seller as well as on 

the buyer side was influenced by their perception of the network quantity, yet the extent of its 

importance was varying. 

“And also it’s very, very easy to reach a broader audience for selling and buying.” 

(Respondent 9, buyer) 

While some respondents such as number 9 and 6 reflected on the great advantage of the broad 

network that they can reach out over the platforms, it does seem to be perceived more as an 

appreciated side effect than as the most important reason for them to decide in favor of a 

particular platform.  

“[...] And also like half of the Swedish population seems (to be) using this one so you get 

responses really fast. [...] No matter what you sell it's always going to get sold on Blocket!” 

(Respondent 6, seller) 
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An interesting paradox for these respondents was that even though them as users would value 

other things such as price, design or convenience generally higher than the network size, 

platforms such as Blocket or Tradera grew so big and thus were so dominant that choosing 

any other platform, e.g. to buy or sell second-hand items simply would not make sense. 

“Because if I would just wanted to sell something I could just post it on my Facebook page. 

But then I would only reach like 500 people. And on Blocket there are so many people, so 

I guess that’s a factor.” (Respondent 7, seller) 

Other users such as respondent number 7 are similarly aware of the huge network some 

platforms provide and that it is not possible to access the same amount of people even with a 

big personal network let's say on Facebook even though this would potentially be an even 

more time-saving procedure. We could identify another segment of people who actively 

research for the platform, which offers them the highest exposure to the other, side of the 

network, for them the network quantity is a platform’s most important USP. 

“The people is a factor, like how many are you going to reach out to when I sell something 

on Blocket. It is a very important factor and I think it determines what web page I would 

use to sell my products.” (Respondent 5, buyer) 

What is rather uncommon however is that respondent number 5 was a buyer and still cared 

so much about the network as this set of priorities is much more common with sellers. This 

is rather logical as they require a certain network size and thus demand to maintain a sufficient 

price level. 

“I guess with a bidding function it does not make sense if you do not have enough interesting 

buyers, or interested buyers.” (Respondent 11, seller) 

Respondent 1 even went as far as to say that all other pillars Airbnb is built on do not really 

matter as long as it works well for the other side of the network and as a result attracts many 

potential buyers for her. 

“Because they have so many customers, it does not matter what I think about their site, as 

long as they have lots of customers for me.” (Respondent 1, seller)  

The other extreme are those respondents who openly stated that they were never concerned 

about the network size prior to sign up. Most of these users elaborated that since a service is 

free to use for them or payment is only due once a transaction was successful and thus the 

browsing is for free, they tend to have an attitude of ‘try out and see what happens’. 
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“I don’t think I have ever thought about that (the amount of users) really. I just saw that 

many people have applied on the platform and that it was working and that things were 

happening.” (Respondent 10, seller) 

However, once we looked deeper into it, what came to light was that the network quantity 

was in fact not entirely unimportant to them. All respondents who claimed to not have cared 

about the network size also admitted that it was important for them to see some kind of a 

proven and working concept. They further explained they did not actually join an early stage 

platform but rather looked out for more established ones. Indirectly this can be referred to a 

requirement for a certain approval by a critical mass of users, which in our definition is part 

of the network quantity.  

“To join? No. I never thought about it.” (Respondent 13, buyer) 

Another common observation was that even if people did not specifically think about the 

network prior to signup, if the service works well, the network quantity turned out to be a 

reason to stay and becoming a recurring customer. 

“(Effectiveness, due to the network size) was not the reason to join it, because obviously I did 

not know when I first joined it. That was something I realized once I started using it. But 

as I tried it, it became definitely a reason to continue to use it.” (Respondent 12, buyer) 

With many platforms nowadays either entirely subsidizing one side of the network or basing 

their business model entirely on commission quite a large amount of people like to just signup 

and try, since it is free anyway. 

5.1.2 Network Quality 

Almost all respondents ended up to refer to the quality of the network at some point, either 

directly or indirectly. On the sellers’ side, especially users of Airbnb emphasized the 

importance of a regulated network, which offers them verified customers. Particularly 

interesting was when respondent 1 elaborated why she rents out her cottage over Airbnb 

instead of a similar Swedish site, which as we found out, Swedes would generally always prefer. 

She specifically did not want to find Swedish clients as she enjoyed the intercultural interaction 

with international guests so much, and to her this was one of the most important offerings of 

Airbnb; the possibility to host people from all around the world. 

“I like the thought about getting guests from abroad [...]. I think it's nice. Meeting totally 

new people” (Respondent 1, seller) 
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Finding ‘the right people’ for many respondents is more important than finding as many 

people as possible. Especially on platforms such as Tradera, Blocket or Ebay where people 

buy and sell used items.  

“It can be your neighbor who is selling something and you can just go over and it’s just in the 

area” (Respondent 3, buyer) 

Buying and selling locally, even, or maybe especially used items turned out to be of tremendous 

importance. We carefully suspect that this is a particular aspect of the Swedish market and 

potentially the reason why Ebay and even Amazon contrary to markets such as Germany or 

France could never really establish themselves in Sweden. The fact that it is Swedish only 

makes Blocket and Tradera easy and straightforward and was a major USP for all respondents, 

which used these platforms. 

“It is really convenient, especially since it is Swedish only” (Respondent 6, seller) 

When elaborating on the biggest advantages that Uber offers him compared to regular taxis 

respondent 12 mentioned the network quality right after the efficiency, which is related to the 

network size and the price. 

“Every time I call it is 5 minute and it comes, it is rather cheap [...] the drivers are not 

assholes like taxi drivers.” (Respondent 12, buyer) 

Professionalism is connected to network quality. As we will further elaborate in the section 

5.5. Service and Features one of the most important task for TSOM is to develop incentives 

and control systems, which lead to improved network quality, which in turn triggers network 

trust.  

5.2 Price Allocation 

“I like to explore every option I have, so I just don’t go to Blocket or Ebay or Amazon right 

away, but I check where is the cheapest is, where I can get the most of the product for the best 

price.” (Respondent 5, buyer) 

Price allocation is a very sensitive factor on TSOM and various respondents shared this 

opinion consciously or unconsciously. Most of the respondents generally felt to be informed 

users and while users have marketplace preferences in terms of conversion, the moment they 

buy, book, or post a place to rent or an object on sale, they all use different TSOM in order 

to find, compare and make their final buying or selling decision. 
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Users like to explore their different alternatives and the value of them on the internet. 

Although price is significantly affecting the final decision as respondents systematically 

mentioned the keywords ‘price’ and ‘cheap’.  

“I couldn’t really understand. You have a price in the ad and then down below these are the 

different rooms and if you take this at this time you’ll get this price but that’s not the same 

as here.” (Respondent 9, buyer) 

Respondent 9 clearly expressed how pricing strategies can sometimes be confusing on certain 

TSOM. The first example with hotel booking platforms such as Booking.com or Hotels.com 

shows that users can easily get irritated by various and confusing pricing. As we mentioned 

earlier their user’s strategy tends to be multi-homing, which means they would usually pick 

the cheaper alternative.  

Although, it seems that it just confuses users especially on the buyer side and requires them 

to give an extra effort and attention to find and compare what they want to buy. 

“If you would make a comparison for example Uber, this is the same thing. (...) I want to 

go from here to here. That's the price. (...) It's either yes or no.” (Respondent 9, buyer) 

Contrary to that, respondent 9 which expressed how confusing pricing strategies can be, feels 

very satisfied with services such as Uber where the price is shown as an average expected 

depending on the ride but the process does not present a multiple variety of options as it does 

for hotels. The clearer the offer, the most convincing for the user that is just left with the 

decision of either yes or no.  

“I decide ok, this the best price is here and I take this and I have used before yes, it’s good. 

And then I book it. I pay also.” (Respondent 15, buyer) 

Even though the pricing is a top criteria to encourage the final decision, conversion of users, 

they appear to also be very sensible in their experience with the brand. Users which recognize 

a website brand they used before are more willing to process further especially it has been 

successful in the past. 

“And then before, when I have decided on what to book, I use another device, that I haven’t 

been on searching for that kind of trip because I know that sometimes they can raise the 

prices a little bit.” (Respondent 8, buyer) 

Users felt not only to be informed customers with knowledge of how to use TSOM to their 

advantage, but they also have knowledge of tricks TSOM have in place to stress customers as 
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well as maximizing profit on their side. Respondent 8 for instance is well aware that their usage 

is tracked and before the final decision it is important to appear as a first time visit on the 

website to benefit of the best price. 

“I just compare to the others [...] Let's just put it below their price, so I can sell mine fast.”  

(Respondent 6, seller) 

“Want to be a super host really fast. [...] to get higher prices next year. (Respondent 1, seller)  

It is not a surprise that the price matters equally on the seller side as it does on the buyer side. 

Indeed, sellers are as price sensitive as buyers but their concerns are all different.  

Some adopt similar strategy patterns as buyers by comparing and scanning the market first in 

order to set a cheaper price than others do. Respondent 6 admits that it allows proceeding to 

a sale faster with Blocket. Respondent 1 shows a different strategy; in order to apply higher 

sale prices and still generate bookings on Airbnb this user sees the necessity to be considered 

as a ‘super host’. Therefore, respondent 1 decided to have low prices the first year in order to 

generate good reviews and pretend for higher prices the following years. 

“Of course I like that they only take 3%” (Respondent 1, seller) 

Users on the seller side also expressed the importance of what is called user cost. For 

respondent 1 it is an important factor of the price allocation that in this case Airbnb only takes 

3% of her guests’ transactions. Although, it is important to note that these percentages vary 

depending on the attractiveness of the location. 

“Just cheaper is not enough.” (Respondent 1, seller) 

As we presented a very brief overview of the results regarding price allocation in this new 

format of the model we understand the sensitivity of this aspect for users both on the seller 

and buyer side, even though buyers are the most sensitive and less loyal users which leads to 

multi-homing. However as respondent 1 mentioned above just cheaper is not enough. 

Last but not least, most of the sellers expressed that they were either really happy or frustrated 

with the pricing of TSOM.  

Respondent 1 as mentioned above shows her satisfaction with Airbnb which only take a 

percentage of her transactions while some respondent didn’t see the logic in fixed fees as it 

happens to be on Blocket so whether the seller advertises an item for 30 000:- or 300:- the 

charged fees will be the exact same. 
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“Yeah I love that you can look at it for free! [...] But are there platforms that you have to 

pay for?” (Respondent 3, buyer) 

In addition, buyers were not particularly aware of the pricing distribution, in other words that 

either one side or the other has to pay for the platform service and as buyers it generally felt 

like it should always be free. 

5.3 Trust Creation 

As most of our respondents were Swedish citizens, we quickly realized that the general trust 

climate affects the respondent’s behaviors towards TSOM. We felt a trend that users of TSOM 

in Sweden have more trust overall, but especially if the TSOM is a Swedish company with a 

predominantly Swedish network. 

This extended and revised version of our integrated model keeps its trust pillar although we 

came in our conclusions that trust creation needs to be more clearly differentiated between 

network trust and platform trust. 

5.3.1 Network Trust 

“I would just say the Swedes trust the Swedes.” (Respondent 2, seller) 

“I don't believe that people would do that [...] I trust people.” (Respondent 6, seller) 

As respondent 2 and 6 said above, the trust is mainly based on the country’s citizens’ mutual 

trust. This clearly introduces what we call network trust in our model. Network trust 

represents the trust users have towards the other parties of the TSOM: sellers to buyers and 

buyers to sellers. 

“I don’t actually have any trust, because I’ve heard people getting robbed during these kind 

of situations. [...] You need to have some faith in humanity as well” (Respondent 5, buyer) 

“You talk to the people often over the phone and then you can hear what they really want 

but the in the same time you can’t really trust them, you don’t know who is on the other hand 

you know.” (Respondent 5, buyer)  

“I mean there is a certain amount of trust but since you are allowed to leave comments and 

rate the place afterwards” (Respondent 4, buyer) 

Even though the overall climate of the interviews was showing a global network trust, this is 

not the unanimity as respondent 5 expressed the fact that you need to push yourself to trust 

people to some extent as well.  
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In this case, the respondent shows hesitation and fear of a misleading transaction in the case 

of Blocket. This respondent also expresses that in the case of Blocket the trust is based on 

personal feelings with the other party and it is therefore hard to strongly believe and trust 

without being careful to some extent. 

Respondent 4 on the other hand underlines the fact that trust giving is not really hard in 

situations where the TSOM has specific tools such as rating systems that provides an accurate 

overview of a buyer or seller reputation during his past transaction, in this particular case on 

Airbnb. 

Network trust is indeed highly increased by ratings and reviews systems on many platforms. 

“As a seller it is important to have some (reviews), it is just a part of being trustworthy. [...] 

If a person has many reviews I would not have any problem with sending them money.” 

(Respondent 11, seller) 

“I also like Tradera, because there you have to rate the people you buy from.”  (Respondent 

3, buyer) 

Whether it is on the buyer or seller side of the platform, respondents 3 and 11 share the same 

idea that the rating system is important for the simple reason that as a buyer it gives trust in 

the seller and as a seller greater amount of ratings increase your trustworthiness and therefore 

your chances to sell. 

“I also trust my fellow travelers that they did a good job by rating and writing a review” 

(Respondent 4, buyer) 

Indeed, this clearly signs two different approaches the TSOM Blocket and Airbnb have. 

Respondent 4 admits that his trust is simply based on the authenticity of users’ comments on 

the same side of the TSOM. 

Before we further continue to the other dimension of trust creation, it is also important to 

mention that some TSOM use methods in order to increase instant user conversion. 

“If I see that someone has booked it, it’s positive, I mean that means that someone else trust 

this part, the hotel. And that gives me some extra comfort” (Respondent 9, buyer) 

 As it is common on hotel booking sites such as Booking.com, Hotels.com or Trivago pop-

up messages triggers users’ action such as ‘last room booked five minutes ago’.  

Whether these messages are real or not, respondent 9 stresses the fact that it provides him 

some extra comfort as a user in his final purchasing decision. 
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5.3.2 Platform Trust 

“Airbnb I was going to book, but I changed my mind.” (Respondent 5, buyer) 

“There is not much trust. But the hope for a good deal is bigger than the fear. It is more 

about trusting the platform than the buyer” (Respondent 13, buyer) 

The second dimension of the trust creation pillar is based on is the platform trust which 

represents how much trust users have towards the TSOM itself as a company.  

Respondent 5 behavior indicates that in the case of TSOM trust is never taken for granted 

and is based on many variables. Here in this case the platform was not sufficient for this user 

to proceed to the buying decision. This part of trust creation can be anything from the 

company’s branding, its reputation, its web design but more generally the overall feeling a user 

will have when visiting the TSOM and make its own judgement on its trustworthiness. As 

respondent 13 elaborated, in most cases of two-sided marketplaces you buy from private 

people, which are not really regulated, thus trusting the platform is actually more crucial than 

the transaction counterparty. 

“Then if they have presented a trustworthy image, then I think ok I can trust this party.” 

(Respondent 9, buyer) 

“I mean. If I am being honest, I totally put my trust in them doing what they are supposed 

to do. [...] You have one job.” (Respondent 8, buyer) 

As we mentioned above here, respondent 9 evaluates whether the TSOM website has 

presented a trustworthy image and depending on that, he would be willing to proceed further 

and eventually to buy on the platform. Respondent 8 further continues in the case of hotel 

booking that overall trust does not represent a big issue even if he is being careful, but he puts 

his total trust into the company as a professional trustworthy company to do what their job 

is. Platform trust also englobes everything concerning privacy policy, the storage and usage of 

personal data for instance when a user registers on the TSOM. 

 “No, I am Swedish. [...] We give everyone everything you know.” (Respondent 1, seller) 

“You don’t give more information about yourself than they can actually find on other sites on 

the internet. “ (Respondent 5, buyer) 

“You’ve given away too much information on Facebook anyway now what does it matter if 

I give my name to another website. It’s gone too far anyway.” (Respondent 2, seller) 
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Once again, our sample being highly represented by Swedish citizens we felt that respondents 

were not really concerned about privacy policies especially in a country where lot of personal 

information is public online such as name, address or phone number. Respondent 2 also 

underlines the influence of social media and how much personal data users are used to share, 

and for this reason users’ concerns are milder. 

However, respondents of other citizenship were much more concerned: 

 “Can I really trust that they don’t use my information for something else?” (Respondent 7, 

seller) 

“It is a barrier. I don’t like creating unnecessary accounts, and signing up. […] I also don’t 

like to give my full name, like sometimes I would just use my initials.” (Respondent 4, buyer) 

“Because I know that certain website they sell your email address, so you get spam and 

advertising.” (Respondent 4, buyer) 

The sign-up process is where trust is needed in order for the user to provide their information 

as expressed by respondent 7. Users tend to be more scared that the platform does not share 

the personal data for marketing purposes as respondent 4 expresses. 

Platform trust is also expressed by the attention paid to branding and web design, which 

triggers platform trust.  

“The logo is really bad” (Respondent 7, seller) 

“It looks crappy. It has a design from the 2000. But that is what makes it great. Because 

Ebay has all these things everywhere. […] The more basic the better” (Respondent 6, seller) 

“I mean if you have a really shitty web design, I would think that this is a scam.” 

(Respondent 9, buyer) 

“The design of the website of course. It was a user-friendly interface and everything. I would 

not use something I could not understand. (But) mostly the brand itself, I found it 

trustworthy.” (Respondent 11, seller) 

That design is important for the creation of platform trust is nothing new or surprising. It is 

something that has already been discussed a lot in the existing literature. However, the quote 

from respondent 7 (below) puts emphasize on an observation we could do across all 

interviewees. This is that people have rather clear expectations in terms of the design and 

usability a homepage should have in order for them to be perceived trustworthy. However, an 
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extremely modern or stylish design does not trigger equally much increase in trust since people 

simply do not really care if TSOM are designed ‘above standard’.  

“As long as it looks professional, I don’t really care, about like the design.”  (Respondent 

7, seller) 

In line with this observation respondent 5 also stresses the fact that nice design is not what 

makes it all, it is the service the TSOM provides that matters. 

“It’s nice to look at some nice design but I mean it’s just the service you’re after (that counts).” 

(Respondent 5, buyer) 

However, not focusing enough on web design can be self-destructive and lead to users losing 

trust into the platform completely. Users seem to be very sensible to the efforts a TSOM 

brand puts in place to generate trust. Respondent 7 is critical in regards of Blocket’s logo, 

while respondent 6 proposes a different point of view on Blocket as well. For him an outdated 

design that is basic and simple is just great compared to Ebay for instance which in his opinion 

offers too much functionalities and as a result is perceived confusing. Respondent 11 further 

continues that a user-friendly interface is important and that the TSOM web page has to be 

easily understandable. The brand was significantly important as well since this is what felt 

trustworthy for him. 

“Blocket is the real deal, the real thing.” (Respondent 7, seller) 

Web design is important but establishment is an important factor too. As respondent 7 relates 

in the case of Blocket for her it represents ‘the real deal’ as an established and trustworthy 

platform. 

“Yeah but the reason for the yellow is because when you used to sell stuff, like before Blocket, 

before internet shops like this kind of media turned up, was something, if you wanted to buy 

stuff you putted an ad in the yellow pages.” (Respondent 2, seller) 

Finally, trust can be generated by references in the web design. In the case of Blocket with 

their old yellow background, trust is created by conserving the color and simplicity of the 

yellow pages back in the days. Network trust and platform trust find their commonalities in 

the sense that users need a sufficient platform trust to join the platform and can be comforted 

by the complexity of the sign-up process. Indeed, since all users both buyers and sellers go 

through the same process, it triggers higher trust among the network and thus for the platform 

itself, for instance on Airbnb. 
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“(What made me trust was) how difficult it was to register. When you wanted to rent 

something, they were really thorough about who you were” (Respondent 1, seller) 

For many reasons some users felt that when these platforms were having such a complicated 

onboarding process, the network seemed more serious and trustworthy. This is the case of 

respondent 1, which as a seller on Airbnb (renting a place) thought that this process made her 

comfortable because she knew all users would have to provide as much personal data and an 

ID picture to verify their identity. 

 “The sign up process it took too long and it was tricky” (Respondent 2, seller) 

However, these requirements are not always necessary especially when the network extend is 

limited to one country only as Blocket in contrast to Airbnb that is global. It then becomes 

annoying for the user. Respondent 2 in the case of Blocket did not understand the necessity 

of providing so much information and to follow so many steps just to put up an item on sale 

on Blocket. 

5.4 Social Influences 

“I think it’s because my parents have always [...] said ‘oh you’ve to book from Booking.com” 

and it’s been printed in my head that I should do that.” (Respondent 8, buyer) 

One newly added pillar of our integrated model, social influences summarizes all elements that 

affect users on TSOM. As expressed by respondent 8 in the case of hotel booking she admits 

a great influence from the experiences her parents have had with certain TSOM. User’s friends 

and relatives play indeed a strong role in influencing their behavior and choices. 

The social influences pillar includes two dimensions. The first dimension is the social 

influences, which lead people to potentially choose certain platforms over others. Second, is 

the society appreciation, which represents the peer pressure of other individuals concerning 

the use of one TSOM instead of another. It is clear that there is a common understanding in 

each society of what is socially acceptable or admirable, and this is what we express through 

this pillar. 

 “I think my dad he influenced me quite a lot because he told me yeah ‘when it comes to 

booking hotels you always pick Hotels.com’ because he gets points from that webpage.” 

(Respondent 9, buyer) 

“It’s been like since I grown up, my parents have been selling things on Blocket all the time, 

and buying things. So I just knew about it from the beginning.” (Respondent 6, seller)  
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In this case as respondents 6 and 9 show, it is very common for people to use what their 

relatives use. Friends and family are indeed a great source of influence in regard of which 

TSOM people would use or must use. 

 “I know that many of our friends and friends’ friends they use Airbnb now, they didn’t 

know about it before and we say it has worked very well for us and then they have used it 

too” (Respondent 15, buyer). 

On the other hand, some respondents indicated that they have been acting as an influence to 

their acquaintances as well. Respondent 15 expresses that their usage of Airbnb and referral 

to friends has made them use the TSOM. This confirms once again that social context plays 

a huge role in whether people use a certain marketplace and which one they choose to use. 

The second dimension of the social influences pillar as we explained earlier is the common 

understanding societies have towards what is socially acceptable or admirable. 

“I mean it’s not really cool, like I don’t tell people that I put things up on Blocket. […] If 

I bought something in a vintage store then it’s all of a sudden cool, if I buy something from 

someone on Blocket then I might not tell people about it.” (Respondent 7, seller) 

Respondent 7 clearly suggests what this second dimension is about. In this case, selling or 

buying things on Blocket is socially acceptable but not especially admirable by doing a 

comparison with vintage stores. In regards of the eyes of the society, some things are ok to 

do and some are cool or not cool. This definitely influences whether people would do 

something, such as buying on Blocket or refer to Blocket as much as they would do with 

something that is considered as cooler to do. 

“When I sell stuff I might tell someone (and they would be like): "Oh, wow - I should totally 

do that too!" But no one does. I don't know why…” (Respondent 11, seller) 

Respondent 11 expressed his positive experiences with selling on Tradera and told us he 

encourages people to do the same. He feels the fact that nobody does might either be because 

people do not need cash urgently which makes it not worth the hassle or that it might come 

across ‘uncool’ towards peers to some extend might be considered cheap for selling or buying 

on Tradera. 

“If we had more money, we would never use Blocket” (Respondent 3, buyer) 

Respondent 3 even emphasized that using platforms to sell or buy stuff clearly is something 

connected to a certain income level and not all common for people of all income classes. 
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5.5 Service & Features 

“They are just giving me the tools to do the job myself. Because I don’t think I ever was in 

contact with a human being.” (Respondent 10, seller) 

In the introductory chapters we wrote about the definition and purpose of TSOM and while 

the creation of a connection between buyers and sellers smoothing the transaction process 

still is the key task of any online marketplace, it does not seem to be enough anymore to just 

do that. Most interviewees such as 10 and 11 agree that the use of marketplaces really is less 

time consuming and less effort even though they still have to do the product upload 

themselves. 

“I could take all my stuff and sell it at a market or such. But they kind of digitalized that 

whole process. So it requires less of me, or basically nothing. I just need to take a photo, put 

it up, if I don't sell it, I don't have to pay.” (Respondent 11, seller) 

However, while people appreciate the service itself, there is zero to none emotional 

attachment to the company or the brand as long as it does not offer more features or an 

extended experience outside of the platform itself. 

“It's this great and simple service. The service yes (I am loyal to), the brand I don’t know.” 

(Respondent 11, seller) 

The example of respondent 12 below illustrates that additional services such as review systems, 

GPS tracking, incentive structures to increase the overall standard of the final product, which 

is technically not even related to the platform, as well as a payment solution to increase 

transparency and trust are seen as a key value proposition. None of these belongs to the 

original key tasks of TSOM. 

“With Uber you track it. All the time. You know where it was, you know who is doing 

things. So it is even safer (than a regular taxi) from that point of view. [...] You need to have 

some incentives in place and taxi drivers do not have that. [...] Their payment is automatic, 

you just get dropped off and [...] you receive an email with your receipt. It also tells you the 

expected payment before you book.” (Respondent 12, buyer) 

In addition, respondent 13 who is a highly frequent user of Amazon and Ebay focused on all 

the things Amazon optimized around the core functionality of their marketplace. The 

respondent explains that nowadays he almost only uses Amazon and barely Ebay due to the 

fact that Amazon developed an experience through the whole supply chain from making it 
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enjoyable to just browse around, basically go shopping virtually, read real people’s comments 

and suggestions all the way to efficient payment and shipping and a superior service standard 

which even covers issues caused by any part of the network. 

“Amazon saves time, Amazon saves money. It gives you a good overview of what other people 

like, gives you a good overview of how other people see products, with their ratings for example. 

[...] The convenience of it. It is so easy. It's just two mouse clicks and I get my product.” 

(Respondent 13, buyer) 

We could identify a particular appreciation of simplified and standardized payment services, 

both on the seller as well as on the buyer side. Platforms which required no exchange of cash, 

no invoices or reminders were and which preferably even secured the payment until the 

transaction has been executed successfully usually have their users give them credit for it.  

“So they have to pay 5 days before to Airbnb and I think it is 24 hours after they have 

arrived to us the money is in our account.” (Respondent 1, seller) 

It is however a narrow path between appreciated extensions of platform’s services and 

overload of features to the sacrifice of simplicity. People like to stick to the standard features 

they are familiar with and become annoyed when it becomes too much and too complicated.  

“Then it’s more features, more complicated. And then I have to learn something new. I prefer 

sticking to the things that are working.” (Respondent 6, seller) 

This observation led us to adding the sixth pillar, convenience. 

5.6 Convenience  

“People don’t want to do an extra effort for doing anything, that’s humans.” (Respondent 9, 

buyer) 

Previous research has linked the design of websites and platforms to their trustworthiness; it 

has never specifically related the success of TSOM to their convenience in terms of simplicity 

and usability. This turned out to be a surprising fact as according to our research the single 

most important factor which makes people become users of marketplaces is the convenience 

level they offer. Convenience, simplicity and ease of use are literally the only criteria all our 

respondents would emphasize no matter the platform or the network side they were on. 

“Easy, cheaper perhaps, convenient, smart… A way to find a place to stay with as little 

inconvenience as possible.” (Respondent 8, buyer) 
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Convenience can be perceived through different channels. Respondent 8 (above) for instance 

emphasizes the fact the TSOM can make the whole transaction process smoother. 

Respondent 9 (below) talks about the core feature of marketplaces, which is to conveniently 

present an overview and connect buyers and seller. 

“It brings me a way to communicate with interested buyers or sellers, which is convenient, 

and also a simple platform where I can have a simple overview of what the market is offering.” 

(Respondent 9, buyer) 

Respondent 8 (below) further stresses the convenience resulting from search efficiency. 

TSOM that do their job well can make manual Google search and even entire homepages of 

network participants obsolete. 

“It makes it all easier. I mean, I definitely look at it when I search. And I mean you could 

find all that information on the hotel website but it’s so convenient when it’s right there in 

front of you.” (Respondent 8, buyer) 

Respondent 9 illustrated the extreme increase of simplicity Uber brought into the Taxi 

industry where a whole process of potential issues along the search, contact, booking and 

payment services are solved within one app.  

“...with Uber it would require less effort for me to simple click and that’s it.” (Respondent 

9, buyer) 

Respondent 6 summarized all the aspects where Blocket creates convenience for him. He 

appreciated the simplicity in communication and shipping due to the fact that the platform 

focuses on the Swedish market only, which to him meant an improved network quality. On 

top of the simplicity of the actual usage or as we called it the transaction process as critical to 

him. 

“It is really convenient, especially since it is Swedish only [...] the simpleness, because you can 

put things out there in one minute. [...] The network and the convenience.” (Respondent 6, 

seller) 

He further explained how this simplicity has been created in his eyes and emphasized on how 

clearly the user would be guided through the whole process and further appreciated the 

minimalistic exposure to text and information. 

“Both buying and selling are very straightforward, very simple, no unnecessary information 

anywhere on the webpage.” (Respondent 6, seller)  
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Generally, we observed very little concerns for simplicity increasing at the cost of transparency 

and data security. It is common knowledge amongst web developers that simplicity is key for 

UX and minimalistic designs of UIs are absolutely trending and that both trends evolved from 

an extensive exposure to content, which makes users drastically filter what seems appealing 

and what is not. Hence, we understood how much respondents would underline the 

importance of simplicity.  

“Sometime it feels like they ask way too many questions. [..] For this kind of platform, I 

think it’s great if you just type in your personal number. Bam. They have all your details.” 

(Respondent 11, seller) 

All Swedish respondents stated that they have no problem at all providing information such 

as credit card information or even their personal number. While we expected more critical 

opinions about all the data required to even sign up to most TSOM, most respondents 

answered contrary to our expectation stating that they would wish for even more simplicity in 

that process. Respondent 11 above suggested to just link online signups for everything to the 

Swedish inhabitant database so that nothing more than the personal number is required.  

Most respondents admitted themselves that this might be a Swedish phenomenon due to their 

high openness for technology and digitalization. We do believe that there is a global trend in 

this direction. Nonetheless the Swedish liberality with private and sensitive data is discussed 

in chapter 5.3 is something we would not feel comfortable generalizing across borders. 

5.7 Relations and Reciprocity between Pillars 

The interconnection between the pillars has proven to be even more extensive and complex 

than we expected after our literature review. To illustrate this we added an additional thin grey 

layer in our model, which connects all six pillars to each other.  

Existing research for example suggests that pricing is mostly related to the network size and 

in turn, the network size would influence the platform trust. However, in order to convert the 

network quantity and quality to network trust a platform would need to develop the 

aforementioned services, features or systems regarding, review, sign-up or payment. All these 

processes are also related to convenience through design and functionality since these will on 

one hand increase trustworthiness of the platform but also a higher willingness to pay a higher 

price.  

On the bottom line, as we expected already in the beginning of our study the overall 

combination of the pillars depends on the target market. This is why we introduced the 

‘market optimized platform value’ layer in the first place. The following quotes illustrate how 
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different the expectations and the prioritization of the several pillars is across the respondents 

with reference to the pillar of trust. 

“I knew a lot of people that had used it before so I trusted them. Like word of mouth thing.” 

(Respondent 14, buyer)  

The respondent mentions a strong link between social influence and his initial trust on the 

platform. This initial trust would potentially be monetizable since the user might have a lower 

price sensitivity based on the higher perception of familiarity. 

 “I mean it’s silly but if it looks better and it’s more organized then I feel more like, it’s a 

trustworthy page.” (Respondent 8, buyer)  

“I think that they got a pretty good outline, it’s easy to find stuff, it’s easy to search, and it’s 

like clear. And that depends a lot, because if that’s messy and there’s a lot of advertising 

everywhere I just get lost.” (Respondent 4, buyer) 

In indirect contrast to respondent 14, these two respondents 8 and 4 perceive trust to be 

created mainly through the convenience of the web site layout and its ease of use. 

“But I think Blocket is fine it’s simple to use, I mean my grandmother she can use it and 

that increase the audience and the users.” (Respondent 9, buyer) 

This user links convenience through simplicity and usability directly to an increased network 

which he would later refer to as showing an extended trustworthiness. 

In the scope of the research for this thesis, we do not consider it worthwhile to elaborate on 

our theories about which combination of pillar focus is the best for certain target audiences 

or how the pillars can be balanced in the best way. However, in the following chapter we 

intend to illustrate how some pillars have specific importance seemingly across all types of 

TSOM and for both sides of the network. 
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6 Findings & Analysis 

______________________________________________________________________ 

This chapter presents the interpretation of the empirical findings of this thesis. The analysis is divided in three 

sections that correspond to the different stages of the interaction funnel that we developed to organize the 

interviews: Pre-use, Use and Post-use. It presents a clear understanding for platform managers of what are the 

importance of the different pillars of our integrative model at each stage of interaction. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

As we have revised and extended our integrated model in the last chapter, the findings and 

analysis chapter aims at analyzing and interpret the results of our research in order to give a 

clearer picture of the importance of each pillar in relation to the various stages of the user 

interaction with the platform. 

Since we choose semi-structured interviews for data collection, we could organize the 

interviews using the funnel approach (Figure 4) we previously presented in our chapter on 

data collection methods. This funnel illustrates the process in detail in which users on either 

side of the marketplace go through during the whole interaction with the TSOM.  

The processing of all the collected data has led us to notice that the borders between each 

stage of the user interaction were much more vanishing and integrated with each other than 

expected. In order to conceptualize and improve the consistency of our findings we decided 

that reducing the funnel steps from six detailed to three major steps would make more sense. 

These are:  

- Pre-use (visit) 
- Use (experience, sign-up, transaction) 
- Post-use (retention, referral) 

In one additional step, we then ranked the importance of each pillar of the integrated model 

from 1 to 3, both for buyers and sellers, according to the respective importance within the 

specific funnel stage. By offering a narrower approach, TSOM using this model can define 

and analyze which pillars they should focus on within each of the three stages in order to 

match user’s expectations. As we mentioned earlier in our paper, users on both sides of the 

platform have different expectations and therefore it is important to separate them in this 

analysis. Each pillar has a different importance depending on the stage and the side of TSOM.  
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Figure 6 Connection between Conversion Funnel and 6-pillar model 

 

Source: Own creation. 
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As both user sides have different perspectives and valuations of criteria regarding TSOM, it is 

important to understand why some pillars have more importance than others for one side and 

not necessarily for the other. Buyers and sellers have different motives and intentions that 

makes them differ in their behavior. 

6.1 Pre-Usage 

The pre-use stage of our now revised funnel englobes the previously called visit stage as well 

as part of the experience stage which blends to the next stage ‘Use’. It refers to the moment 

users start interacting with the platform and includes everything from how they first got in 

touch with the platform, what were their expectation, were these expectations met, did they 

find what they were looking for or came for in the first place, but also if and why they further 

continued their interaction. 

If we look at the buyer side in the pre-use stage, we can quickly identify that ‘Social factors’, 

‘Features’ and ‘Convenience’ stick out with a higher ranking than other pillars. This is where 

we see the importance and significance of the three new pillars we added to our model in the 

previous chapter. Indeed, if we refer to what we covered in the last chapter, social influence 

is of very high importance for users on the buyer side because they value their relatives’ 

experience that is motivating them to use a given platform rather than another. Social factors 

also include what is considered acceptable and admirable as we said previously. The influence 

on the first visit and actual decision of interacting with the platform is influenced by this too 

for the reasons that users care a lot about what their environment thinks before using it. This 

also underlines the importance of brands and how it affects consumer behavior within their 

social setup. ‘Features’ and ‘Convenience’ ranks equally for users and confirms that users on 

the buyer side have a hard time differentiating them. Buyers value ‘Features’ because they 

generate ‘Convenience’ and ‘Ease of use’ for them and for these reasons these two pillars are 

really intertwined. Buyers would most likely value convenience first and explain that what 

makes it so convenient for them is these given features. These aspects are a critical reason for 

people to visit platforms in the first place and / or to stay and look deeper into it. It seems as 

if a platform that does not either promote the additional convenience that it can generate for 

the user or even better is already known for it is perceived very unattractive by buyers. On the 

other hand, buyers have very low appreciation of ‘Trust creation’, ‘Price allocation’ and 

‘Network’ when they first visit a marketplace. This is explained by the fact that buyers are 

rarely concerned by price and trust at first since the aim for their first visit primarily is to 
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simply to get an impression and build themselves an opinion of the platform, this is why it 

ranks so low. The ‘Network’ pillar presents a low score because most buyers do not really 

know about it at first. They only realize during testing which will significantly increase this 

result later. This we will come back to in detail in the next section regarding ‘Use’. 

However, as we mentioned earlier sellers have a different perspective. For them the ‘Network’ 

and the ‘Convenience’ pillars rank both very high. This is shown by the high importance of 

the network size perceived by the sellers, which tends to highly encourage them to visit and 

interact with a platform. For sellers a larger network means potentially higher sales and 

revenues and that is why it triggers their interest. The ‘Convenience’ pillar ranks as high 

because sellers are looking for simplicity and ease of use. The easier the better, and the least 

interaction and time required the better. Most of our study respondents agreed that the 

combination of ‘Convenience’ and ‘Network’ is why they go and decide to interact with a 

platform because they see a straightforward service with high revenue potential. Sellers are 

slightly less concerned about ‘Social factors’ than buyers for the reasons that sellers are usually 

more motivated to try the service at first to make their mind and therefore even though it 

might not be admirable to sell items on Blocket for example, users on the seller side are more 

willing to proceed and continue to interact with the platform anyhow. However, it is important 

to note that they still value it more than ‘Price allocation’, ‘Trust creation’ or ‘Features’ which 

are really not as important at this stage of the interaction, simply because, as already pointed 

out, this stage is all about attracting visitors and enable them to create a picture for themselves, 

which means focusing on their core needs. 

6.2 Use 

On the buyer side ‘Features and Services’ as well as ‘Convenience’ seem to be the most 

relevant pillars in the use stage of a platform. Convenience is absolutely critical throughout 

the whole process. Almost all respondents referred positively to simplicity and convenience 

relating to the overall experience, the transaction process as well as the sign-up. Additional 

services beyond the basic matchmaking were highly appreciated throughout the transactional 

process and clearly enhanced a better overall experience.  While people seem to still engage 

with a platform for the sake of buying or selling something it is in fact the functionality, 

usability and extent of the features the platform offers that contribute the most to their 

satisfaction. In this context we mean an extension of services vertically along the supply chain, 

leading to a more seamless overall interaction with the platform, e.g. also offering a source of 

information through reviews or a secure payment service or signup procedure that improves 
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network quality.  Horizontal extensions such as advanced filter or search systems are usually 

perceived as increased complexity and thus are negatively associated. Setting the marginal 

increase of usability that a new feature might offer in relation to its marginal increase of 

complexity seems to be an important task for TSOM.  According to our respondents, many 

more established marketplaces such as Ebay or Blocket have been doing a poor job in this 

regard. Both convenience as well as features are closely related to the third highly important 

pillar for the buyer side, which is trust creation. While this pillar is of relatively little importance 

for a user in the ‘Pre-use’ stage it takes a completely different kind of trust to actually convert 

from a visitor to a user of the platform.  As elaborated in chapter 5, there are many ways 

TSOM can improve its credibility. While being an established company obviously is the best 

way to increase users’ trust in the platform design, functionality and convenience are ways for 

less known platforms to be perceived professional and credible. Again vertical service 

integration can create lots of trust both in the network (review, complex sign up process) as 

well as in the platform (warranties, customer services). The price allocation is relatively 

unimportant for users in this stage since in most cases they expect to be on the subsidized 

side of the platform, which is enabled to use the platform for free. This understanding might 

be subconscious but it is wide spread. Even if they are charged additional fees by the platform, 

e.g. in the example of Airbnb then this in most of the cases is not perceived as a fee to the 

TSOM but more as part of the price for the end product (in this case an overnight stay). 

Therefore, the user might look further for another product for a lower total price. However, 

it would be very untypical to consider a reasonable fee as a disadvantage of the platform itself.  

Both ‘Network’ and ‘Social Factors’ are of mediocre importance. The perceived network 

quality is not that continuously considered by people and thus is more contributing to network 

trust. The network size simply does not seem to play such a large role to buyers. If a TSOM 

is free, quick and convenient for them to see if they can find what they are looking for then 

most respondents would try without contemplating if the network might actually be large 

enough to find their desired result or not. Social factors or influences are interesting because 

as explained in chapter 6.1. these things seem to be very important for people to make decision 

whether or not they have a look at a platform. However this pillar seems much less important 

for the decision if they would actually use it or not. E.g. if a respondent’s peers would consider 

it very cheap to buy clothes on Tradera but the respondent would end up on Tradera anyway 

and would actually find what he or she is looking for, then the step to also buy the product is 

not as large as the step was to visit the platform in the first place. 
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For the sellers’ side the priorities look quite different. While also for them, convenience is a 

very important and the extent of features and services at least a mediocre important aspect it 

really is the price of selling that counts. We thought, based on the hypothesis of the existing 

literature that the size and quality of the network would be what converts visitor to sellers and 

even makes them tolerate high prices and yet this seems to be not entirely true. Indeed, the 

network is important, however according to our research sellers are sensitive especially to 

fixed prices per advert and despite the fact that large pool of buyers definitely attracts them 

to a platform, unreasonable pricing is very likely to make them churn in the process. After all, 

multi-homing on several commission-based platforms is always an option. This explains also 

the relatively unimportance of trust. Since most TSOM do in fact work commission based 

and hence the sellers do not have any cost or particular risk involved, the trust required to 

convert and test out how well a platform works for them is rather low. 

6.3 Post Use 

In terms of retention and referral behavior for the buyer side there is one clear finding: TSOM 

need to be cool, modern (‘Social factor’) and convenient for buyers to return and to 

recommend a platform. To our understanding, it is the totality of the experience that leads 

one-time customer to become recurring customers. Price, network and entertainment factors 

which the existing research suggests are only occasionally referred to. Some platforms manage 

to implement features and which trigger users to recur in high frequency but our respondents 

usually recognized this and referred to it in a critical, almost negative manner. Platforms 

mentioned in this context are Tradera, Amazon and Blocket. ‘Trust’ and ‘Network’ are also 

two rather important pillars since buyers might have sufficient trust to try a platform once but 

might still not trust it enough to recommend it or to return frequently. Interestingly several 

respondents attested this to Ebay. Buyers have a similar relation to the network of the 

platform. Just because they found good results once does not necessarily make them believe 

that this is also going to be the case the next time and vice versa, just because they did not 

find what they were looking for once that does not mean that they would not try it again. 

For the seller side the incentives look partially similar. Also on this side of the network 

convenience and the overall experience of using the platform are dominant drivers of 

decision-making. However as explained by the literature at the bottom line it is the network 

that makes sellers come back. Simply put: as long as a platform enables a seller to sell, he or 

she will use it. Obviously, price plays a larger role for the retention of sellers than for the 

buyers for the same reasons as explained in 6.2. What is interesting is our understanding is 
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that social factors were much more irrelevant for the sellers’ side. The fact that a user could 

use the platform to make money seemed to justify the use of a platform even if their peers did 

not perceive it positively. This does not mean that it would necessarily justify the usage 

towards a respondents’ peers but it would definitely do so to the respondent itself. He or she 

would most likely simply not tell friends and families for example of his or her latest sales on 

Tradera. 
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7 Conclusion 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

The conclusion summarizes the analysis and details the learning outcomes of this thesis by underlining the most 

relevant findings, which answers each research question. We also critically reflect our research approach. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

The particular interest of this study was to understand user perception of marketplaces’ brands 

and understand the main logic behind users’ decision to join, convert from visitors to user 

and eventually to recurring customers. The first conclusion of our literature review was that 

the existing body of knowledge regarding the branding of two-sided marketplaces is not deeply 

enough developed yet. So instead we had to conduct research on a deeper level and look on 

how value is created on these platforms in the first place and how it is perceived by their users. 

The construction of the thesis has been twofold because of the two very distinct user groups 

these platforms bring together: buyers and sellers. Our first research question (A) refers to 

identifying the variables (pillars) of the two-sided marketplace business model that make the 

user of either side perceive the platform as valuable. In order to answer this question we have 

identified, conceptualized and extended an integrated model illustrating the importance of 

every pillar that has been brought forward by existing research as well as the interconnections 

among them. These pillars are: ‘Network effects’, ‘Price Allocation’ and ‘Trust Creation’. 

However, the empirical data we have collected on the field has consolidated and prolonged 

our initial assumptions of what leads the user of either side to perceive the platform as 

valuable. We therefore, adjusted our understandings and proposed a model that in our opinion 

comes a bit closer to reality. Our final model adds the pillars ‘Social Influences’ ‘Services & 

Features’ and ‘Convenience’. It also links the various pillars together as a whole and thus goes 

beyond the interpretation brought forward by scholars who solely linked specific pillars to 

each other. We believe that our research has shown that these three newly introduced pillars 

are among the most valuable for users, especially if well-adjusted to each other. In our 

managerial implications we will see that various companies the respondents referred to have 

shown that online marketplaces following this approach are leaders in their respective 

industry, such as Airbnb or Uber. Indeed, they optimized their business model according to 

the pillars that also our research found to be the most valuable. The variables ‘Trust Creation’, 

‘Social Influences’ and ‘Convenience’ seem to be the overall most relevant and subject to 

success. While there is definitely no ‘one size fits all’ solution, it became clear that the 

platforms which brand themselves the best are the ones that keep particular attention to these 

elements at all stages of the funnel. This also proposes a clearer understanding of what the 

market optimized marketplace value is and presents a solid understanding of the logic and 
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construction of two-sided online marketplaces. We could however confirm the prior theory 

in the claim that the value creation for sellers and buyers is structured very differently, which 

refers to our second research question (B). There we aimed to identify and define universal 

types of user groups which share a homogenous appreciation of certain variables of the value 

proposition but heterogeneous appreciation in comparison to other user groups. We have 

identified and analyzed that these user groups remain heterogeneous in their appreciation of 

the value proposition. Nonetheless we have distinguished in chapter five that several pillars 

rank similarly through the interaction funnel and present similar appreciation from both 

buyers and sellers. Indeed, as we have seen in chapter 5 the pillars ‘Convenience’ and ‘Social 

influences’ have a very strong and common appreciation from both sides at all times.  

Our third and last research question (C) aimed at defining the extent to which the user’s 

decision making is influenced by the two-sided online marketplace’s value proposition and 

brand. Our study answered to this by showing that there is no universal answer of what 

influences the user’s decision making whether it is the value proposition or the brand. Users 

themselves could seemingly not identify what TSOM exactly do for them and this is because 

the value proposition architecture itself is very complex since it is based on several pillars as 

we explained earlier. However, our approach has been to break down the process in several 

stages by linking the interaction funnel to our integrated model. This way we could illustrate 

which pillars a TSOM needs to primarily focus and perform at within every single step of the 

interaction with its users. In addition, for the reasons that the spectrum of TSOM per 

definition is very broad, the industries very different and the platforms serving various 

purposes, the focus has to be oriented depending on the product-market-fit as well as the 

relevant industry drawbacks and issues. For instance, Uber created transparency and 

incentives structures but this does certainly not work as a major key to success everywhere. 

The branding strategy has to be defined depending on the identified customer segment and 

the way these customers use the platform. Taking this into consideration we have to definitely 

see our model critically as well. It was our ambition to develop a model which represents the 

commonalities across all TSOM. However, the extreme differences in markets and customer 

characteristics might have made this the wrong approach. Instead it might have been a better 

approach to start bottom up. Hence it might deliver a stronger model to do a similar analysis 

but more in-depth on several different online marketplaces and then merge these more details 

results in a new model which could be much more precise and representative. Furthermore, 

our research might have shed light on why the topic of is so underrepresented in the theory 

of two-sided online marketplaces. Branding a TSOM is incredibly complex, not only because 
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of the reasons we elaborated on in the first chapters of this thesis but as we came to understand 

now also because of the highly vertically extended chains of value creation inherent in modern 

online marketplaces. The sheer scope of modern TSOM has very little to do with the initial 

core value proposition of simply simplifying the matching process of buyers and sellers. In 

fact, their business model has grown so complex that the vast majority of our respondents 

could not even at first go describe in one sentence what the marketplace of their choice does 

for them. Other people referred their answer to this question to the general definition of 

TSOM saying that it allows them to find buyers or sellers. However then during the course of 

the interview they would go on elaborating on the great convenience of all the other features 

of the platform which actually have very little to do with the plain connection of two parties.  

We acknowledge that our ambition might have been too high to be framed into a master 

thesis. We thus hope that our readers take the complexity of our results in consideration to 

understand the contradictory nature of our conclusion compared to typical conclusions which 

deliver clear and short answers to their research questions. We personally strongly believe that 

our conclusions lead into the right direction, however we also admit that it would need much 

deeper research to approve our models. Last but not least, even though we believe to have 

conducted the study thoroughly and in detail, we recognize that a wider time horizon would 

have allowed to constitute a bigger and more diverse sample that would have been more 

representative and which would have potentially produced nuanced results. 
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8 Discussion 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

The discussion chapter is divided in three sections. First, we will elaborate on the managerial implications 

resulting from our conclusion. In the second part we critically reflect on the limitations of the study. In the third 

part we use these understandings to give some suggestions for future research on the field 

______________________________________________________________________ 

8.1 Managerial Implications 

As we mentioned in the previous chapter, even though there is no ‘one size fits all’ solution, 

the answer of research question B orientates our thinking towards different companies based 

on a two-sided online marketplaces business model in order to see how they perform. Indeed, 

in order to give perspective to our academic findings and analysis we benchmarked the main 

marketplaces mentioned by the respondents of our study in Table 4. The marking has been 

done according to the appreciation level we perceived according to the respondents’ replies 

(+ for positive, O for neutral, and - for negative performance). Even though, we acknowledge 

the subjectivity of such an interpretative approach the results are rather self-evident. It turns 

out that Airbnb and Uber which in our sense perform the best as TSOM present an overall 

good ranking but what is interesting is that both are the only platforms significantly 

performing at the three particular pillars: ‘Trust creation’, ‘Social influences’ and ‘Convenience’ 

which we observed to be the overall most relevant as well. It is then clear that the platforms 

which brand themselves the best overall are the ones that keep particular attention to these 

elements at all stages of the funnel. 

Table 4        Companies Pillars’ Performance Benchmark 

 

Source: Own creation 

Understanding this opened our eyes for what TSOM nowadays actually accomplish for their 

customers. What platforms actually offer is not only connecting a buyer and a seller on a digital 

marketplace. If a website is only understood as a marketplace, then it will also only be 
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perceived as a marketplace. However, nobody develops any kind of attachment or 

identification with a simple website. User perceive TSOM which core business remained to 

be a marketplace as entirely exchangeable. This is the reason why users are multi-homing, why 

they are not loyal and why our respondents do not make any differentiation between 

Hotels.com, Booking.com or Trivago. One respondent could not even tell from the top of 

his mind how their homepages looked like even though he considered himself a frequent user.  

We believe this is because all these platforms offer different marketplaces in the same industry 

but none of them offers an experience as Airbnb does. To explain this phenomenon with 

another example: The key value proposition is not actually THAT Amazon connects buyers 

and sellers but HOW it connects them. The extent and the reach of their functionality is the 

critical part. TSOM have to extend their service throughout the supply chain, only adding 

features to the actual market function is perceived to increase complexity but barely usability. 

Vertically integrated side services or features as we called them create an experience of using 

a platform and an experience creates recurring customers. According to our research, in order 

to be able to create a brand out of their product TSOM need to focus on their service, not on 

their marketplace. As a modern online marketplace, you should develop a product that uses a 

community of people. Offering the access to the community as your sole product is not 

sufficient any longer. In our understanding for modern TSOM, your marketplace is only your 

sales channel. As a company, you need to represent the ‘end’ experience: Airbnb & Uber are 

the product not the marketplace that is why their platforms are brandable and most other 

TSOM are not. People say they ride an Uber even though they just caught a ride in some 

random person’s private car. Uber does not only allow their users to find and book a driver 

but also allows them to get information about their driver up front, receive information about 

predicted length and price of the journey, takes care of the payment system automatically and 

offers them a way to complain if the end product was not pleasant to them. Because of all 

these extensions of their value creation chain Uber integrated the network hence the end-

product natively into their marketplace. They basically created the world’s largest taxi company 

using a two-sided marketplace business model. The important part is, that they used the 

network instead of just selling it, so did Airbnb and so did Amazon. To our understanding, 

this is the key that enabled them to develop the three largest brands in the industry of online 

marketplaces. 
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8.2 Limitations 

Despite the fact that we believe we conducted the study as consistent and precise as possible 

we acknowledge our work has some major limitations. First of all, when analyzing such a trend 

it would require a much larger sample in order to be representative. Due to the time constraints 

we focused on the diversity instead of the size of the sample. Yet we acknowledge that both 

could definitely be improved. Even though we interviewed 15 respondents, we consider our 

sample rather small in relation to the phenomenon as well as not particularly diverse in term 

of demographics such as citizenship and age. Indeed, the study we present is particularly 

focused on a Swedish population, and probably does not fully extend to other countries, but 

rather advices. In addition, our study has been focusing on users only. Although we figured 

that people that did not use the platform would have very precious insights on why they did 

not, even though this is probably really hard to sample and out of the scope of this dissertation. 

Finally, the enjoyment users find in using TSOM is very subjective to the platform they used 

as well as their frequency of use. Indeed, regular or almost addicted users are not objective at 

all regarding the service as much as occasional users who are much more likely to have a 

tendency of not always understanding the full extent of the service. Looking back, as touched 

upon in the conclusion chapter we furthermore believe that a bottom up approach in the 

creation of the model might have been more fruitful. Instead of having the ambition of trying 

to find the commonalities of as many marketplaces as possible it would perhaps have been 

better to focus on 2-4 selected ones, understand these in detail and then merge the insights 

thereof.  

8.3 Suggestions for Further Research 

It was only during the course of this thesis that we really came to understand the scope and 

the complexity of this work. We wanted to see if we could find aspects in terms of branding 

and value creation, which are of recurring importance for all kinds of two-sided marketplaces. 

We came to the honest conclusion that this project might have been out of scope for a master 

thesis. We did what we could to the best of our knowledge and ability and are honestly happy 

with the result of this paper. However, we would strongly encourage fellow researchers to 

engage in more extensive research on two-sided online marketplaces in order to verify, falsify, 

confirm or contradict our contribution. In addition, we recognized the extreme variety in 

terms of markets ranging from selling used items to houses to renting out apartments or hotel 

rooms to ordering means of transport. Instead of starting or solely focusing on the big picture 

of TSOM surrounding all these platforms it could be very feasible to analyze the TSOM of 
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each type of market in isolation using and further developing our model accordingly. Apart 

from that it was eye opening to us how much ‘silo research’ has been done on the effects of 

price allocation, trust generation and network effects on two-sided marketplaces while our 

research showed a clear importance of convenience, functionality and also social perception. 

Ribbinik et al. (2004) did some research on functionality, ease of use, website customization 

etc. and very well linked it to the trust creation on platforms. However, none of these, or any 

aspect which in our research seemed to be highly relevant has been researched since then in a 

broader sense and not just limited on one particular pillar, e.g. trust. For future research, we 

thus suggest to first extend the focus away from what has already been researched in depth 

and secondly we would like to see more fellow scholars to make a commitment to explore the 

effects of reciprocity between the pillars of two-sided marketplaces, which we identified. 
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Appendix I: Online Marketplaces 

I.1 Two-sided marketplaces vs. multi-sided marketplace 

This distinction seems evident and yet it is not always obvious at first sight whether a platform 

represents an MSPS or an TSOM. LinkedIn for example is a classical MSPS which might not 

occur directly. However since LinkedIn connects not only employers and employees but also 

advertisers their business model is clearly based on a MSPS. In the contrary Ebay’s initial 

business model was the one of TSOM, connecting buyers with sellers through an auction 

system (Hagiu, 2014).  

I.2 Transactional vs. Nontransactional 

In 2016, the annual review of economics furthermore altered the definition by suggesting a 

differentiation between centralized and decentralized TSOM. Uber for example works with 

an algorithm which determines the product price according to demand and thus runs a 

centralized marketplace. In contrast to that Amazon’s initial business model was highly 

decentralized by offering a service of streamlining information on a platform where buyers 

and sellers could connect whilst Amazon would leave the entire transactional and 

communicational process to them. 

I.3 Centralized vs. Decentralized 

Spulber (2010) illustrated the trade off by saying that there are two different modes of 

organization for both on- and offline markets. These are: decentralized and centralized. 'In a 

decentralized market, buyers and sellers match with each other and determine transaction 

prices. In a centralized market, firms act as intermediaries between buyers and sellers' (Spulber, 

2010,p. 540). The Annual Review of Economics (2016) further elaborated on Spulber’s 

thoughts with respect to the tradeoff which they introduced. They propose that centralization 

aims at keeping transactions costs low by taking a more active role in the matchmaking, pricing 

according to demand or along specific algorithms and transaction management. In contrast to 

that can decentralized platforms more efficiently facilitate individual product searches as they 

develop streamlined and targeted search processes and enabling prices to balance on adequate 

levels by generating competitiveness through participant quantity and diversity. The latter 

mode of organization obviously requires a highly developed information management system 

in place (Annual Review of Economics, 2016). 
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I.4 Different incentive structures 

On the buyer side, the motives can be as simple as the total amount and quality of sellers or 

as varied as the benefits potentially offered by the internet platform; on the seller side the 

incentives in most cases are linked to the size of the user group on the buyer side, the users’ 

particular characteristics and/or the usefulness of the insight about this user group derived 

from collected data. 

I.5 Six main factors about Price Allocation 

Eisenmann et al. (2016) identified six main factors two-sided online marketplaces have to 

consider in order to make the right decisions about price allocation. Number 1-3 has already 

been brought up by Hagiu in 2014. 

- Their overall ability to monetize on cross-side network effects. The common 

suggestion is to focus the pricing on the side which’s demand depends more strongly 

on the other side’s growth. 

- Each user group’s sensitivity to price. Following economic theory, it makes 

sense to subsidize the network’s more price sensitive side in order to increase demand. 

- Each user group’s sensitivity to quality. High sensitivity to quality characterizes 

the side platform providers should subsidize. In light of the theory developed for other 

business areas this pricing recommendation appears rather counterintuitive. The 

common logic is to rather charge the side that must supply quality in order to create 

entrance barriers which supposingly only established users of high quality are able to 

overcome. 

- Output costs. What is the marginal cost of each new subsidy side user? 

- Same-side network effects. As discussed in the previous chapter in the context 

of quality assurance it can sometimes makes sense to deliberately exclude some users 

from the network by setting high price barriers.  

- Users" brand value. The participation of high profile, industry-wide influential 

users, so called "marquee users" which  usually are companies can be particularly 

important for attracting participants to the other side of the network. The growth of 

a platform can be accelerated if it can secure the exclusive participation of marquee 

users. 
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I.6  Technology Acceptance Model 

Whereas PU is defined as the degree to which a user believes that utilizing a certain technology 

will be to his/her advantage, while PEOU is defined by the degree to which a person believes 

that using a particular system would be not require much cost or effort. Perceived Enjoyment 

(PE) which is defined as the level to which the use of the technology is perceived as enjoyable 

in itself, even without the anticipation of enhanced performance by the use of it. 

I.7  Multi homing and winner takes all dynamics 

The goal for platforms resulting from multi-homing and in avoidance of winner takes all 

dynamics is to increase the costs of this behavior for at least one user side to the maximum in 

relation to the value of its service. These "homing costs" (Eisenmann et al., 2016) comprise 

all the expenses market participants condone in order to establish and maintain platform 

affiliation. These can for example be: adoption, operation, and the opportunity cost of 

time.  When a platform manages to set the switching, hence the multi-homing costs high, 

users are much less likely to affiliate with multiple platforms. However as mentioned these 

costs always need to be held in a reasonable relation to the value of the service provided by 

the marketplace (Eisenmann et al., 2016). It is a common ground within economic literature 

that product differentiation, whether vertical or horizontal, eases competition on the price 

level. In comparison each side of a two-sided market, faces a degree of competition deriving 

from the degree of vertical and horizontal product differentiation on that side. In this context 

we can understand the amount of users as vertically differentiation and the valuability of 

significance of the users for the other side of the platform as horizontal differentiation 

(Filistrucchi et al., 2014). Hence if the network effects in place at a certain platform are positive 

and strong due to the significance or simply the amount of users at the other side of the 

platform this would induce such high multi-homing costs that switching the marketplace 

would be of little attraction for this user group even if the price they are charged is relatively 

high.  
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Appendix II: Interview Guide 

Funnel level 1: Visit 

1. How familiar are you with the term “two-sided online marketplaces”? 
2. Which marketplaces have you used? 
3. What have you used them for? To buy or to sell? 
4. How did you know about them? 
5. What made you chose these marketplaces? 
- What made you trust?   
- Did web design play a role? 
- Was it important for you that the service was free/cheap?  
- Did the amount of user of the platform play a role for you? 
6. Would you associate a certain image with the brand of the marketplace you used 

by the time you did so? 
- Do you today? 
- Did that play a role in your decision making process for the platform 
- What values does this marketplace represent for you? 

Funnel level 2: Experience 

7. How would you describe the service the platform offered to you? What did it 
enable you to do? 

8. How was your overall experience (as a buyer/seller)? 
- Did you find what you were looking for? Did the platform provide the expected 

result? 
- Did you feel like using the platform was less effort/ less time consuming than 

manual search and booking/buying/selling? 
- Was it easy to use? 

Funnel level 3: Sign-up 

9. Did you sign up in the process or did you already have an account? 
- If already had an account: Why and how long? 
10. Did you have any concerns about the fact that you had to sign 

up? 
- Considering the amount of personal data you had to provide? 
- Is signing up a barrier that would make you not use a platform /favor another 

one? 

Funnel level 4: Transaction (Buy-/Sell process) 

11. Could you explain your process of buying/selling? (mention 
various steps)  

- How did you feel about this process? Evaluate steps 
- Why did you trust that your counterparty would actually send you the 

product/money? 

Funnel level 5: Retention 
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12. Did you feel like the service offered by the platform itself added 
to your satisfaction on top of the product/money received through the transaction?  

- Why? / Why not? 
13. Have you been using the platform again? 
- If yes: Would you say that you also use the platform due to its enjoyability? 
14. Do you consider yourself a loyal customer or are you more likely 

to switch platform more easily? 

Funnel level 6: Referral 

15. Did you recommend the platform to friends?  
- If yes, did the platform have some kind of invitation/referral system? 
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Appendix III: Coding Table 

INT SIDE THEME QUOTE KEYWORDS THOUGHTS FOR ANALYSIS 

2 seller Visit combine the seller and the 

customer in the same 

marketplace. 

combine seller buyer     

2 seller Visit I have used Blocket, Airbnb, 

Ebay. Does Uber count as well? 

blocket uber ebay airbnb Confirms that the value provided by 

Uber does not feel it is produces by 

the driver (seller) but by Uber: strong 

brand 

2 seller Visit They just provide the inter-

connection between them. 

interconnection 
  

    

2 seller Visit It was like 150 emails so we 

started a new email account 

emails account 
 

    

2 seller Visit The trust is not really an issue Trust 
  

    

2 seller BS process I was kind of impressed that he 

trusted me that bad 

impressed trust 
 

    

2 seller BS process I rarely buy anything on Blocket 

(...) because of trust issues 

probably (...). I would prefer to 

buy stuff from a store probably. 

blocket trust issues     

2 seller Visit When you want to sell 

something it´s not about how it 

looks but always how to reach 

the most people, to find the 

broadest amount of people in 

the easiest way. 

look reach the most 

people 

easiest way broadest 

amount of 

people 

  

2 seller Visit In Sweden in my perception 

most people know Blocket and 

use Blocket. 

use people 
 

    

2 seller Visit If you use Blocket you´re not in 

a hurry. 

  
  

    

2 seller Visit That´s not the biggest thing for 

me 

  
  

    

2 seller Visit Yeah but the reason for the 

yellow is because when you used 

to sell stuff, like before Blocket, 

before internet shops like this 

kind of media turned up, was 

something, if you wanted to buy 

stuff you putted an ad in the 

yellow pages. 

yellow pages sell-buy 
 

    

2 seller Visit So I think it was a huge 

difference, like in the 

unconscious. 

unconscious difference 
 

    

2 seller Visit Ebay, I remember that it was 

easy and you pay with paypal 

  
  

    

2 seller Visit We put it on facebook groups as 

well but then we didn’t get as 

many replies as we thought 

facebook 
  

  Still the phenomenon of facebook 

groups is something we can mention 

and say that marketplaces keep the 

game up because they way more 

functional even though facebook 

groups take a growing part. Also it 

shows that they really weak with 

network 

2 seller Experience Hillbillies selling cars. selling 
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2 seller Experience Like the people that use, has 

changed a lot. In the beginning 

it was only about selling cars. 

Now it’s about selling, you can 

buy anything on Blocket now. 

And, so of course it changed but 

I haven’t kept up with the 

change. 

changed anything blocket     

2 seller Experience Thought the process is kind of 

slow though 

process slow 
 

    

2 seller Experience Then it’s so many steps you 

have to follow through 

steps 
  

    

2 seller Experience I wish it would have been easier 

to like, shorter steps and more 

hands on. 

easier steps 
 

    

2 seller Experience The service of the platform is to 

reach a vast amount of people in 

the shortest possible time. 

service platform amount of people shortest possible 

time 

  

2 seller Experience We had it on facebook for a 

couple of days and then we just, 

we need more people to sort 

from, so we putted it on blocket 

and it’s when it exploded. 

facebook people blocket exploded   

2 seller Sign up I think I had an account from 

like way back but I didn’t use 

that this time so I did a new one 

account blocket 
 

  Shows that the retention is pretty bad 

in this case. Didn´t remember his 

account or the fact that he had an 

account so he just created a new one. 

2 seller Sign up You’ve given away too much 

information on facebook 

anyway now what does it matter 

if I give my name to another 

website. It’s gone too far 

anyway. 

website information 
 

    

2 seller Sign up No that would never stop me.   
  

    

2 seller Sign up If it’s something I don’t know 

much about then I would get 

more picky 

  
  

    

2 seller Sign up I was surprise that it was that 

complicated. 

surprise complicated 
 

    

2 seller Sign up It’s good that it’s complicated 

because it provides some kind 

of security for the other party as 

well. 

complicated security 
 

    

2 seller Sign up You sign up once and then you 

provide your card details and 

personal stuffs on Ebay once or 

paypal and then you can use 

paypal on everything 

sign up card paypal personal details   

2 seller Sign up The sign up process it took too 

long and it was tricky 

sign up tricky long     

2 seller BS process I would just say the Swedes trust 

the Swedes. 

trust swedes blocket   Trust among platform users is really 

high 

2 seller Experience That would be kind of an easy 

thing for Blocket to include as 

well. To incorporate a rating 

system. 

rating system easy blocket   Shows quickly that users gets familiar 

with functions and even though they 

don´t recognize them as necessary all 

the time, they see the benefits of 

some funcitons in competitors. 
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2 seller BS process I had my ad for the computer 

there for thirty minute before he 

texted me and said yeah I want 

it, get to me. And I had the 

money after thirty minutes and I 

took it down. So that was a bad 

move to pay for the seven days 

on top for me. But I can 

understand, I think it was a bit 

about timing as well, like when 

you put it on, if you put it on at 

like ten before lunch that would 

be a bad time because then 

people go online and shop for 

stuff they want on the internet 

on Blocket in the night in the 

evening 

paid online time   On overall people are aware of tips 

and tricks to use the platform in the 

best of their interests. It also shows 

how the network sort of kills the 

platforms owns business model, the 

network is so huge that people don´t 

need to pay to access the audience 

and sell quickly. 

2 seller BS process You want to see what you buy, 

that’s the whole market. 

see buy 
 

    

2 seller BS process I would but only if I had to   
  

  People do not really enjoy their 

experience on the website but still use 

it because of the huge network and 

it´s convenience. 

2 seller BS process I never really considered Ebay 

for selling stuff either way. But 

it’s the whole shipping process 

as well. If I want to sell 

something on Blocket, first 

thing I would do would be to get 

someone to get someone to pick 

it up at your house 

ebay shipping blocket selling   

2 seller BS process I was surprised how smooth it 

was to buy stuff on ebay. 

buy ebay 
 

    

2 seller Referral Blocket like everybody knows 

about it and everybody would 

use it anyway 

use blocket knows   Can be as crappy as possible people 

would still use it because they can 

reach people and sell fast. 

9 buyer Visit But when it comes to others for 

bookings and hotels, I think my 

dad he influenced me quite a lot 

because he told me yeah ‘when 

it comes to booking hotels you 

always pick Hotels.com’ 

because he gets points from that 

webpage. 

influenced booking hotels webpage Not the first neither the last one of 

the forces behind of the choice of a 

branded marketplace people tend to 

use the one that their relatives uses, 

mainly for trust or loyalty reasons. 

9 buyer Visit Only Blocket. Simply because I 

think that was the first real, what 

do you call it, exchange market, 

so that came naturally to go 

there. It was a bit stronger brand 

as well. And also it’s very very 

easy to reach a broader audience 

for selling and buying. 

broad audience easy buying/selling exchange 

market 

First mover advantage makes Blocket 

the establishment 

9 buyer BS process I advertised on the webpage and 

then suddenly within 5 minutes 

I had you know, several emails 

in my inbox 

advertised webpage emails   Labelled as network because it shows 

the strenght of the network and the 

speed at which it allows to connect 

users with each others 
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9 buyer Visit Since that was such a good 

respond immediately, I started 

to, you know I choose this 

webpage because it worked very 

well 

good respond immediatly worked   Retention is high. Users come back to 

the platform because it works and it's 

easy. 

9 buyer Visit But if I would go to Blocket you 

know I have a single purpose 

that is to sell something or buy 

something so that makes me a 

bit more interested 

blocket purpose interested     

9 buyer Visit I mean if you have a really shitty 

web design, I would think that 

this is a scam. 

web design 
  

    

9 buyer Visit I mean, you know sometimes 

web pages they lag and you only 

see the back of the web page, 

you know when you have no 

pictures when you have just 

some words. If a web page 

would look like that then I 

would be very suspicious. 

web pages pictures 
 

    

9 buyer Experience But I think Blocket is fine it’s 

simple to use, I mean my 

grandmother she can use it and 

that increase the audience and 

the users. 

network quantity simplicity design convenience relation 

9 buyer Experience If you would compare to 

Tradera I think they have this 

way you can make an offer, and 

for some people that just gets 

confusing 

tradera blocket confusing     

9 buyer Experience If you would make a 

comparison for example Uber, 

this is the same thing. (...) I want 

to go from here to here. That's 

the price. (...) It's either yes or 

no. 

yes/no compare price uber Interviewees sometimes tends to 

understand the similarities in some 

business models even though they 

still stay really confused on TSMP on 

overall. 

9 buyer Visit Especially the safety aspect, that 

what mostly, that was the main 

argument for using Uber. 

safety uber 
 

    

9 buyer Experience It brings me a way to 

communicate with interested 

buyers or sellers, which is 

convenient, and also a simple 

platform where I can have a 

simple overview of what the 

market is offering. 

communicate buyers sellers convenient   

9 buyer Experience with Uber it would require less 

effort for me to simple click and 

that’s it. But I mean people 

don’t want to do an extra effort 

for doing anything, that’s 

humans. 

uber simple effort people The least effort the better... Which 

brings again to convenience because 

this is how humans are. 

9 buyer Experience When it comes for example 

hotels if you’re travelling far 

away it can be sometimes a bit 

overwhelming with all the 

options you have, especially 

hotels overwhelming options messy Shows that users are sometimes 

overwhelmed with the plenty of 

options and functionalities offered 

and how they value simple platforms 
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when it comes to hotels and 

sometimes it’s quite messy to 

understand 

9 buyer BS process I couldn’t really understand. 

You have a price in the ad and 

then down below these are the 

different rooms and if you take 

this at this time you’ll get this 

price but that’s not the same as 

here. 

price time understand   People are really confusing with 

pricing. They use the tool in the first 

hand to find the best price fitting 

their needs and get confused by the 

complexity of the offer. 

9 buyer Sign up That happens usually in the 

moment. Like how should we 

get from point A to point B? 

Hum. What options do we 

have? Uber. So ok we need to 

download the app and then 

register an account and register 

our credit card 

account register app credit card   

9 buyer BS process Paying in advance can be a bit 

scary. 

paying scary 
 

    

9 buyer BS process Like if I would book an hotel in 

Mexico from here, I don’t know 

the person on the other side, I 

don’t know the hotel, I don’t 

know their reputation. 

far other side reputation     

9 buyer BS process You know when you have this 

huge distance in between and 

that gives room for, they can 

simply ‘we don’t reply anymore’ 

and then they have your money 

and all your informations so… 

You’re quite vulnerable in that 

situation. 

distance vulnerable information money   

9 buyer Experience Uber is the most common tool 

of transport or way in that 

segment. I think that is the clear 

option. 

transport uber tool   Uber is as other marketplaces 

recognized as the establishment in 

the category 

9 buyer Experience So Uber is way better, it’s 

cheaper than a regular taxi and 

safer, and you get there faster, 

and you get some water as well. 

better cheaper safer faster   

9 buyer Experience First I check the different the 

different websites, so then you 

have the regular ones 

Hotels.com which I know on 

the top of my head, 

Booking.com, Trivago. So those 

three I normally check, just to 

see how they… to compare. 

regular ones cheaper websites   Even when users have preferences 

for one platform they do not limit 

their use to one marketplace but 

rather compare availability and prices 

on several ones especially when it 

comes to accomodation. Comparing 

the available offer is almost 

systematic 

9 buyer Experience First I check the different the 

different websites, so then you 

have the regular ones 

Hotels.com which I know on 

the top of my head, 

Booking.com, Trivago. So those 

three I normally check, just to 

see how they… to compare. 

difference price availability     
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9 buyer BS process And then, the hotel that I feel 

gives me most benefit for my 

money is usually the one I pick. 

money benefit hotel value Show that people are really price 

oriented and whether where they buy 

from they look for the most benefit 

given against their money. 

9 buyer BS process Then if they have presented a 

trustworthy image, then I think 

ok I can trust this party. 

party image trustworthy   While people look for best value for 

money, they also pay a particular 

attention to whether they can trust or 

not this counterparty. Presenting a 

professional and trustworthy image is 

then critical. 

9 buyer BS process if I see that someone has 

booked it it’s positive, I mean 

that means that someone else 

trust this part, the hotel. And 

that gives me some extra 

comfort 

booked positive 
 

  Incitations to book like on booking 

or hotels.com facilitate transaction by 

as this respondent said creates extra 

comfort for him. These artifacts can 

then fake other customer adhesion 

and fosters trust.  

9 buyer BS process And then how many rooms are 

left that can be a bit stressful. 

stressful rooms 
 

  Stressing the customer provoques 

different behavior which are either to 

quit or to panic and book. In this case 

it is more panic and would push the 

customer to book. 

9 buyer Experience I know the companies by name, 

Hotels.com, Booking.com, 

Trivago, and I know Trivago’s 

how their webpage look but 

otherwise I would not be able to 

separate Hotels from Booking. 

(...) I don't think I would 

recognize. 

webpage look recognize   Users of similar platforms have a 

hard time to be sensible to any 

branding strategy to the extent that 

they mix up the companies, features 

and  

9 buyer Experience I know their name and that’s 

how I search. 

name search 
 

  Brand recognition or equity is quite 

high but people can't note any 

difference among competitors that 

offers the same experience. 

9 buyer Retention If I had my membership card 

and regularly bonus points 

because I use the web page a lot 

I think then I would be quite 

loyal simply because I benefit 

from it. 

membership bonus webpage loyal Even though people are not loyal 

most of the time usage of platform as 

hotels.com shows that true rewards 

pays off because people then commit 

to use your platform. However these 

are short term loyalty program. 

9 buyer BS process But Airbnb I can sometimes be 

more skeptical. 

airbnb skeptical 
 

    

9 buyer BS process And if you book a real hotel 

then it feels more secure. 

secure hotel 
 

    

9 buyer Referral They invited me. But I know I 

got this card from Uber, like ok 

you get 200 pesos if you enter 

this code. But then it was only 

for new users. 

invited new users uber   Some referral systems doesn't allow 

users to create their account and then 

declare who referred them, they are 

already considered as users even 

though they did not benefit of what 

they could have if they did the 

process in the right order. Or they are 

just disappointed they can't benefit of 

any of these incentives for new users 

while nothing is in place for existing 

users (e.g. loyalty program). 

5 buyer Visit I actually did american football 

as a sport when I was younger 

and the equipment is super 

expensive to buy new. So, I 

expansive cheap blocket sport Shows the very high brand awareness 

of Blocket in this case. Users 

recommend people by word-to-

mouth and say unconsciously that the 
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asked my coaches where can I 

buy cheap equipment. And they 

said yeah check on Blocket 

there’s always something up 

there. 

network is huge by saying there's 

always something up there. 

5 buyer Visit it doesn’t matter if someone 

have used it before because it is 

still going to give me the same 

effects as a new one. But 

cheaper. 

same effects used cheap   Users are aware of the price factor of 

the platform and visit it for this in the 

first place. 

5 buyer BS process I’m always super scared 

especially when I sold stuff 

there. 

scared sold 
 

  Trust is pretty poor not towards the 

platform itself but the users of the 

platform. 

5 buyer BS process They have come to me and I 

have invited them to my house 

which is very strange.. 

house invited strange   Once again trust is really low 

especialy when people have to 

interact in their home environment 

and invite stranger in it. 

5 buyer BS process Yes it’s super personal because 

it’s in the beginning you don’t 

know them, you have an email 

address and their phone 

number, that’s it. 

email phone number personal   Trust low as well and it could be why 

one of the reason why people don't 

sell, just because they would be 

scared to open up their house to 

stranger when they come pick it up. 

5 buyer BS process I don’t actually have any trust, 

because I’ve heard people 

getting robbed during these 

kind of situations. 

trust robbed situations     

5 buyer Experience I like it because everyone post 

everything on Blocket. So I can 

find everything. 

everyone everything blocket find   

5 buyer Experience I like to explore every option I 

have, so I just don’t go to 

Blocket or Ebay or Amazon 

right away, but I check where is 

the cheapest is, where I can get 

the most of the product for the 

best price. 

explore option best price cheapest Loyalty is expressed here by the fact 

that people are not specially loyal but 

particularly price sensitive. Their 

research for price is what meatters 

the most. 

5 buyer Experience Second-hand, cheap and 

convenient. 

second hand cheap convenient   Convenience and price are top 

priorities for this repondent. 

5 buyer Experience I like Blocket especially because 

I know everyone knows about it 

in Sweden at least. It’s such a 

well known platform, so it’s a 

quite good marketplace for you 

if you want to sell something, 

everyone in your area can get in 

touch with it if they search for 

it. So it’s a great service in that 

way. 

sweden marketplace great service blocket Unconsciously the respondent 

demonstrate the streight of the 

network of blocket. This is where 

people go and where you can reach 

potential customers. 

5 buyer BS process Then I thought I got fooled 

because the weeks went, it was 

like three, four, five weeks and 

didn’t get my headphones and 

then three months later a 

package just arrived (...) and I 

totally forgot about it, I thought 

I just lost 300:- just like that 

because some people on 

Tradera are sketchy. 

tradera sketchy fooled   Users doubt the trust of others 

whether on the buyer or seller side 

and therefore become really 

mistrustful. 
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5 buyer BS process They have this ranking system 

in Tradera, (...) people can grade 

you, (...) if you’re unwell seller 

on Tradera you’re not that 

much recommended, and will 

have a more hard time to sell 

your products.  

ranking system recommended 
 

  Users recognize the usability and 

convenience of ranking systems as 

well as the trust it fosters 

5 buyer BS process You know it costs so little to put 

up an ad for your product on 

Blocket for example so 

everyone who sells stuff 

benefits for putting up an ad. 

  
  

  Even users on the seller side see the 

benefit of low entry cost to advertise 

their goods on the platform. 

5 buyer BS process But then they already have a 

standard agreement for 

everything. And you don’t have 

to think about that. 

agreement 
  

  Convenience is a key again. Blocket 

provides extra services such as this 

standard form for sellers and buyers 

to settle deals with contract and 

protect each other increasing trust as 

well. 

5 buyer BS process You don’t pay anything, you can 

pay on Blocket but you don’t 

have to. 

pay blocket 
 

  Surprisingly people are very unaware 

of price policies in details. Since every 

ad as to be paid with a standard fee. 

Although it shows that the pricing 

strategy of blocket is not a barrier to 

its growing network. 

5 buyer Sign up The first time I signed up but 

the second and third time I sold 

stuff I already had an account 

and when I bought things I had 

the same account so it’s very 

convenient. 

account convenient internet informations   

5 buyer Sign up You don’t give more 

information about yourself than 

they can actually find on other 

sites on the internet.  

  
  

  In this case, when regular personal 

informations are asked, users don't 

really feel bothered communicating 

them. 

5 buyer BS process The steps in the selling process. 

You just create the account, and 

then you put up your product 

on site, put some pictures up, 

describe a bit, then you have 

your phone number, your email 

address and they can contact 

you through the site. 

account site pictures contact   

5 buyer BS process I think it is safe so not anything 

can be brought up on the site. 

safe site 
 

  People don't see the review part of 

the process as a pain but as a security 

and a safety feature for their own 

good. 

5 buyer BS process You need to have some faith in 

humanity as well 

faith 
  

  Respondent asked about trust does 

not really know where the trust they 

have come from and sort of feel they 

need to be a bit less paranoiac to go 

through the process because in the 

end you need to believe in people. 

5 buyer BS process You talk to the people often 

over the phone and then you 

can hear what they really want 

but the in the same time you 

can’t really trust them, you don’t 

trust people 
 

  Quite common that users make their 

own mind with some attributes on 

whether a buyer or a seller is serious 

or not during the first interactions. 

The social interactions are therefore 

decisive. 
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know who is on the other hand 

you know. 

5 buyer Visit It’s nice to look at some nice 

design but I mean it’s just the 

service you’re after. 

service design 
 

  People don't generally care about the 

design but are still critical and expect 

some standards as well. 

5 buyer Visit The people is a factor, like how 

many are you going to reach out 

to when I sell something on 

Blocket. It is a very important 

factor and I think it is 

determines what web page I 

would use to sell my products. 

But design doesn’t appeal to me. 

products blocket sell reach Network dominates convenience for 

the design part. This respondent 

cares about the size of the network 

that is accessible which is not that 

common. 

5 buyer Retention On the internet, everything is 

turning so quick. If a better 

webpage, with better services 

and better network and 

contacts, is created, I think I 

would have been more drawn to 

it, and I think a lot of other 

people would have been drawn 

to it, so I would switch right 

away. 

internet quick better webpage Loyalty is poor and users have very 

few barriers to use another platform 

instead of a specific one. 

5 buyer Referral I definitely recommended it (...) 

just use that someone, someone 

will catch your hook. 

hook recommend 
 

  People recommend but not specially 

use referral systems. 

5 buyer Visit Airbnb I was going to booked 

but I changed my mind. 

changed mind airbnb 
 

  Lots of people are users of Airbnb in 

the sense that they have accounts and 

check price availabilities and places 

but the lack of trust sometimes stops 

a transaction to happen. 

5 buyer Visit I mean I visited the web pages 

but I never bought anything. 

webpage visited airbnb   User doesn't convert. 

8 buyer Visit We were looking at this place in 

New-York and we were trying 

to find like the cheapest one, 

that’s why we kind of went to 

Airbnb in the first place. 

cheapest airbnb place     

8 buyer BS process And then we found this place 

and we talked to the owner and 

stuff and he had really good 

reviews but then we felt like, it 

doesn’t feel… we have to pay in 

advance, and it’s an apartment, 

we don’t know this person, and 

it felt kind of unsure even 

though it’s on a web page you 

are supposed to book from. So 

it felt like it was more safe to go 

with the hotel, where you 

actually know and we can pay 

when we are there. 

reviews pay safe airbnb Trust factor hasn't been solid enough 

to convince this user to use the 

platform. 

8 buyer BS process I guess the distance kind of have 

an effect on it, I mean my mom 

she booked Airbnb in Spain and 

since she did that, I mean then I 

airbnb comfortable distance   Users are scared and have different 

behavior regarding distance. Also the 

use their relatives have is influencing 

this user quite a lot. 
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would feel comfortable to do 

that do I think. 

8 buyer Visit I mean it’s silly but if it looks 

better and it’s more organised 

then I feel more like, it’s a 

trustworthy page. 

trustworthy page 
 

    

8 buyer BS process I would rather pay nothing than 

paying a fee of course. 

fee pay 
 

  Users are really price sensitive in the 

sense that they look for the cheapest 

alternative but do not care about the 

amount of fee that is taken as long as 

it's seamless and resonable 

8 buyer Visit I have done the opposite, like 

checking up hotels and then go 

to Booking.com to find a 

cheaper price for the hotel. 

cheaper booking hotels cheaper Surprisingly users have more or less a 

clear idea of what they want to buy (in 

this case book) are going to check 

details about it on the hotel website, 

and browse marketplaces to find 

cheaper price tags for the same offer. 

8 buyer Experience Easy, cheaper perhaps, 

convenient, smart. 

easy cheaper convenient   Convenience and price allocation are 

key. 

8 buyer Experience A way to find a place to stay 

with as little inconvenience as 

possible. 

inconvenience stay find     

8 buyer Experience If we go for Booking I would 

say really good experience 

because so far everything has 

been great when I booked it 

through there. 

positive experience booking 
 

    

8 buyer Experience I mean if you get a webpage that 

sorts out all the hotels around a 

place where you want to go and 

then put them out and you can 

see recommendations and 

whatever it’s so much easier. 

webpage recommendations easier   Users seems aware of how the 

platform benefits them. 

8 buyer Experience I think that is actually annoying 

because I fall for all those things 

because it kind of stresses me 

out, you know, that’s what they 

wanted to do for me. It’s like 

‘someone is looking at this right 

now’ and ‘it’s only two rooms 

left you need to do it now’. 

pop-up annoying 
 

  Users knows that platforms are 

pushing incentives for them to book 

and they feeled stressed about it. And 

even though they feel stressed and 

pushed, and also that this might not 

be true, it still push them to convert, 

and buy or sell. 

8 buyer Experience Usually I don’t (book) anyway 

because I think I can find 

something else on the page. 

don't book wait or book 

something else 

 
  Since users are aware of the tricks on 

these platforms they also tend to wait 

OR the network being so large they 

know they would find a place to stay 

anyway so there's no rush. 

8 buyer Sign up As long as it’s not too personal 

informations I feel it’s ok. 

personal data privacy 
 

    

8 buyer BS process First like search for the city and 

everything, and what dates, and 

then I look at all these different 

hotels and compare them to 

each other. And then maybe I 

will leave it for a few days and 

then I will go back and look at it 

again. 

compare check availability quit and come back   User intentionally checks what is 

needed, availability etc but does not 

go through the buying steps right 

away. Rather leave it on the side and 

think about it for a little while. 
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8 buyer BS process And then before, when I have 

decided on what to book, I use 

another device, that I haven’t 

been on searching for that kind 

of trip because I know that 

sometimes they can raise the 

prices a little bit. 

another device price raising 
 

  User is aware of techniques these 

companies uses to push users to book 

and go around it to the user's benefit. 

8 buyer BS process I mean. If I am being honest I 

totally put my trust in them 

doing what they are suppose to 

do. (...) You have one job. 

user trust 
  

   

  

8 buyer Experience It makes it all easier. I mean, I 

definitely look at it when I 

search. And I mean you could 

find all that information on the 

hotel website but it’s so 

convenient when it’s right there 

in front of you. 

convenience website sorts results for 

user 

    

8 buyer Experience Sometimes I like search for 

hotels for fun. 

gamification fun 
 

  Prooves that users like the tool and 

functions, and find even fun to go 

through this process of comparing 

and finding the best option, price for 

them. 

8 buyer Experience I am not looking at just one web 

page. I am looking at different 

ones as well. 

Multi-homing loyal 
 

  Once again multi-homing. Users are 

not loyal to these website even 

though at the end of the research and 

comparison process, if price is not a 

stopping them because higher than 

competitors he'll book to the one he's 

used to. 

8 buyer Visit I think it’s because my parents 

have always [...] say ‘oh you’ve 

to book from Booking.com” 

and it’s been printed my head 

that I should do that. 

Social factor Relatives influence booking   Relatives have once again a very high 

influence on which platform people 

use and how they use it as well. As 

well as what they should use instead 

of something else. 

15 buyer Experience we are like a member there and 

they take some I don’t know… 

how much they take if they 

arrange the things. 

Member Intermediary 
 

  User still confused about what they 

really are and how the whole thing 

works. 

15 buyer Experience We haven’t used that for our 

own room here. Just for getting 

rooms and I think I have done 

that for three years. 

Recurrent user 
  

    

15 buyer Visit So what I use the things for is to 

have rooms, and apartments, 

and a lot of trips and flights, and 

so on. 

Travel platforms Booking Usage   This user recognize that he only uses 

TSMP in the travel industry. 

15 buyer Visit I think I have read about it the 

first time. 

First contact Platform 
 

    

15 buyer Experience Because we had a long time ago, 

in the early 80's, we exchanged 

home like for vacation it was 

called intervakt 

Familiar with system Exchange homes 
 

  User seems to trust Airbnb and have 

a good experience but the service that 

could have been explained by prior-

internet experience with intervakt 

using catalogs. 

15 buyer Experience We can see how people live I 

think and I think it’s often not 

so expansive as hotels [...] and 

personal experience cheaper 
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often it's personal (the 

experience). 

15 buyer BS process Because Airbnb is like a security 

for that but if not you couldn’t 

trust them I think. It could be 

fake. 

user security platform trust airbnb   For this user it is the guarantee that 

the service will be provided and that 

in case it's not they are protected by 

the platform 

15 buyer BS process But after that you have to write 

about it, you should, like how it 

was and if you were 

disappointed or anything. 

Rating system 
  

  User appreciate rating system so it 

allows them to give extra trust to the 

platform. 

15 buyer BS process We have been talking about 

(renting our place) but we have 

never. And we have also the 

countryside house and it’s 

empty almost all the year and it’s 

a pity. 

Empty space 
  

    

15 buyer Experience It’s fast because when we were 

going home we could almost do 

it the same day, in the morning 

or in the evening before 

Fast Responsive Easy of use Spontaneity   

15 buyer BS process Hotels.com we took that for 

New-York and you got one 

night free if you have ten nights. 

So, and it was even already 

cheaper. 

Loyalty Cheaper Hotels   People actually are interested in 

loyalty programs when they can 

quickly see the benefits of it. 

15 buyer Experience If it’s too complicated of course 

I don’t use it. [....] I almost gave 

up so I took another one 

Complex to use 
  

    

15 buyer BS process You can pay directly or you can 

pay at the hotel, it depends but 

it’s very easy. 

Payment system Ease of use 
 

    

15 buyer Experience If they have spelled not so good 

and other things. And with the 

language if it’s not so good 

Language Legitimaty Trust   User evaluates the legitimacy and 

serious of the company by checking 

the spelling and how people use the 

language. 

15 buyer Sign up If I’m not going to use it I don’t 

want to fill things in. 

Sign up personal 

informations 

 
  Don't like to sign up for service not 

sure to use several times, to return or 

have an extended usage. 

15 buyer Retention It’s annoying to have all these 

emails, I have spams and so on 

spam emails offers   User generally annoyed by any kind 

of email correspondance especially 

when it concerns offers. 

15 buyer Retention But then you have offers all the 

time, but it can be good of 

course but sometimes it’s too 

much. 

offers too much emails 
 

  Recognises that some of what they 

consider as spam can also be a good 

offer but that it's generally too much. 

15 buyer BS process I decide ok, this the best price is 

here and I take this and I have 

used before yes, it’s good. And 

then I book it. I pay also. 

decision making brand recognition instant book and 

payment 

  Brand recognition is important in the 

sense that people recognise they had 

a prior experience with this party and 

are already to trust it because of 

success in the past. 

15 buyer Retention (Loyalty) I don't care at all. [...] I 

have no feelings for that. 

loyaly no feelings 
 

    

15 buyer Retention If it has worked very very good 

for instance with Booking.com 

if I think, then I try first with 

loyalty brand recognition 
 

  No loyalty but in the other hand, 

people would still try first and give 

the platform a shot to see price or 

availability before the other platforms 
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them if I think yes they have 

been good. 

if they have had a succesful 

experience in the past. 

15 buyer Referral I know that many of our friends 

and friends friends they use 

Airbnb now, they didn’t know 

about it before and we say it has 

worked very well for us and 

then they have used it too 

friends referral to relatives word-to-mouth   Users generally tend to recommend 

website but don't use the referral 

systems because they think it is not 

worth the hassle to disturb their 

friends. Although when they do in 

real social context it pays off. 

4 buyer Visit Somewhere where a third party 

has set up a marketplace where 

customers can both buy and sell. 

third party marketplace 
 

    

4 buyer Visit Because it is really practical, and 

I think it’s cheaper 

convenience price sensitive 
 

    

4 buyer BS process It’s the referral system (that 

makes trust), definitely. I always 

read the comments, at least, the 

first few because that’s just, they 

only show the best ones, but I 

continue down [...] and I check 

the one star just to see what they 

written, I mean something 

people are just really picky. 

referral system trust comments   User really believes in the accuracy 

and quality of the referral system to 

judge and define his own trust. Also 

aware that the best comments are 

shown first and it is important to 

check the least satisfied prior 

customer too in order to get a clear 

picture of the potential quality of the 

experience. 

4 buyer Visit I think that they got a pretty 

good outline, it’s easy to find 

stuff, it’s easy to search, and it’s 

like clear. And that depends a 

lot, because if that’s messy and 

there’s a lot of advertising 

everywhere I just get lost. 

Web design Ease of use 
 

    

4 buyer BS process I mean I can still support 

Airbnb (even though they 

charge service fees) because it’s 

a good company and I like how 

it works. [...] I think I still get 

more value for the money. 

Customer 

commitment 

Loyalty Affection for the 

company 

  User doesn't really care how much 

the paltform takes as fees because it 

feels satisfied with the overall service 

and therefore thinks it's ok they take 

their piece of the cake. 

4 buyer Experience They (Airbnb) have the most 

offers, because if you look for 

hotels there is just a certain 

amount of hotels, always. But if 

you look at Airbnb it can be 

people renting out during the 

summer or during some breaks 

or when they are gone. 

Variation of supply 
  

  User is aware that the fact private 

persons put up their housing on 

Airbnb makes the supply variable and 

can increase during specific time 

period making the research and 

maybe the price different than hotels. 

4 buyer BS process It's priceworthy, it's fair. fair customer 

satisfaction 

 
    

4 buyer Experience Airbnb offers an experience of 

staying somewhere, living in the 

same way that the locals live 

there, which is pretty cool 

because then you get to 

experience 

different experience 
  

    

4 buyer Experience Yes, feels safe and secure. And 

easy and flexible to use. 

safe secure Ease of use     
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4 buyer Experience I am assuming that people 

renting out the places for 

tourists isn’t something new but 

what they set up is a community 

based on trust and giving each 

other ratings and stuff like that, 

to allow everyone to access what 

would have been smaller 

individuals harder to find. 

not new community 

platform 

trust giving referral system   

4 buyer Sign up For all these, less important 

companies that take my email I 

have a separate email where I 

have all the spam [...] so I got 

one email for stuff like that, 

when I sign up and register 

accounts. 

email adress spam accounts   In this extreme case it is impossible 

for companies to send relevant 

marketing to the user since he's rarely 

in touch with it and ignores it. That 

of course means that communication 

is too high and invasive in the user 

eyes. 

4 buyer Sign up Because I know that certain 

website they sell your email 

address, so you get spam and 

advertising. 

email adress spam advertising   Too afraid of getting his informations 

shared with third-party. 

4 buyer Sign up I also don’t like to give my full 

name, like sometimes I would 

just use my initials 

name initials sign up accuracy of 

personal 

informations 

  

4 buyer Sign up Because I consider Airbnb 

being a professional serious 

company. 

serious company 
  

  In the sense that the user gives 

enough trust to this company to hold 

his personal informations including a 

picture or his ID. 

4 buyer Sign up It is a barrier. I don’t like 

creating unnecessary accounts, 

and signing up 

Sign up barrier accounts personnal data     

4 buyer Experience Airbnb first I Google, no first I 

type in where I am travelling, 

then days, then instead of 

looking right away at the results 

I would look at the map because 

I want to see the location of 

where the place is. 

map orientation location oriented search process   This user shows high and first 

interest for the sole function of 

having the whole system map based 

4 buyer Experience The location matters the most, 

and then hopefully they have a 

good rating. 

location oriented 
  

    

4 buyer BS process I mean there is a certain amount 

of trust but since you are 

allowed to leave comments and 

rate the place afterwards, I also 

trust my fellow travellers that 

they did a good job by rating 

and writing a review 

rating system community 

platform 

review based network trust Trust is definitely fostered by the 

authenticity of other users experience 

with a seller. Buyer trust other buyers 

to provide an accurate review and 

therefore trust the seller based on his 

overall appreciation in the past. 

4 buyer Experience The platform, it brings together 

people who want or rent their 

place to other people and other 

travellers and backpackers 

community 

platform 

meeting point 
 

    

4 buyer Retention I consider myself loyal, because 

I think next time I am travelling 

somewhere I am going to check 

Airbnb 

loyalty 
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4 buyer Referral I said it in a passing like if 

someone talks about trip I 

would say oh check on Airbnb. 

airbnb referral social context   Users like to share and refer to a 

platform but do not like the referral 

system because they do not want to 

be annoying, however they do not 

hesitate to do so in a social context. 

4 buyer Referral No if I have to send out and I 

get a coupon for a couple bucks 

referral system 
  

  Incentive for referral are not high 

enough in term of money, but maybe 

money is not what users are attracted 

the most from? 

4 buyer Referral  It’s one of those things you 

think oh yeah cool I’ll do it in 

the future and then you never 

do it. 

referral system small incentives No motivation to 

share 

  Users don't feel pushed to use the 

actual referral systems in their form 

because they just think it is cool but 

not to the point to dedicate time to 

do that to earn what is offered to 

them. 

7 seller Visit You can sell and you can buy, so 

that’s that, kind of it. 

  
  

    

7 seller Visit I can’t recall Blocket but my 

mom have always used it so 

that’s kind of from that side. 

Tradera I remember because my 

brother always bought really 

cool stuff, really cheap. So I was 

like oh my god I really have to 

buy something. 

relatives influence first experience cheap   Family friends relatives influences a 

lot the use of these platform and also 

influences the trust they give to that 

platform. 

7 seller Experience I like Blocket because the price 

is set, it costs this much, and of 

course if you call maybe 

someone have bought it or you 

can’t get it down or up a bit, but 

that’s what I like more about 

Blocket than like Tradera where 

it’s an auction. 

auction set price 
 

  Really proves that users can get really 

confused by the price allocation and 

that a set price is way more clear in 

their mind than an auction system. 

7 seller BS process Because at Tradera you can see 

there is a lot of people going and 

looking at your stuff but not a 

lot of people actually buys 

anything. 

Huge network Low sales compare 

to visits 

 
  Network seems big but the sales 

behind the huge traffic on the website 

does not feels to fit with that. 

7 seller Visit As long as it looks professional, 

I don’t really care, about like the 

design. 

web design professional 
 

  Say doesn't care about the design but 

in the uncouscious recognize it has to 

look up to a standard and as said 

"professional". 

7 seller Visit The logo is really bad branding logo 
 

  User recognize how poor the 

branding is but that in this particular 

case this is not what makes it cool or 

better than the rest. Still sensible to 

these artifacts and that blocket 

branding is bad. 

7 seller Experience Because then I would really be 

like oh can I really trust that they 

don’t use my information for 

something else. 

trust personal data 
 

  In the context that the company has 

to be established and recognized for 

this user to be willing to share and 

trust the party they communicate 

their personal data with. 

7 seller BS process Because if I would just wanted 

to sell something I could just 

post it on my facebook page. 

But then I would only reach like 

500 people. And on Blocket 

network reachability blocket   User aware of the huge network 

blocket gives access to and that it is 

not possible to access even with a big 

personal network let's say on 

facebook. 
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there are so many people, so I 

guess that’s a factor. 

7 seller Visit Broad, regional and… 

established I think. 

network access local level national level   Blocket benefits of a very strong 

brand image mainly because of its 

extremely large network that makes it 

"the establishment" "the real deal" 

7 seller Visit Blocket is the real deal, the real 

thing. 

branding strong image 
 

  Blocket benefits of a very strong 

brand image mainly because of its 

extremely large network that makes it 

"the establishment" "the real deal" 

7 seller Experience It’s a good platform to [...] reach 

a lot of people, in a very easy 

way. 

network platform ease of use   relation convenience and network 

quantity 

7 seller BS process If their message sounds like 

really sketchy or if they don’t 

really spell correctly [...] The way 

they interact with me, then I 

might be a bit hesitant. 

evaluation of users trust hesitant   Use its personal feeling whether the 

other party sounds serious or not on 

variables such as the communication 

with this party and this case the 

spelling of written communications. 

7 seller BS process Yes, because I don’t want to 

give out my informations to a 

stranger. 

trust other party stranger   First communications and systems to 

communication seems important in 

the way that users don't want to give 

out their personal informations and 

access to them to stranger if they 

don't feel they are going to close a 

deal with. 

7 seller BS process Because I just click like 

Jönköping and that I want a car 

in this price range and then I got 

one, and then I made a phone 

call and I had a car in like 5 

minutes. 

price allocation instant 
 

    

7 seller Sign up Like I rather give my email than 

my phone number because I 

hate when people start calling 

you 

phone number email disturbing   Personal informations have level of 

"feeling personal" user are more 

afraid to give their hpone than their 

email because they don't want to be 

called directly on their phone and etc. 

7 seller Sign up It’s only my card number and 

stuff like that, that I am a bit 

hesitant 

personal data credit card number trust issue   Credit card number is the ultimate 

personal information that people 

would rather not like to have stored 

on a website, they rather have a 

slower and not as seamless process 

and put up their card number for 

every transaction than knowing their 

card number is stored somewhere. 

7 seller Experience I like when you can have 

multiples pictures, both when I 

sell something and when I buy 

things because then you can 

really see what it is. 

pictures buying process 
 

  Users like platforms with a high 

visual orientation, convenience is 

highly demanded in the way that they 

think pictures make the whole 

experience more trustworthy and 

easy. 

7 seller BS process Then it’s up and people start 

calling. 

instant 
  

  Users of Blocket are aware of the 

really the instantaneity of the 

platform and how fast things can 

move as soon as it's online. 
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7 seller BS process I don't believe that people 

would do that to [...] I trust 

people. 

trust 
  

  Have faith in the trustworthyness of 

people otherwise they think that if 

you start to think about problem that 

can occur you can't do anything. 

7 seller Referral I mean it’s not really cool, like I 

don’t tell people that I put 

things up on Blocket 

cool blocket 
 

  Shows that social factors matters and 

people act according to what is ok or 

not to do and what is cool or not. 

What is not considered cool or can 

put the person in a box as a cheap 

person in the eyes of the society, 

might stop the person to refer to 

blocket as a cool thing to do as a 

service because they would be scared 

of other's opinion. 

7 seller Referral If I bought something in a 

vintage store then it’s all of a 

sudden cool, if I buy something 

from someone on Blocket then 

I might not tell people about it. 

cool blocket 
 

  Shows that social factors matters and 

people act according to what is ok or 

not to do and what is cool or not. 

What is not considered cool or can 

put the person in a box as a cheap 

person in the eyes of the society, 

might stop the person to refer to 

blocket as a cool thing to do as a 

service because they would be scared 

of other's opinion. 

7 seller Experience It’s kind of fun even if I’m not 

buying anything to just like... 

(check around what's on the 

platform) 

curious users use even without BS 

intention 

 
  The experience of seing what is on 

sale is fun and entertaining for people 

7 seller Experience It's crazy what people sell curious users use even without BS 

intention 

 
    

7 seller Experience Entertaining and time 

consuming 

time consuming entertaining service 
 

  People recognise having fun on the 

platform but also how much time 

they spend on Blocket chercking 

random items for example. 

7 seller Visit For me Ebay is just something 

you use abroad, you don’t use it 

in Sweden and since we have, I 

think Tradera and Blocket feels 

more safe 

ebay tradera sweden blocket Brand image although matters in the 

wy that people have prejudices about 

what is what and what people use 

some platforms for. 

7 seller Referral I would recommend Tradera to 

some people like oh my god it’s 

so good, have you find anything, 

but I don’t think I would 

recommend Blocket because 

everyone knows about Blocket 

it feels. 

tradera blocket recommendation   The establishment position of 

blocket on the market and the poor 

branding makes it something that is 

not that cool and therefore people are 

less likely to recommend something 

that is considered as global 

knowledge. 

7 seller Referral Because it feels as if people are 

going to go buy food I don’t say 

to them to go to the grocery 

store. 

recommendation establishment self-evidence   Doesn't make sense to recommend, 

and once again this establishment 

position of Blocket is a weakness 

since then they don't benefit of word-

to-mouth. 

7 seller Referral You never want to be the friend 

that invites people to Candy 

Crush on Facebook and you 

don’t want to be the person that 

spams 

recommendation reputation 
 

  User don't want to use referral system 

in their benefit if it's going to disturb 

their relative. 
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6 seller Visit It’s been like since I grown up, 

my parents have been selling 

things on Blocket all the time, 

and buying things. So I just 

knew about it from the 

beginning. 

relatives influence 
  

  Entourage, relatives have influence 

on this user usage of platforms in this 

case Blocket. For this user it feels like 

a natural way to do it. 

6 seller BS process Blocket has just like the so 

simple, the design you know. 

You paid 20:- and you can put 

up pictures, [...] and then you 

just post it. It’s really simple [...] 

And also like half of the 

Swedish population seems using 

this one so you get responses 

really fast. 

network ease of use simple design   User aware of the high simplicity, 

giant network that allows almost 

instant interactions and the simple 

steps to use the platform. 

6 seller Experience No hassling, so it has been fair 

and square all the time. 

good experience fair service 
 

    

6 seller Experience It is really convenient, especially 

since it is Swedish only 

local swedish convenient   The fact it is Swedish only, national 

preference and nothing outside is one 

of the factor that makes Blocket easy 

and straightforward for this user. 

6 seller BS process The simpleness, because you 

can put things out there in one 

minute. 

Fast ease of use efficient     

6 seller Experience The network and the 

convenience 

network convenience 
 

    

6 seller Visit It looks crappy. It has a design 

from the 2000. But that is what 

makes it great. Because Ebay 

has all these things everywhere. 

web design ebay blocket     

6 seller Visit The more basic the better web design 
  

    

6 seller Experience Centralized marketplace for 

Sweden for used things. 

  
  

    

6 seller Experience Both buying and selling are very 

straighforward, very simple, no 

unnecessary informations 

anywhere on the webpage. 

straighforward web page UX     

6 seller BS process I just compare to the others [...] 

Let's just put it below their 

price, so I can sell mine fast. 

Sale strategy 
  

  User is aware that since Blocket is 

really primer, as a user you have to 

differenciate your offer one way or 

the other. The price is a good way to 

go so he can sell faster and attract 

more interested buyers. 

6 seller BS process It is very nice when you get the 

emails someone has contacted 

you [...] and you're like it's gonna 

get sold baby. 

good experience nice feeling of 

selling 

 
  Users appreciate the sales process of 

feeling buyers attracted to their 

product and that they are going to 

close a deal. 

6 seller BS process No matter what you sell it's 

always going to get sold on 

Blocket 

diversity of platform fast responsive huge network Shows how diverse is the platform as 

well as the network and how different 

things people are selling and looking 

to buy on it. 

6 seller BS process Normally it goes fast you don't 

need to (pay for extra services) 

business model problem 
 

  The platform might not have a 

perfect business model since user 

recognise these functions are really 

unecessary in the case of regular 
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unexpansive items that do not 

specially need to stick out. 

6 seller Sign up I believe in Blocket. I don't 

think they would use my 

information. 

trust personal data company's faith   Trust the company as serious enough 

to handle personal data with secrecy. 

6 seller BS process You post the picture, write 

something a bit funny, but still 

with all the details. 

post pictures sale process   On Blocket it seems very important 

to put actually a bit of work in making 

a nice post/ad in order to stick out 

the huge network and posts online. 

Not required and really simple, but 

according to this user it helps to sell 

faster and better. 

6 seller BS process I think it's really good thing 

because it's a safety precaution. 

I don't want to have these weird 

things on Blocket. 

Ad review system safety quality insurance   Even tough it slows down the 

process, the user recognize the 

security and how much better it is for 

the whole platform quality wise for 

the content 

6 seller Experience I think it's more straighforward 

on Blocket, since Tradera is 

more like an auction house. 

pricing system difference between 

platform 

UX   People are really confused with 

pricing strategy and again fixed price 

like on blocket is easier and more 

straightforward. 

6 seller BS process It's just random Swedish people 

[...] trust the Swedes... 

users trust swedes   The fact that the platform is only in 

Sweden and that trust among citizens 

is pretty high, this trust can be found 

again when using such services. 

6 seller BS process It has always been so successful, 

no matter what it has been I 

have been selling 

successful sale 
 

    

6 seller Experience It’s good with these features if 

you’re selling like a car or 

something, where you actually 

perhaps need more exposure, 

because it is not something 

people just buy 

extra features exposure 
 

    

6 seller Retention I am kind of loyal. But I mean if 

the whole base of people would 

just die out, I wouldn’t use it. 

loyalty network 
 

    

6 seller Experience Cooler… then it’s more 

features, more complicated. 

And then I have to learn 

something new. I prefer sticking 

to the things that are working. 

features more complicated learn new things   People like to stick to the standard 

convenient features and get really 

annoyed when it becomes too much 

and too complicated. 

1 seller BS Process Want to be a super host really 

fast.[...] to get higher prices next 

year. [...] So we want to have as 

many reviews as possible this 

year. 

Gameification Incentives Strategy     

1 seller Experience Suprisingly often! Low Expectations Foreign  
 

  Low barriers and fixed costs allow 

people to just test and see what 

happens... 

1 seller Experience Local experience... I want to 

meet people. Thats why I travel 

and then AirBnB is the perfect 

solution. 

Social factor Local experience Meet people 
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1 seller Signup (What made me trust was) how 

difficult it was to register. When 

you wanted to rent something, 

they were really thorough about 

who you were and stuff like that. 

And I like the part, that 

valuations go both ways. 

Valuation Difficult registration Security Trust Complex signup process is no 

problem as long as it obviously adds 

to the security of the platform 

1 seller BS Process Of course I like that they only 

take 3% 

Cheap Pricing Commission 
 

  

1 seller Visit No, no. Because they have so 

many customers, it does not 

matter what I think about their 

site, as long as they have lots of 

customers for me. 

Design Network quantity UX/UI 
 

Amount of customers > Webdesign. 

Sellers care less about UX/UI and 

more about network quantity and 

quality 

1 seller BS Process You geet the statistics, how 

many have looked at my place? 

How many have booked and 

stuff like that. 

Statistics Analytics 
  

  

1 seller Visit I think it is, um, that, um.. It's 

somewhere you just..um, visit, 

stay for a few days and leave. 

Brand Association USP Value 

Proposition 

Very unclear about a brand imagine / 

USP / value proposition 

1 seller Experience I like from both ways, that is is 

easy. [...] Once you are in the 

system its a fast process.  

Simplicity Ease of use Speed Make changes   

1 seller Signup No, I am Swedish. [...] We give 

everyone everything you know. 

Data Security No Concerns Personal data 
 

No signup concerns what so ever 

1 seller Signup I think I would have chosen to 

say that I do not rent out to 

people without reviews and 

perhaps not for one night.  

Ensuring security Fraud detection Diifficult signup 
 

Appreciaiton of difficult, yet ensuring 

signup procedure 

1 seller BS Process So they have to pay 5 days 

before to the AirBnB and I 

think it is 24 hours after they 

have arrived to us the money is 

in our account. 

Payment Service Security Trust 
 

Appreciation of simplified and 

standardized payment services. No 

invoices or reminders needed 

1 seller Visit I like the thought about getting 

guests from abroad [...]. I think 

it's nice. Meeting totally new 

people 

Social factor Network Quality Meet people 
 

Finding "the right people" more 

important than finding as many 

people as possible 

1 seller Experience And they give me tips! [...] They 

said, well if you put up more 

pictures you will get more 

bookings and if you do like this, 

you get more booking 

Tips  Small services 
  

  

1 seller Retention They have to offer more 

possible customers, more 

countries, or better money for 

me. [...[ Just cheaper is not 

enough. 

Not loyal Multi homing Price Service People would only switch for an 

obviously better product. Price 

advantage enough is not sufficient. 

1 seller Referral Yes! And AirBnB paid me for 

doing that! 

Referral System Incentives Paid Referrals 
 

Most people do not participate in 

paid referrals because they consider it 

"Spam"  Interviewee 1 was the only 

exception. 

1 seller Experience They are really really good. They 

have to, because they swept the 

floor with every competitor on 

the way. 

Customer Service 
   

Customer service is perceived 

important for longterm retention 
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3 Buyer Visit It feels save. It's a Swedish site... Local Swedish Trustworthy Safety Swedes prefer their "own" websites 

and services. 

3 Buyer Visit Ebay, its... Maybe then you buy 

from other countries and that 

feels unsaver 

International Swedish Trustworthy Safety   

3 Buyer BS Process It can be your neighbour who is 

selling something and you can 

just go over and its just in the 

area 

Local Swedish Trustworthy Safety Swedes trust Swedes. Internationality 

scares them. 

3 Buyer BS Process I also like Tradera, because 

there you have to rate the 

people you buy from. 

Trust Local Rating 
 

  

3 Buyer Visit I must say it (webdesign) is quite 

simple and it's good with the 

map of Sweden. 

UX/UI  Webdesign 
  

UX/UI Design of importance but 

not critical. 

3 Buyer Visit Yeah I love that you can look at 

it for free! [...] But are there 

platforms that you have to pay 

for? 

Pricing 
   

Buyer side expects to be free. 

3 Seller BS Process It's the only way to sell things in 

Sweden more or less. 

Pricing Lack of Alternatives 
  

Very price sensitive, but lack of 

alternatives 

3 Buyer BS Process It got much easier since you can 

do it from the phone. 

Mobile Phone App Simplicity   

3 Buyer Experience Get money when you need it. 

Sell things that are just standing 

in the garage. 

See what happens Opportunistic Gamification 
 

Low barriers and fixed costs allow 

people to just test and see what 

happens... 

3 Buyer Experience Even if I was thinking that 

noone would buy this we just 

put it out and lets see... 

See what happens Opportunistic Gamification 
 

Low barriers and fixed costs allow 

people to just test and see what 

happens... 

3 Buyer BS Process You were addicted to Tradera as 

well, like "I won clothes!" 

Auction Opportunistic Gamification Deals Finding deals and winning auctions 

can have a addictive "winning" effect 

3 Buyer Signup I am very easy going with that. I 

give away everything.  

Data Security No Concerns Personal data 
 

No signup concerns what so ever 

3 Buyer Visit If there is a new page you 

haven't seen before, or if there 

is too much information, it it is 

in English, then I would be 

more like... (hesitent) 

Too much 

information 

Foreign language Trustworthy 
 

More trust in local websites 

3 Buyer BS Process Klarna is great! I love Klarna. 

You have everything connected. 

Payment Service Connectivity 
  

  

3 Buyer BS Process It feels so normal. People who 

are in this Blocket world. It is so 

normal to knock on someones 

door like, I am here, where is it? 

Social experience Local Community feeling 
 

Some people might appreciate the 

social interaction particularly. 

3 Buyer BS Process There is always something with 

it. You get what you pay for, but 

it is a good way of saving 

money. 

Second hand Quality issues Price Cheap   

3 Buyer Retention If we had more money, we 

would never use Blocket 

Quality issues Price Cheap Not loyal Loyal due to the circumstances but 

aware of low quality of the products. 

10 Seller Visit I think a saw it a couple of times 

(ads) before I actually 

understood what it was. [...] 

Someone just started to talk 

about it and then I like added 

one and one.  

Knew brand already Advertisement Word of mouth 
 

Most people visit websites due to 

word of mouth, even if they are 

already aware of them through 

adverts 
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10 Seller Visit It just looked reliable. [...] It 

looked professional, like the 

logotype an stuff looked kinf of 

professional. And then I looked 

what people had to say about it. 

Design Professionality Reviews Community 

oppinion 

Usage and opinion of the community 

is very important for people to 

actually be convinced. 

10 Seller Visit I dont think I have ever thought 

about that really. I just saw that 

many people have applied on 

the platform and that it was 

working and that things were 

happening. 

Network Effect Network Quantity Network quality 
 

Amount and specifics of users not 

really relevant. However important to 

see that there is a proven and working 

concept. 

10 Seller BS Process I may have come across it just 

once or wtice and was just like 

"Ah well, thats okay" 

Pricing Not important 
  

Pricing not really relevant as long as it 

is somewhat in check. 

10 Seller Experience I would say easy, professional, 

flexible 

Ease of use Professionality Flexibility 
 

  

10 Seller BS Process They are just giving me the tools 

to do the job myself. Because I 

dont think I ever was in contact 

with a human being. 

Do it yourself No human 

interaction 

Efficiency Service   

10 Seller BS Process The app was a bit tricky to use. 

I did like 3 or 4 profiles for my 

apartment before I realized 

what I actually had to do. 

Ease of use Mobile App UX/UI People use their phones to buy and 

sell but many apps are not yet 

optimized. 

10 Seller Signup ... To ensure that everyone is a 

real person and you can see who 

they are and so on. And that is a 

good thing. 

Valuation Difficult registration Security Trust Complex signup process is no 

problem as long as it obviously adds 

to the security of the platform 

10 Seller BS Process ... A good description of 

themselves, a good picture of 

what they looked like... 

Trust Network Trust User Transparency   

10 Seller Retention Because if they were better, or 

easier or if there was anything 

that was better with them, I 

would probably try them. 

Multihoming Opportunistic Not loyal 
 

Existing companies create trust in the 

"system" and this kind of businesses 

but also this makes users very flexible 

to switch. 

10 Seller Referral Nah, that is spam and people 

probably would not speak to me 

again. 

Spam Referal System Email 
 

Most people do not participate in 

paid referrals because they consider it 

"Spam"  Interviewee 1 was the only 

exception. 

11 Seller Visit I knew it long before I ever used 

it. So it was probably TV 

commercials. [...] Might also be 

word of mouth. When I started 

using it one of my friends 

already used it. 

Advertisment TV Proven concept Word of mouth People trust what is big in 

advertisements and especially word 

of mouth. 

11 Seller BS Process You could put something in and 

you would see what people 

would end up paying for it. 

Pricing Auction See what happens 
 

Dont need to bother about setting 

right price/ do research. 

11 Seller Visit [...] Because it was 

recommended by my friend 

who had previous experience 

and explained how he used it. 

Word of mouth Trust Community Friends People trust in the community; 

especially in friends 
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11 Seller Experience They were already a pretty 

established, or developed 

company. They put a lot of 

effort into marketing through 

commercials and such... The 

design of the website of coruse. 

It was a userfriendly interface 

and everything. I would not use 

something I could not 

understand. (But) mostly the 

brand itself, I found it 

trustworthy. 

Marketing Trustworthy Userfriendly design Brand Design important to a certain extend, 

but having an established brand is 

more important. 

11 Seller BS Process To be honest, not really. As you 

see I did not even know what 

the comission fee is. 

Pricing Irrelevant Comission 
 

Pricing almost irrelevant for products 

of low value, as long it is not a "crazy 

amount" 

11 Seller Experience I guess with a bidding function 

it does not make sense if you do 

not have enough interesting 

buyers, or interested buyers. 

Network quantity Network quality Auction 
 

Network was relevant and considered 

up front. 

11 Seller BS Process I don't even want to put in the 

effort to ship the stuff outside 

of Sweden. I couldn't be 

bothered, even if I could make 

slightly more profit. 

Local Shipping Sweden Convenience Convenience > Profit 

11 Seller BS Process It is like simplicity and like [...] 

stuff that you do not necessarily 

expect to be able to sell. [...] I 

personally see that as really nice 

that I can sell it to someone who 

wants it and would use it. 

See what happens Simplicity Community feeling 

? 

Experience Making money on something you 

would otherwise throw away and on 

which you do not expect to make 

money in the first place. 

11 Seller Experience Either you have a super easily 

understandable design, and then 

I might look at you and find you 

credible because it looks good 

and it looks credible. Or you just 

have a really good brand image 

already. [...] You do not 

necessarily have to have both, 

but one of the kind promotes 

the other 

Design Brand  Trustworthy Credibility At least have design or brand image 

to be credible 

11 Seller BS Process I could take all my stuff and sell 

it at a market or such. But they 

kind of digitalized that whole 

process. So it requires less of 

me, or basically nothing. I just 

need to take a photo, put it up, 

if I don't sell it, I don't have to 

pay. 

Low requirements Convenience Simplicity Low risk Most interviewees agree that is really 

is much less time consuming and less 

effort eventhough they still have to 

do the work/upload themselves. 

11 Seller Signup If I find it a credible source and 

I have heard good about it and 

it is not a random thing I found 

on Google, then I do not have 

any issues. 

Credibility Trustworthy Established No Concerns Establishment of the website plays a 

big role for trustworthiness in the 

signup process.  

11 Seller Signup Sometime it feels like they ask 

way too many questions. [..] For 

this kind of platform I think its 

great if you just type in your 

No concerns Simplicity Low requirements 
 

No concerns. Simplicity is key even in 

the signup process. 
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personal number. Bam. They 

have all your details. 

11 Seller BS Process It is very simple. It takes a 

minute or so 

Simplicity Convenience Speed 
 

  

11 Seller Experience That is why you can sell all this 

stuff where you are not even 

sure someone else would pay 

for. Because it does not cost you 

anything if you do not sell it. 

See what happens No risk Opportunistic 
 

Very, very low entrance barriers are 

important for people to just try it out 

11 Seller BS Process As a seller it is important to have 

some (reviews), it is just a part 

of being trustworthy. [...] If a 

person has many reviews I 

would not have any problem 

with sending them money. 

Reviews Trustworthy No concerns Network Trust People trust each other. 

11 Seller Experience I sometime go on Tradera just 

for fun. [...] Because you can 

find stuff that you need or stuff 

that you kind of realize that you 

need. 

Fun Entertainment Browsing Gameification Fun to just browse around and "find 

whats out there" 

11 Seller Experience Sometimes you are surprised of 

how much you can sell 

something for. [...] People will 

start like a bidding war and you 

end up getting much more than 

expected. 

Gameification Entertainment 
  

  

11 Seller Visit I do not really see any 

competitors from my 

perspective. For me Ebay or 

Amazon is not an option, 

because I want to sell in 

Sweden. 

Low competition Local Sweden Lack of 

alternatives? 

People want to stay local! 

11 Seller Retention It's this great and simple service. 

The service yes (I am loyal to), 

the brand I do not know... 

Loyalty Appreciation of the 

service 

Brand not relevant 
 

People appreciate the service but 

there is zero to none emotional 

attachement to the company or the 

brand 

11 Seller Referral When I sell stuff I might tell 

someone (and they would be 

like): "Oh, wow - I should 

totally do that too!" But noone 

does. I don't know why... I do 

recommend it myself. It's easy 

cash. 

No referral system Social interaction Word of Mouth 
 

Recommendations happen 

organically in real social interactions 

but the connection/ the trigger to 

actually go online and use it, is not 

there. 

12 Buyer Visit Well initially I found out about 

Uber from the news. 

Publicity Disruptiveness Protests 
 

Also bad publicity is good publicity. 

Uber was so disruptive that a whole 

industry protested.  

12 Buyer Visit It was not me who was using it, 

it was the guy I was with.  

Recommendation Friends Word of Mouth Trust Also was recommended by friend, 

wich seem trustworthy. 

12 Buyer BS Process If you travel by bus it is long and 

you need to go to the bus station 

ad everything. Taxi is much 

more expensive obviously and 

so Uber is the best solution. [...] 

Everytime I call it is 5 minute 

and it comes, it is rather cheap 

Fast Cheap Professional Network 

Quality 

Very rationally compared alternatives 

and Uber clearly outperformes in 

every category. Professionality is 

connected to network quality. 
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[...] the drivers are not assholes 

like taxi drivers. 

12 Buyer BS Process Price is definitely a driving 

reason for why Uber is so 

popular. Probably it is also 

mucher easier to use. [...] Uber is 

really wherever you are, it just 

"open in the air". 

Price Simplicity Availability Network 

Quantity 

The combination of a cheaper price, 

a simpler process and a higher 

availability makes the different. 

Availability is connect to network 

quantitiy 

12 Buyer Retention (Efficiency and simplicity) was 

not the reason to join it, because 

obviously I did not know when 

I first joined it. That was 

something I realized once I 

started using it. But as I tried it, 

it became definitely a reason to 

continue to use it. 

Returning customer Superior Service 
  

People do not specifically think about 

the network prior to signup. But if 

the service works well, it is a reason 

to stay. 

12 Buyer Experience With Uber you track it. All the 

time. You know where it was, 

you know who is doing things. 

So it is even safer (than a regular 

taxi) from that point of view. 

Safety Security Tracking Transparency Additional service of review system 

and incentive structures to higher 

overall standard is seen as a key value 

proposition. 

12 Buyer Experience You need to have some 

incentives in place and taxi 

drivers do not have that.  

Incentives Review System Transparency 
 

Additional service of review system 

and incentive structures to higher 

overall standard is seen as a key value 

proposition. 

12 Buyer BS Process They payment is automatic, you 

just get dropped off and [...] you 

receive an email with your 

receipt. It also tells you the 

expected payment before you 

book. 

Simplicity Transparency 
  

Additional service of review system 

and incentive structures to higher 

overall standard as well as a payment 

system is seen as a key value 

proposition. 

12 Buyer Experience I never had problems, and I 

generally do have problems with 

apps. It was really intuitive, 

really well designed. 

Untuitive Superior UX/UI Simplicity Design Onboarding and "just checking it 

out" has to be inrecibly simple and 

intuitive. 

12 Buyer Signup It is not something I would do 

with something I had never 

heard of. But I mean I started 

using it, when Uber was pretty 

well known.  

Trustworthiness Established Credibility Reputation No concerns if platform is known 

enough. 

12 Buyer Retention I never use the bus anymore. I 

go by Uber unless it is really far. 

[...] I am a loyal customer even 

though I do not use it that 

frequently. 

Returning customer Loyalty Appreciation of the 

service 

 
  

12 Buyer Retention I am okay with Uber so I do not 

see why I should change. [...] If 

they offered me considerably 

lower prices, then I would go 

for that. But I do not think there 

is ways to improve... 

Price Superior Service 
  

Cost of change too high for 

unfrequent users. Price only way to 

really compete. 

12 Buyer Referral I generally do not care about 

those. [...] The more the work, 

the more effort I have to put the 

less the discount is worth. 

No use Too much effort 
  

Not natural to send referrals. It is 

perceived as effort or work. 
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13 Buyer Visit I did not really trust Ebay for 

example in the beginning when 

I started with that. [...] It is not 

controlled you do not know if 

its working properly, you don't 

know what condition it is, even 

if they write it... 

Trust Used products Lack of 

transparency 

 
Trust in the network not given. 

13 Buyer Visit For Amazon it was that, I had 

there from the start a feeling of 

trust because if something is not 

working you can talk to 

Amazon or you can send it back 

for free. That is like the best 

argument you can have, if you 

buy something you do not like 

you can send it back for free. [...] 

There is no issue of trust if you 

have the security that you get 

your money back if the product 

is shit. 

Trust Hassle free refund Support Security Trust created by the platforms 

service. 

13 Buyer Visit To join? No. I never thought 

about it. 

Network quantity 
   

Amount of users not relevant. Like 

people just signup and try, it is for 

free anyway. 

13 Buyer Experience Ebay is still that kind of 

platform where you think twice 

before buying something. Just 

because it is so anonymous, so 

to say.  

Anonymity Lack of 

Transparency 

Lack of Trust 
 

  

13 Buyer BS Process Amazon saves time, Amazon 

saves money. It gives you a 

good overview of what other 

people like, gives you a good 

overview of how other people 

see products, with their ratings 

for example. [...] The 

convenience of it. It is so easy. 

It's just two mouse clicks and I 

get my product. 

Less effort, time 

consuming 

Compare prices Reviews Convenience The key value proposition is not 

actually THAT amazon connects 

buyers and sellers but HOW they 

connect them. 

13 Buyer Signup No I think it is not something 

that really bothered me. [...] If 

you decide to use a platfom 

frequently then you just do it 

once. 

Usage Frequency Signup not a 

problem 

  
Signup complexity gets less 

important with increase in expected 

usage frequency...? 

13 Buyer BS Process There is not much trust. But the 

hope for a good deal is bigger 

than the fear. 

Blind trust Hope Greed 
 

  

13 Buyer BS Process It is more about trusting the 

platform than the buyer 

Trust Credibility 
  

Network trust less relevant. More 

important the the platform creates 

trust. 

13 Buyer Retention You can only be inloyal if there 

is any alternative, right? 

Lack of alternatives 
   

  

13 Buyer Experience Maybe I look at it even every 

second day. Just looking at stuff, 

I don't know why. So if you 

want, if you are intereted in 

speakers you do not inform 

yourself in forums, you just go 

Reviews Ratings Entertainment Usage 

Frequency 

Just like "regular" shopping, it is an 

entertaining effect just to scroll 

around and see what is available 
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on Amazon and look at all their 

products, the ratings and so on. 

13 Buyer Referral Yea sure. It is like if you want to 

sell something you say: Sell it on 

Ebay. If you want to buy 

something you say: Buy it on 

Amazon, or check the ratings 

there. 

Recommendation Natural 
  

Recommendation happens naturally. 

What is lacking is way to directly 

trigger an action. 

14 Buyer Visit I think we used Uber because 

we were more familiar with it 

(than with Grab, eventhough 

that would have been even 

cheaper.) 

Familarity Awareness Establishment 
 

Price is not everyhing. 

14 Buyer BS Process ...Like very convenient. You do 

not have to have cash and things 

like that. 

Convenience 
   

  

14 Buyer Visit I knew a lot of people that had 

used it before so I trusted them. 

Like word of mouth thing. 

Recommendation Natural Friends Word of Mouth   

14 Buyer Visit It's cheaper, curiosity and it felt 

pretty safe in one way. 

Price Curiosity Safety 
 

Again, keep barriers of entry to low 

that people can "just try it out" 

14 Buyer Signup 5 years ago it was more like: I 

did not trust anything. But 

nowadays it is like... It feels like 

you put it everywhere. 

No concerns Private data 
  

You put it everywhere. 

14 Buyer Experience It was fun, it feels like... how do 

you say... modern! 

Fun Lifestyle Modern 
 

Using technology and digital 

solutions has become a lifestyle. 

 

 


